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Hyprop is Africa’s leading specialist property fund, with a focus on ownership 
of high quality shopping centres. The company is headquartered in Rosebank, 
Johannesburg. During the year under review Hyprop expanded into the rest 
of Africa by co-investing with the Atterbury Group in the Mauritius based 
property investment company, Atterbury Africa. 

Hyprop’s third integrated report presents the fi nancial results and the 
environmental, social and governance performance of the group for the year 
ended 31 December 2012, and follows the previous report published for the 
fi nancial year ended 31 December 2011. There were no changes to accounting 
policies adopted in terms of IFRS nor were there any restatements of 
previously reported information.  

The content included in this integrated report is intended to identify and 
explain the material economic, social, governance and environmental issues 
facing the group and their impact, and to enable stakeholders to accurately 
evaluate Hyprop’s ability to create and sustain value over the short, medium 
and long-term.

For the purpose of this integrated report, Hyprop’s scope of reporting on its 
sustainability initiatives extends to the group holding company and to each 
of the shopping centres in Hyprop’s portfolio of assets. Atterbury Africa 
was added late in the year under review, and will be included in the scope 
of reporting in the integrated report for the year ending 31 December 2013. 

There were no signifi cant changes to the size, structure or ownership of 
the group during the year, save for the acquisitions and disposals detailed 
on page 19.

PROCESS FOR DEFINING REPORT CONTENT 

The audited annual fi nancial statements, which form part of the 
integrated report for the year ended 31 December 2012, were prepared in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), the 
Listings Requirements of the JSE, as well as the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, 
as amended, where relevant. The company has further applied the majority 
of the principles contained in the King III Report. Any King III principles which 
have not been applied are explained, where applicable, including wherever 
possible reference to the part of the year for which the non-compliance 
occurred. The company has also considered and applied many of the 
recommendations contained in the Discussion Paper on the Framework for 
Integrated Reporting and the Integrated Report issued by the Integrated 
Reporting Committee of South Africa in January 2011 and the 
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INTEREST ON DEBENTURES
Six months ended:

30 June 2011 47 181
Special distribution - two months ended:

31 August 2011 48 65
Four months ended:

31 December 2011 49 137
383

Six months ended:
30 June 2012 50 198
31 December 2012 51 211

409



draft International Integrated Reporting Framework. The integrated report 
was further prepared based on principles and guidance from the GRI and the 
relevant Sector Supplement “Construction and Real Estate Sector (CRESS)” 
(collectively the GRI G3.1 Guidelines), and was compiled based on a self-
declared Application Level C. A comprehensive GRI index is available on the 
website. 

Materiality is a core element in determining the relevance of report 
information and is one of the four reporting principles for reporting content 
in terms of the G3.1 Guidelines. The board of Hyprop has duly applied its mind 
to matters that would be considered material to stakeholders’ understanding 
of the integrated report, and has addressed issues that:

regulations and institutionalised norms and standards.

Stakeholder engagement is an ongoing process, and the group has currently 

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

ASSURANCE

The group’s external auditors, Grant Thornton, have independently audited 

on page 65. The scope of their audit is limited to the information set out in 

the following sections of the integrated report: About Hyprop, Integrated 

RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT

The audit committee acknowledges its responsibility on behalf of 
the board to ensure the integrity of the Hyprop Integrated Report 
2012. The committee has accordingly applied its mind to the report and 
believes that it appropriately and suffi  ciently addresses all material issues, 
and fairly presents the integrated performance of Hyprop, its subsidiaries 
and associates for the year within the scope set out above. 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This integrated report contains forward-looking statements that, 
unless otherwise indicated, reflect the group’s expectations as at 
31 December 2012. Actual results may diff er materially from the group’s 
expectations if known and unknown risks or uncertainties aff ect its business, 
or if estimates or assumptions prove inaccurate. The group cannot guarantee 
that any forward-looking statement will materialise and, accordingly, 
readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any forward-looking 
statements. The group disclaims any intention and assumes no obligation 
to update or revise any forward-looking statement even if new information 
becomes available as a result of future events or for any other reason, other 

Pieter Prinsloo Laurence Cohen Les Weil
CEO  Financial Director  Audit committee
   Chairman

 Total unitholder return 44,8%
 Total distribution 409 cents up 6,8%, in line with forecast
 37%
 Gearing 23,1%
  R920 million redevelopment of Rosebank Mall commenced 

HIGHLIGHTS
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Invest in sizeable shopping centres 85% of the portfolio invested in large shopping centres

Invest in rest of Africa through strategic partnership

Dispose of non-core assets Disposal of R524 million of non-core assets 

Expansion of existing shopping centres Rosebank Mall redevelopment of R920 million commenced in September 2012

R5 billion DCM programme established - R1 billion utilised at year-end

Improve corporate governance Further two independent non-executive directors appointed

Embrace new technology Mobile applications launched successfully at all shopping centres. 

Objectives Progress

BUSINESS MODEL AND STRATEGY

direct property portfolio value, and represent Hyprop’s core focus. 
The remaining 5% of the portfolio is made up of select offi  ces and 
a hotel (held-for-sale). During the year, Hyprop expanded into the 
emerging economies of Africa through co-investment with the 
Atterbury Group in a Mauritius based property investment company, 
Atterbury Africa.

INVESTMENT CASE

 - Quality, size and location

 - Flagship national stores

BUSINESS AT A GLANCE

consistently ranked as a top performer on the Exchange. The group 
has an unparalleled track record of growth in returns ahead of local and 
international industry averages, and consistent unit price growth. 

in asset size, with total assets of R21,5 billion.

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES FOR 2012 AND PROGRESS MADE
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The company is committed to delivering superior returns 
to its unitholders through proactive asset management and 
consistent capital and income growth.

Sectoral profi le by GLA ( m2 )

6,7%

93,3%

Geographical profi le by GLA ( m2 )

59,1% 40,9%

Geographical profi le by revenue ( R000 )

62,3%

0,6%

37,1%

Sectoral profi le by revenue ( R000 )

92,8%

5,6%
1,7%

* Held-for-sale

SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS

 Gauteng 453 204 59,1%

 Cape 313 639 40,9%

766 843 100,0%
* Sold during the year

 Gauteng 1 241 712 62,3%

 Cape 740 703 37,1%

 KwaZulu-Natal* 12 346 0,6%

1 994 761 100,0%

 Retail 715 600 93,3%

 Offices 51 243 6,7%

766 843 100,0%

 Retail 1 850 080 92,8%

 Offices 110 820 5,6%

 Hotel* 33 861 1,7%

1 994 761 100,0%
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VISION

Hyprop aspires to be a leading listed 
property fund in Africa, offering access 
to income and capital growth through 
a specialist portfolio of premium, high 

sustainable investment vehicle. 

MISSION

that adheres to global best practice

shoppers, employees and investors 

sustainable investment

sustainability
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INVESTMENT PERFORMANCE

Average growth 
in distributions 
per annum: 

25 years  

9,2% 
5 years

8,7%

Average growth 
in unit price per 
annum: 

25 years   

11,3%
5 years 

10,2% 

UNIT PRICE PERFORMANCE VS INDICES

 Hyprop

 ALSI

 SAPY

 Bond index
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

INVESTMENT GROWTH

 Investment 
 property 

 Market 
 capitalisation

 Loan-to-value ratio

Rbn LTV%
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60%

26,2% 23,1%7,7 7,0
8,7
7,6

9,4 9,5

17,4

12,9

17,718,7
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 2nd half
 Full year
 % growth

DISTRIBUTIONS
Cents per unit

0
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211
4,5%

181
4,0%

383
7,3%
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14,1%
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HISTORY

1988
with a total asset value of R94 million.

2001

2002

2003
centre, Canal Walk, for R1,16 billion.

2004

2006
an empowerment property fund.

of R544 million. 

2005
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2007
Disposes of 46% stake in SA Retail for an amount of R1,135 billion.

2009

Hyprop will ultimately move its head offi  ce (2012).

2012
Relocates head offi  ce to Cradock Heights in Rosebank. 

commence the redevelopment of Rosebank Mall.

Disposes of its 50% undivided share in Southcoast Mall to 

Moody’s Investor Services rates Hyprop a national scale long-term 

Co-invests with the Atterbury Group in Mauritius based 
Atterbury Africa, a property investment fund focused on investing 

in shopping centres on the African continent.

2011
and doubling the assets to R20 billion.

Disposes of The Grace Hotel.

2010
Successful completion of extensions at Canal Walk and The Glen 

Hyprop Investments Limited
2007 Annual Report

20 years of success
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PORTFOLIO AT A GLANCE

FOOTPRINT

SOUTH AFRICA

A

B

A

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1

2

4 5

6

7

3

B   

8 CapeGate, Cape Town 
9 Willowbridge, Cape Town
10 Canal Walk, Cape Town
11 Somerset Value Mart, Cape Town

89
10

11

ABOUT HYPROP
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The property portfolio includes 11 prime  

 
super regional and value/lifestyle.

HEAD OFFICE 
(Located in Rosebank, Johannesburg)

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CEO

Shopping centres/offices

The Glen
Rosebank Mall

Stoneridge
Cradock Heights 

Shopping centres/offices
Woodlands

Atterbury Value Mart
Clearwater

Glenwood

Shopping centres/offices
Canal Walk
CapeGate

Willowbridge
Somerset Value Mart

Financial - FD
Laurence Cohen
- 2 Financial Managers
- 3 Accountants

Developments
Steven Riley

Technical Facilities Legal

Marketing
Riegardt Marais

HR and IT Systems Word4Word Marketing 
(Pty) Ltd

Investor Relations
Liza Williams

JOHANNESBURG REGION

Regional Executive
Nicole Greenstone

Leasing Executive 
Lynda Burger

PRETORIA REGION

Regional Executive
Yvette van der Merwe

Leasing Executive 
Lynette Joubert

CAPE TOWN REGION

Regional Executive
Wayne Abegglen

Leasing Executive 
Zubair Rasool
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LARGE REGIONALSUPER REGIONAL

Canal Walk is one of South Africa’s premier 
super regional shopping centres situated in 
Century City, Cape Town.

Clearwater Mall is the prime shopping 
destination in the western suburbs of 

residential corridor.

Woolworths. 

community” - Roodepoort Chamber of 
Commerce

Woolworths.

Vicky Vlok (40)
 

marketing award - Annual South African 
Council of Shopping Centres (SACSC)

visit - Footprint Marketing Awards

RETAIL GLA  

STORES  

OFFICE GLA 

 

 

ACCOLADES 

2

10 084m2

8 008

80%

2

240

5 125

10 525 112

100%

ABOUT HYPROP
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CapeGate is located at the Okavango 

and comprises a regional mall,  
lifestyle centre and value centre.

 
 

Virgin Active, Woolworths.

Woodlands is ideally situated near the 
exclusive Woodhill Golf Estate and 
is known as the “fashion capital” of 

 

Woolworths.

Overall leader for shopping centres in  
 

economic growth and development of the 

The Glen is the shopping destination 
of choice for the affluent suburbs of 

Woolworths.

Glen Maboe (36)

2

215

m2

4 252

100%

m2

194

 

3 699

14 168 042

%

m2

150

4 200

100%
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VALUE/LIFESTYLEREGIONAL

ACCOLADES 

Currently undergoing redevelopment 
Rosebank Mall will expand to  

for anchor tenants Woolworths and 

well as additional South Africa brands 
will further enhance the tenant mix.

 

Roy Licht (66)

35 950m2 

120 
2 

 

 

100%

Atterbury Value Mart offers shoppers 
a convenient one-stop shop-and-go 

Spar, Sportsmans Warehouse.

2 

90 

 

2 135

*  
100%

Hailed as the grande dame of South 

for the most discerning visitors with 
exclusive, high-end retail.

Woolworths.

Week - Annual South African Council 
of Shopping Centres (SACSC).

2 

133 

9 330  

 

4 995 610 

100%
* not measured

RETAIL GLA  

STORES  

OFFICE GLA 

 

 

ABOUT HYPROP
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Mart offers shoppers a wide variety 
to meet all shopper needs in one 
convenient location.

Fruit & Veg City, Hi-Fi Corporation,  

 

Located in the high growth 
Greenstone/ Longmeadow node, 
Stoneridge is a trendsetting open-air 
lifestyle centre that is designed to 

family-oriented environment.

Food Lovers Market, Hi-Fi Corporation, 

Daphne Smith (42)

Located in the northern suburbs of  
Cape Town, Willowbridge provides 
a world class open-air shopping 
experience.

Checkers, Dis-Chem, Food Lovers Market,  

Salome Thonnard (40)

2 

99 
2 

2 302 

4 264 863 

100%

51 293m2 

88 

 

*  
90%

12 546m2 

 

 

*  
100%
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CANAL WALK, 
CAPE TOWN

Canal Walk is one of South Africa’s 
premier super regional shopping 
centres situated in Century City, 
Cape Town.
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

OVERVIEW

which achieved record highs on both foreign and local investor 
interest. This was driven in part by the search for yield by foreign 
investors who, faced with low or no interest rate environments, 

in overseas markets. South African listed property had another very 
good year, producing returns in excess of 30% largely as a result of 

of 2,5% in 2012 is indicative of the insuffi  cient impetus in the South 
African economy when compared with other emerging markets and, 
in particular, the rest of Africa.

spending remained buoyant for much of the year, with retail sales 
growth surprising on the upside and most retailers posting strong 
results. This growth rate is likely to moderate in the months ahead as 
consumers become more cautious about spending on non-essential 

credit sales growth. 

Listed property, with a market capitalisation of R210 billion, was the 
best performing South African asset class in 2012, yielding a total 

of 44,8%, comprising an income return of 6,3% and a capital return 

As South Africa’s largest listed shopping centre fund, with 11 directly 
owned shopping centres, Hyprop’s premium regional and super 
regional shopping centres continued to demonstrate their core 

application of proven management strategies, turnover density 

growth in retail sales was 4,3% over the same period.

2012 STRATEGIC HIGHLIGHTS
The bedding down of the Attfund Retail portfolio, including the 
integration of the respective management teams and information 
systems, was a singular success. Full credit is due to our executives 
for this. 

The redevelopment of Rosebank Mall at a total cost of R920 million 

The centre will remain operational during construction. The Rosebank 
node presents an exciting mixed-use development opportunity, and 
pre-letting of the mall has been well received by all leading retailers 

Dis-Chem. The refurbishment is in line with the group’s strategy of 
expanding of existing shopping centres in our retail portfolio.

In line with its Africa investment strategy, Hyprop obtained 
exchange control approval to co-invest with the Atterbury Group 
in a Mauritian based property investment company, Atterbury 

centres in select African countries with attractive medium term 

Amongst the year’s successful disposals was Southern Sun 

R130 million. The sale was eff ective 1 September 2012 and transfer is 
expected during 2013. Further strategic disposals included the Trade 

and Hyprop’s 50% interest in Southcoast Mall which was sold to 

registered. 

With respect to listed property investments, Hyprop sold its stakes in 
Vunani and Acucap for a combined R209 million, leaving it with a 34% 
shareholding in Sycom valued at R2,3 billion. While not considered 
to be a long-term investment, Sycom remains an important asset 
with value still to be unlocked. At year-end we had commenced 
discussions with Sycom, with a view to converting the investment 
to direct property.

REITS

Treasury and the listed property sector, a formal announcement on 
Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) legislation was made on 

with a tax year beginning on or after 1 April 2013 can convert to a 

The introduction of REITs will result in an alignment of the South 
African listed property sector with internationally traded real estate 
investments. In addition it will facilitate the comparison to, and 
inclusion in, international indices. 

The REIT framework will have the added advantage of providing tax 
certainty, with REITs exempt from capital gains tax on the disposal of 

The proposed REIT legislation will likely result in elimination of the 
linked share debenture structure currently utilised by property loan 
stock companies, including Hyprop.

MICHAEL AITKEN, CHAIRMAN

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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Hyprop intends to convert to a REIT in the year ahead following 

in due course.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
The global economy should support capital inflows into emerging 

developed economies compared with more attractive rates in 
emerging markets should ensure this. However, developed global 
markets could surprise with stronger than expected growth once the 

spending cuts are settled. 

imports continue to increase. These factors are already exposing 

the outlook for inflation in 2013 and beyond. This will in turn make 

likelihood of stable interest rates for the year.

These economic conditions underpin expectations of a challenging 

at 2,6%, while the average inflation rate is expected to stay within the 
target range of 6%. It is regrettable that South Africa faces these 
challenges when opportunities for success abound. It is hoped that 
the many, urgent calls for constructive leadership are heeded in 
order for the economy to start recovering. 

At a property level, above inflation increases in administered charges 
such as rates and electricity tariffs will continue to dampen real rental 
growth, and space optimisation will become increasingly important 
for tenants seeking to balance rental costs against turnover. Given 
this and the macro economic outlook, retail market rentals are 
expected to grow by between 4% and 8%. Total returns from listed 
property, while still well ahead of inflation, will be off previous highs 
in a forecast range of 8% to 15%.

PROSPECTS
Hyprop’s strategy is to continue building on its portfolio of dominant 
shopping centres in core locations in South Africa and elsewhere in 
Africa, and to continue offering the very best retail experience to its 
target market. 

There will be continued focus on the disposal of non-core assets, the 
expansion and redevelopment of existing centres and improvements 
in operational efficiencies. Attention will also be given to alternative 

combined with Hyprop’s asset selection and management skills, 

sustainable income growth and capital appreciation to investors over 
the long term.

SUSTAINABILITY
We remain committed to sustainability and have implemented 
a number of initiatives during the year to enhance stakeholder 
engagement, improve environmental reporting and ensure good 
corporate citizenship. These aspects are addressed in this integrated 
report. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
In line with Hyprop‘s commitment to continually improving corporate 
governance, the total number of independent non-executive 
directors has increased to six, or 50% of the total complement of 

director, and Gavin Tipper earlier in the year on 8 March 2012. Gavin 

chairman of the remuneration and nomination committee. 

FAREWELL
It is my intention to retire at the forthcoming annual general 

The past 13 years have truly been a success story and some of the 
most rewarding for me personally, having witnessed the market 

distributions to unitholders grow at an average compound rate 
of 10,8% per annum. This is a track record of which we can all be 
extremely proud. 

APPRECIATION
I wish to thank the Hyprop executive for their enduring support in 

exemplary leaders of the company. My thanks also go to the board 
of directors as a whole, past and present, who have all contributed 

including our unitholders, thank you too for your support. 

The election of a new chairman will be decided by the board and an 
announcement made in this regard in due course.

I wish everyone well in their ongoing association with Hyprop. 

Michael Aitken 
(Outgoing) Chairman 
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CEO’S REPORT

PIETER PRINSLOO, CEO

INTRODUCTION

experienced internal management team, again proved their worth 
in a challenging economy, by delivering pleasing results. Hyprop’s 

dominance of its shopping centres, ensured trading density growth 
in the portfolio. The net result was a distribution growth of 6,8% for 
unitholders. 

readily available debt funding for large listed property funds resulted 
in yields reaching unprecedented levels, making it very expensive 

focused more on development and expansion of its existing portfolio 
at acceptable yields. 

Operationally, the strongest trading performances were achieved 
from the super and large regional shopping centres. The value centres 
mainly recorded lower growth with the exception of Stoneridge 
shopping centre where vacancies were substantially reduced. Offi  ces 
continued to be negatively aff ected by the high vacancy rates but 
improvements in letting were seen towards the end of the year. 

INVESTMENT IN AFRICA

in Ghana in anticipation of expanding the centre. In addition it has 
commenced the development of the West Hills Mall in Accra.  

Investment criteria include common national tenants with similar 
centres in South Africa, and design criteria are on a par with Hyprop’s 
existing enclosed malls. Most importantly, existing centres and/or 

current shopping centres. 

DEVELOPMENTS
2012 was an important year for Hyprop’s development programme 
as the Rosebank Mall redevelopment moved from the planning 
phase into reality with the commencement of construction in 
September 2012. The total cost of the redevelopment is estimated at 

trade throughout the construction period with new retail sections 

The total development period is 25 months with the anticipated 
completion date set for September 2014. 

OPERATIONS

Strong year-on-year trading density growth 
at large shopping centres

Reduction in vacancies with low vacancies 
at large shopping centres

Reduced operating cost through the 
introduction of national service contracts

 Introduction of new technology at 
shopping centres

 Above infl ation contractual rental escalation

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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Exciting new tenants will be introduced into the centre including 

and Foschini will all be upgraded or expanded to offer the latest new 

the centre.

There was an increased focus in the portfolio on store enlargements 
and replacements as retailers are focusing more on creating “flagship” 
stores in large shopping centres to better showcase their products 
and grow their brand identities. 

with the more prominent stores including:

Tenant Shopping centre
Clearwater
Canal Walk

Spur Woodlands

 
include enclosing the mall areas at Willowbridge South and the 
enlargement of the Edgars stores at Canal Walk and The Glen.

was purchased at the CapeGate regional centre for an amount of  
R25 million. Medium to long-term expansion plans include additional 
bulk at Canal Walk, The Glen and Woodlands. 

DISPOSALS

shopping centres, Hyprop continued to dispose of non-core assets 

portfolio on an on-going basis with a view to further dispose of 
assets not meeting the investment strategy. These assets can include 
free-standing offices and smaller retail buildings.

Disposals Proceeds (Rm)
Vunani units  105,0
Acucap units 108,5
50% undivided share in Southcoast Mall 110,5
CapeGate Trade Centre

* 130,0
Total 524,0

* Awaiting transfer 

TRADING CONDITIONS
Consumer spend remained strong throughout the year with a 

dominated by strong South African brands. However, with the 
average South African consumer gaining an affinity for international 
brands, competition in the fashion category is likely to increase.  
The growing number of international retailers leasing sizable stores 

enter into co-operation agreements with the international brands 
leading to an increase in their store sizes to accommodate these 
brands. Many are focusing on their top locations and on providing 

international brands which have entered the South African market in 
recent months include Zara, Topshop, Gap and Cotton On.

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

LETTING ACTIVITY AND VACANCIES
Retail vacancies on a like-for-like basis, excluding the Rosebank Mall 
redevelopment, improved substantially from 3% at the beginning 

Canal Walk, The Glen and CapeGate regional mall had vacancies 

The demand for offices remained under pressure and vacancies at 
year-end were 9,1% (2011: 12,2%).

Strong interest from prospective tenants has been received for 
the Rosebank Mall redevelopment, scheduled for completion the 
second half of 2014, with committed rental offers at over 90% of 
gross lettable area. 

TRADING DENSITY

Average porfolio growth: +7% (2011: +5%)
Per month (R/m2)
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CEO’S REPORT CONTINUED

VACANCIES 
31 December 2012 31 December 2011

(m2) (%) (m2) (%)
Canal Walk * 784 0,5
Super regional 784 0,5
Clearwater Mall Nil Nil 2 669 3,1
The Glen 345 0,5 198 0,3
Woodlands Nil Nil
CapeGate * 6 053 6,1 6,4
Large regional 6 398 1,9 9 643 2,9

* 1 010 2,7 2 133 5,8
Southcoast Mall^ Nil Nil 1 836 6,3
Regional 1 010 2,7 3 969 6,0
Willowbridge * 1 536 3,5 2 403 5,3
Stoneridge 3 743 7,3
Somerset Value Mart 289 2,3 130 1,0
Atterbury Value Mart Nil Nil 0,2
Value centres 5 568 3,6 1 1  415
Shopping centres 13 759 2,0 26 104 3,3
Offices — stand-alone 4 519 8,8 4 610 9,0
Total 18 278 2,5

* Includes the office component
^ Sold during the year

LEASE RENEWAL PROFILE 
By income 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 +
Canal Walk 15% 19% 35% 10% 21%
Clearwater 6% 38% 22% 9% 25%
The Glen 25% 29% 11% 13% 22%
Woodlands 9% 16% 9% 39%
CapeGate 14% 11% 54% 16% 5%

29% 19% 10% 15%
Willowridge 25% 9% 29% 15% 22%
Stoneridge 38% 9% 16% 30%
Somerset Value Mart 15% 15% 30% 40%
Atterbury Value Mart 11% 24% 20% 22% 23%
Offices 18% 18% 35% 22%
Total 16% 23% 27% 13% 21%

By area Vacancy 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 +
Canal Walk 0,2% 9% 13% 38% 10% 30%
Clearwater 3% 33% 15% 6% 43%
The Glen 0,5% 26% 25% 10% 12%
Woodlands 5% 25% 10% 9% 51%
CapeGate 5,3% 11% 11% 49% 16% 8%

19% 34% 13% 5% 29%
Willowbridge 3,5% 21% 6% 24% 20% 25%
Stoneridge 34% 8% 15% 29%
Somerset Value Mart 2,3% 21% 11% 31% 35%
Atterbury Value Mart 11% 24% 20% 29% 16%
Offices 9,1% 31% 20% 6%
Total 2,5% 14% 19% 25% 13% 27%

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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WEIGHTED AVERAGE RENTAL* 

Business segment

2012 
Rental
(R/m2)

2011
Rental 
(R/m2)

Canal Walk - retail 236 221
Clearwater 182
The Glen 189
Woodlands 148 138
CapeGate - Value 88 88
CapeGate - Regional 126 110

291 266
Rosebank Mall 182
Atterbury Value Mart 133 124
Willowbridge - retail 96 101
Stoneridge 73
Somerset 102
Offices 110 106

* Includes basic rent and operating costs.

LEASE ACTIVITY

Area
Rental 

growth
Contractual  
escalation

Retail (m2) (%) (%)
34 134 3,5 8,9

Renewals 61 161 4,4 8,4
Total 95 295 4,1 8,6
% of total portfolio 12,4%

Offices
9 485 2,5 8,4

Renewals 7 770 3,1 8,9
Total 17 255 2,8 8,6
% of total portfolio 2,3%

Total lease activity 112 550

TENANT PROFILE
Exposure to top 10 retailers

Rank Tenant
% of total 

GLA
% of total 

income
1 Massmart Group 4%
2 Edcon Group 6% 5%
3 6% 2%
4 Woolworths Group 5% 2%
5 Foschini Group 4% 5%
6 3% 4%

3% 2%
8 Shoprite Holdings 3% 1%
9 Truworths Group 2% 2%

10 Food Lovers Market 2% 1% Tenant grading by income

TENANT PROFILE BY GRADE

Tenant grading by GLA

 A Grade
 B Grade
 C Grade

65%21%

14%

 A Grade
 B Grade
 C Grade

51%

29%

20%

Tenants in the portfolio have been categorised by grade as follows:

A Grade:  Large national tenants, large listed tenants and  
 

tenants part of large listed groups)
B Grade:  Smaller national tenants, medium sized franchisees,  

medium to large retailers
C Grade: Smaller line stores  

Due to the nature of the Hyprop portfolio, the above categorisations  
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CEO’S REPORT CONTINUED

NEW TECHNOLOGY 
During the year Hyprop has sought to introduce technology 
advancements to help drive footfall and increase dwell time. 
This included the introduction of mobile applications at all shopping 
centres on the back of the Canal Walk application which was 
launched in 2011. The use of new technology is also designed to 
improve the customer experience. All centres have a presence on 
social media via Facebook and Twitter. 

Online retail in South Africa has not reached a level of sophistication 

slow and is only available to a small percentage of consumers. 

goods online. However consumers are increasingly using social media 
and mobile content to research products and we are focusing on 
increasing our marketing foothold in this area. 

PROSPECTS 
Hyprop will continue to focus on growing assets through 

tenant demand. Investment in dominant shopping centres, both 

Given the right opportunities, the company will continue to dispose 
of non-core assets.

Taking into account the short-term dilution due to the Rosebank 
Mall redevelopment, Hyprop expects to show distribution growth 

APPRECIATION
I wish to extend my thanks to the board for their wise counsel and 
particularly to our Chairman, Michael Aitken, for his years of service 
to Hyprop. I thank the executive team and all our employees for their 
hard work and dedication. My appreciation to our tenants for their 
continued support in challenging economic times. 

Pieter Prinsloo
CEO

INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REVIEW
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The comparative period therefore only includes income from the 
Attfund Retail properties for the four months ended December 2011.

revenue and distributable earnings were up 8,3% and 9,6% respectively, 
while property expenses increased by 5,9%. Rosebank Mall was 
transferred to development property from 1 September 2012.

CONDENSED STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
30 December 2012 31 December 2011

Rm Rm
Revenue 2 168 1 483

Investment property 2 016 1 351
Listed property 152 132

(714) (512)
1 454

Other operating expenses (53) (34)
Operating income 1 401

(405) (208)
996

5
10

996
243 113 243 113

Distribution pcu (cents) 409,0 383,0

FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REPORT

LAURENCE COHEN, FD

while the overall cost-to-income ratio at a fund level improved to 

contributed to an improvement in operational effi  ciencies.

Total arrears at 31 December 2012, comprising normal arrears, 
legal cases and outstanding tenant deposits, improved to 
R19,8 million (2011: R41,3 million) and the total allowance for doubtful 

INTRODUCTION 
Overall Hyprop produced a pleasing set of results for the year, with the core 
shopping centre portfolio continuing to show good growth and operating 
expenses being well controlled. Integration of the Attfund portfolio was 
successfully completed during the year, with 100% of the portfolio now being 
managed seamlessly with a single property management system. 
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FINANCIAL DIRECTOR’S REPORT CONTINUED

PROPERTY PORTFOLIO 

Value attributable to Hyprop
Value per 

rentable area

Business segment
Rentable area 

(m2)

31 December 
2012

R000

31 December 
2011

R000

31 December 
2012

(R/m2)
Canal Walk 157 447 5 200 000 4 880 000 41 284

Super regional 157 447 5 200 000 4 880 000 41 284
Clearwater Mall 85 174 2 945 000 2 500 000 34 576
The Glen 74 624 1 751 130 1 623 365 31 223

70 319 1 770 000 1 604 000 25 171
CapeGate 99 619 1 509 000 1 435 000 15 148

Large regional 329 736 7 975 130 7 162 365 25 942
36 894 1 420 000 38 489

Southcoast Mall 1 122 000
Regional 36 894 1 420 000 1 459 000 38 489

Atterbury Value Mart 47 707 952 000 885 000 19 955
Willowbridge 44 027 620 000 14 082
Stoneridge 51 293 432 900 409 500 9 377
Somerset Value Mart 12 546 170 000 154 000 13 550

Value centres 155 573 2 174 900 2 055 500 14 289
Shopping centres 679 650 16 770 030 15 556 865 27 510
Stand-alone offices 51 243 710 000 13 856
Hotel 2 130 000 145 000
Development property 3 35 950 990 000 1 039 000
Investment property 766 843 18 600 030
Listed property securities 2 282 095
Atterbury Africa 111 109

766 843 20 993 234 19 686 038 26 730
1 Sold July 2012
2 Southern Sun Hyde Park - sold September 2012
3 Rosebank Mall - transferred to development property September 2012

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
Investment property was independently valued by Old Mutual 
Investment Group South Africa using the discounted cash flow 
method.

Investment property increased in value to R18,6 billion, after 

Revenue spread Total net income

8%

23%

39%

11%

10%

9%

 Super regional
 Large regional
 Regional
 Value centres
 Listed property
 Other *

* Rosebank Mall included in other

 Retail rental
 Municipal cost recovery
 Operating cost recovery
 Customer parking
 Other

58%
22%

8%

7%

The valuation increase in the shopping centre portfolio was driven 

space. The stand-alone office buildings, on the other hand, saw 

impact on income growth.

5%
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DCM issuance is currently slightly cheaper than conventional 
 

The DCM issuance to date comprises the following:

Capital 
amount Maturity date

3-year bond R400 million
5-year bond R300 million

* R300 million April 2013
* the CP issuance is being rolled over on a three monthly basis

would consider increasing DCM issuance to 50% of total debt.  
To assist in achieving this, consideration will be given to the 
conversion of existing conventional bank facilities to DCM funding as 
and when the bank facilities expire.

CASH FLOW

income. After the payment of property expenses, fund management 
expenses and interest on debt, 100% of net income is paid out to 
unitholders on a semi-annual basis.

Cash collected between distribution payments is paid into  
floating debt facilities, as opposed to leaving the cash on call, to 

funded by debt or by the issuing of new Hyprop combined units.  
Cash realised from the sale of non-core assets is applied to reduce 
debt.

APPRECIATION

dedication and commitment during the year. I also wish to extend 
my appreciation to the board of directors for their continued advice, 
guidance and support.

Laurence Cohen
Financial Director

LISTED PROPERTY SECURITIES
Hyprop’s investment in Sycom was valued at R2,3 billion at  
31 December 2012, based on the closing price at that date of  

units in issue. 

NET ASSET VALUE 

 
31 December 2011.

 

 

DEBT MANAGEMENT AND GEARING

gearing ratio of 23,1%, down from 26,2% in 2011. The company is 
limited by its MOI to a maximum gearing level of 55%. 

The board views the ideal gearing level as being between 30%   
and 40%. However, increasing gearing is dependent to a large extent 

these levels.

 
of borrowings, at a weighted average rate of 8,4% (2011: 8.2%) and a  
weighted average maturity in respect of interest rate swaps and  

 

agreements/interest rate swaps is reflected in the graph below:

Bank facilities

Fixed interest rate agreements/interest rate swaps

Hyprop made its debut in the debt capital market (“DCM”) during 
the year, with total DCM issuance to date being R1 billion, or 20% of 
total debt.

2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

R(m) Maturity
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INVESTMENT PROPERTY PORTFOLIO 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

Property description Location
GLA
(m2)

Cost
(Hyprop share)

R000

Fair value
(Hyprop share)

R000

Date of  
acquisition/ 

development
SHOPPING CENTRES
80% undivided share in Canal Walk * Century City, CT 1 248 452 5 200 000 October 2003
Clearwater 2 426 355 2 945 000 September 2011
CapeGate 99 619 1 499 631 1 509 000 September 2011

645 493 #

Woodlands 1 600 844 September 2011
* 36 894 320 868 1 420 000

Rosebank Mall 35 950 440 404 990 000
Atterbury Value Mart 918 020 952 000 September 2011
Willowbridge 620 000 September 2011
90% undivided share in Stoneridge 51 293 542 033 432 900 September 2008
Somerset Value Mart Somerset 12 546 160 290 September 2011
Total - shopping centres 715 600 10 407 627 17 760 030
OFFICES

The Mall Offices
Included with  
Rosebank Mall 284 000

Cradock Heights 4 508 84 321
10 360 210 511 144 000 September 2011

3 415 39 000 September 2011
15 266 241 426 165 000 September 2011

Total - offices 51 243 605 981 710 000
HOTEL

132 rooms 130 000 September 2009
Total - portfolio  766 843 11 192 500 18 600 030

* Includes office component 
# The 75,15% undivided share in The Glen was acquired on the following dates: 
 - 33,33% in December 2001 
 - 16,77% in September 2002 
 - 25,05% in October 2004
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FIVE YEAR REVIEW 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

2012
R000

2011
R000

2010
R000

2009
R000

2008
R000

Revenue 2 177 625 1 119 048 923 655
Investment property income 2 016 184 984 910
Straight-line rental income accrual 9 208 100 214 14 148 13 318
Listed property securities income 152 233 132 006 119 990 106 900

(714 284) (511 681) (259 380) (205 209)
1 463 341

Other operating expenses (53 885) (43 855) (36 044) (41 353)
(404 827) (208 325) (121 554)

Received 22 180 31 416 26 931 39 408
(427 007) (128 560) (56 488)

1 004 629 819 296 589 518 545 606
Change in fair value 1 273 905 335 645 586 121

Investment property 1 137 924 236 654 580 121 255 630
Straight-line rental income accrual (9 208) (100 214) (14 148) (13 318)
Listed property securities 315 259 32 391
Derivative instruments (170 070) (59 510) (15 461)

(Loss)/surplus on disposal (15 221) (9 835) 8 392
Investment property (11 886) (6 129) 8 392
Listed property securities (3 335)

Amortisation of debenture premium 487 925 231 354 110 810 85 492
953 4 139

Impairment of goodwill
4 555 905 905

Income before debenture interest 2 751 238 833 362 1 228 656 804 686
Debenture interest (994 333) (593 024) (544 851) (511 629)

1 756 905 91 659 695 283 683 804
Share of income/(loss) from associate 144 9 949 55 201 20 305

1 757 049 101 608
Taxation (753 169) (185 639) (80 696) (152 084) 100 615

1 003 880 (84 031) 552 025
Investment property at fair value (note 2.3) 17 480 030 9 425 626
Distribution per combined unit (cents) 409 383 328 308
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CLEARWATER, 
JOHANNESBURG

Clearwater Mall is the prime 
shopping destination in the western 

in a rapidly expanding residential 
corridor.
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INDEPENDENT NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

ETHAN (EG) DUBE (53) 
MSc (Statistics) Executive MBA 
(Sweden)

Michael has over 20 years’ experience in 

expertise in asset management and investment 
relating to both directly held and listed 
property vehicles. He is currently the managing 

director of Strategic Real Estate Managers, 

Fund Limited.

asset management experience. He worked for 
Southern Life Asset Managers for three years 

with three other partners and in 1998 founded 

where he is currently CEO.

LINDIE (L) ENGELBRECHT (38) 
CA(SA)

Lindie chairs Hyprop’s risk committee. She is a 

of Governance and Sustainability Services 

the CEO of the Institute of Directors. She is a 

Governance and has advised, consulted and 
presented to boards and audit committees in 
the public and private sectors on corporate, 
legal and governance matters. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

MICHAEL (MS) AITKEN (56)
BA LLB
(OUTGOING) CHAIRMAN

Les chairs Hyprop’s audit committee. 
He has more than 40 years’ experience in 
real estate, prior to which he spent several 
years in merchant banking and commerce. 

28 years until September 2010. He holds board 
appointments in a number of corporate 
and non-governmental organisations and 

Corporate Governance.

LES (LI) WEIL (68) 
BCOM CA(SA) MBA

He is the chairman of Telkom Limited and 
the deputy chairman of Tsogo Sun Holdings 

group chief executive of Tsogo Sun Holdings 
Limited and has held directorships of various 
companies including Amalgamated Retail 
Limited, Hosken Consolidated Investments 

Development Corporation and the Marketing 
Federation of Southern Africa, and was chief 
executive of the Foundation for African 

JABULANE (JA) MABUZA (55) GAVIN (GR) TIPPER (47) 
BCOM BACC CA(SA) MBA

Gavin chairs Hyprop’s remuneration and 
nomination committee. He has been involved 

than 20 years, and was formerly an executive 
director of Coronation Investments and 
Trading Limited and a technical partner at 

number of listed companies.
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NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

MIKE (MJ) LEWIN (58)
BCOM BAGRIC MANAGEMENT

Mike has over 20 years’ experience in the 
property industry and heads the retail division 

Consolidated Stores Limited for 18 years as 
their property development executive.

LOUIS (L) NORVAL (57) 
BSC (QS)

Louis co-founded Attfund Limited and was 
executive chairman and chief executive of 

Attfund Retail by Hyprop. He is managing 

Louis was a founding member and senior 

He currently serves as a non-executive director 

STEWART (S) SHAW-TAYLOR (60) 
CA(SA) HARVARD PMD

LOUIS (LLS) VAN DER WATT (45) 
CA(SA) CIMA

MARC (M) WAINER (64) 

Stewart has almost 30 years’ experience in 
investment banking and real estate. He is 
currently the head of Real Estate and Group 

asset management related activities undertaken 

banking, in South Africa and internationally.

of the biggest property developers in South 
Africa, in 1994, after completing his articles 
at Deloitte Consulting (the management 
consulting arm of Deloitte & Touche).

Marc has been involved in all aspects of the 
real estate industry for over 36 years. He is 

The Cromwell Group (Aus).

manager. In 1993 he became property manager 

appointed managing director of the property 
division in 2000, a position he still holds today. 
He sits on the boards of all the property and 

is invested.

KEVIN (KM) ELLERINE (45) 
NATIONAL DIPLOMA IN COMPANY 
ADMINISTRATION
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EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS

LAURENCE (LR) COHEN (40)
BCOM CA(SA) 
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR

Hyprop for seven years from 2002 to 2009. He 
was re-appointed to the position of CEO with 

has been engaged in every aspect of property 

over 21 years, having worked previously at 

Director of Hyprop Manco, after spending 
three years at Grant Thornton in the corporate 

board in 2006 as Financial Director and has 
been involved extensively in various aspects 
of the business.

PIETER (PG) PRINSLOO (47)
BSC (QS)
CEO

BOARD OF DIRECTORS CONTINUED

NICOLE GREENSTONE (44)
Regional Executive: Johannesburg 

WAYNE ABEGGLEN (46)
Regional Executive: Cape Town

YVETTE VAN DER MERWE (40)
Regional Executive: Pretoria

REGIONAL EXECUTIVES

GOVERNANCE
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SENIOR MANAGEMENT

MARK DE KLERK (51)
National Technical Manager 

STEVEN RILEY (43)
Development Executive 

BRENDA FRYLINCK (49)
National Facilities Manager

LIZA WILLIAMS (39)
Investor Relations Executive

KARIN EICHHORN (36)
Human Resources and IT Systems

DESIRÉE NAFTE (46)
National Legal Executive

RIEGARDT MARAIS (41)
Marketing Executive 
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APPROACH TO CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 
Our approach to corporate governance is based on a set of values 
and principles that underpin the day-to-day activities of the group 
which include responsiveness, collaboration, transparency, integrity 
and accountability. This approach encompasses a commitment to 
excellence in governance standards, which we see as fundamental to 
the sustainability of the group’s performance. 

APPLICATION OF GOVERNANCE PRINCIPLES 
The board is committed to applying the recommendations as set out 

this commitment we continually monitor developments in corporate 
governance in South Africa and internationally, and in light of these 
review and enhance the company’s systems of governance and 
control.

directors will continue to state the extent to which the company 
applies these corporate governance principles to create and sustain 
value for stakeholders over the short, medium and long-term, and 
to explain any instances of non-compliance. The application of  

integrated report. The full list appears on our website. 

these are contained within this integrated report.

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

ETHICAL LEADERSHIP AND CORPORATE 
CITIZENSHIP
Responsible leadership

In accordance with the board charter, the board is the guardian of 
the values and ethics of the group. Our board strives to embody the 
values set out in our Code of Conduct and Ethics, recognising that  
this process must devolve from the top down. As a business 
imperative, the directors continually strive to ensure that the 
company conducts its business with the utmost integrity towards 
all its stakeholders. 

Hyprop’s board is the focal point for good corporate citizenship 
and aims to integrate responsible corporate citizenship into the 
company’s growth strategy and daily operations in order to ensure 
sustainability.

The social and ethics committee, a committee of the board, 
monitors Hyprop’s compliance with relevant social, ethical and legal 

its responsibility to its various stakeholders. This includes social 
transformation in the workplace, and the safety, health and dignity  
of all employees. The committee reports to unitholders on matters 
that fall within the scope of its mandate at the annual general meeting 
of the company and by contributing to this integrated report. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

HIGHLIGHTS

Additional independent non-executive 
directors appointed, bringing board 
composition to 50% independent  
non-executive directors

Independent non-executive director 
appointed as chairman of the remuneration 
and nomination committee

Audit committee comprised exclusively of 
independent non-executive directors

GOVERNANCE
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The Code of Conduct and Ethics (“the Code”)

The Code provides guidance as to ethical conduct in all areas, 
appropriate policies in respect of the safeguarding of assets and 
information, and the appropriate measures to enforce these policies.

The primary purpose of the Code is to promote the good conduct 
of all employees and other representatives of Hyprop to enable the 
company “to create the most desirable shopping destinations in 
South Africa which constantly deliver an exceptional and memorable 
shopping experience”. This is intended to be achieved through:

The Code encapsulates Hyprop’s commitment to best practice 
corporate governance, including timeous, valuable and transparent 
communication with all stakeholders. In addition it contains 

sound environmental practices, addressing responsible corporate 
governance.

unethical business practice and/or behaviour that contravenes 

compromise any employee’s ability to act in the company’s best 

in compliance with South African Securities Services Act  

The board’s responsibilities

The board is governed by a formal charter supported by relevant 
authority limits, which was updated following the 2012 annual review 
to comply with the Companies Act. The charter and complete terms 
of reference of the board are available on Hyprop’s website. 

acknowledges that:

provide leadership based on an ethical foundation, as well as 

technology risk), as well as for determining the group’s levels of 

that risk assessments are performed on an ongoing basis with 
appropriate risk responses, notwithstanding that management 
is responsible for implementing the risk management plan and 

the probability of anticipating unpredictable risks and that 
appropriate risk disclosure is made to stakeholders.

In respect of compliance

compliance risk is addressed in the risk management process, 
notwithstanding that management is responsible for the 

understanding of the laws, rules, codes and standards applicable 

In respect of the internal audit

internal audits undertaken and in future periods will provide a 
written assessment of the effectiveness of internal controls to 
the audit and risk committees.

In respect of stakeholder engagement

perceptions on Hyprop’s reputation and strive to achieve 
a balance between the various stakeholder groupings in its 

content of communication with stakeholders, as well as ensuring 
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Ethics line

During the year Hyprop launched an independent ethics 

to employees of the group and the public at large, and whistle 
blowers are assured of anonymity.
regular analysis of calls received to enable the group to investigate  
all allegations timeously. Hyprop has recently embarked on an 
extensive campaign to educate staff on the optimal use of the line. 

submitted to the audit committee.

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

BOARD AND DIRECTORS
Role and function of the board

The Hyprop board acts as the focal point for, and the custodian 
of, corporate governance. It provides the group with effective 
leadership based on an ethical foundation, and ensures that the 
company is, and is seen to be, a responsible corporate citizen.

Composition of the board

Hyprop’s board currently comprises 14 directors, two of whom are 
executive. During the year under review, two additional independent  
non-executive directors were appointed, Gavin Tipper in March 2012 

of independent non-executives on the board. 

The non-executive directors have diverse backgrounds in 
commerce and industry. Their collective experience enables 

 
decision-making that is in the best interests of Hyprop. They review 
and ratify Hyprop’s strategy, in addition to monitoring its performance 
and executive management against key performance indicators.  
The non-executive directors provide opinion and advice regarding 

In order to ensure sustainable leadership they review transformation 
and succession planning at senior levels and provide input into the 
remuneration process.

duties, resulting in constructive debate at meetings that continues to 
yield well-considered decisions. 

Chairman, CEO and independent directors

The position of Chairman is currently held by an independent  

responsibilities of CEO and Financial Director are strictly separated 
from those of the non-executive directors to ensure that no single 
director can exercise unrestricted powers of decision-making. 
The Chairman provides leadership and guidance to the board and 

attention, while obtaining input from other directors. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

The CEO and Financial Director are responsible for implementing  
strategy and operational decisions. 

The independent non-executive directors contribute a wide 
range of industry skills, knowledge and experience to the board’s  
decision-making process. These directors are not involved in the 
daily operations of the company. 

Changes to the board

Changes to the directorate during the year and proposed changes 

Appointments 
 

effect 8 March 2012

Re-election by rotation 

Retirement 

Detailed information on the directors and their credentials is set 
out on pages 30 - 32

Operation of the board

long-term, sustainable returns for our stakeholders. It takes overall 
responsibility for directing the company towards the achievement 

considering Hyprop’s sustainability. 

Board appointment process

The board, supported by the remuneration and nomination 

selection of candidates is conducted in a formal and transparent 
manner. The board and committee take into account the necessary 
blend of skills and experience that will enable new directors to 
meaningfully contribute to the company’s operational progress and 

consideration including diversity and regulatory compliance. 

An induction process is in place which includes, amongst other 

to key senior management at company and shopping centre levels 
and encouraged to undertake site visits to the shopping centres. 

annual general meeting.

GOVERNANCE
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Rotation of directors

The company’s MOI provides for one-third of the non-executive 
directors to retire by rotation after a three-year term of office.  

 
re-election in accordance with the company’s MOI.

Succession planning

It is the responsibility of the remuneration and nomination 

directors, as well as to ensure that all committees are appropriately 
constituted and chaired. The committee gives due consideration to 
succession planning on an ongoing basis.

The board is comfortable that the depth of skill meets current board 

is Mike Aitken’s intention to retire from the board at the forthcoming 
annual general meeting. The remuneration and nomination 
committee is in the process of considering appropriate candidates 
for the chairmanship of the board, and further communication will 
follow in due course. To achieve continuity, preference will be given 
to appointing a candidate from existing board members.

Director development

To the extent necessary directors have access to experts and 
other parties in carrying out their duties. In addition, directors are 
encouraged to undergo continuing professional development in 
their personal capacity.

Company secretary

 
is an independent company secretarial practice providing services 

that the company secretary, and in particular its representative  
 

act in accordance with, and update directors in terms of, the 

regulations and legislation.

The role and functions of the company secretary include:

matters of ethics and good corporate governance relevant to 

inter alia, meeting 
attendance registers, resolutions, director’s declarations of 

terms of the Companies Act.

It is further the responsibility of the company secretary to keep 
the board updated in regard of ethics, governance and regulations. 

The board then reviews any changes and appropriate measures 
are implemented to comply with best practice in such a way as to 
support sustainable performance. 

Performance self-assessment

An evaluation of the board and individual directors was performed 
at the beginning of the year. The evaluation was undertaken by 
the company secretary, and will be done annually going forward.  
An assessment of the committees will be conducted in the current 
year.

 
six such directors, two have served a term exceeding nine 
years. The board has therefore reviewed the independence of  
Michael Aitken and Les Weil, and after due consideration, has 
concluded that their long association with the group in no way 
impairs their independence.

Access to information

Access to the advice and services of the company secretary and 
to company records, information, documents and property is 

the external and internal auditors, and to management, at any time. 
All directors are entitled, at Hyprop’s expense, to seek independent 
professional advice on any matters concerning the affairs of the 
company.

Access to the board

direction to the board at the annual general meeting, one-on-one 
meetings, investor presentations and through semi-annual investor 
polls.

During the year under review certain investors raised concerns 
regarding Hyprop’s investment in Sycom, the slow pace of the 
Rosebank redevelopment and the yield, and the strategy to move 
into Africa. These have all been addressed through a proactive 
communications strategy. 

Dealing in securities

restrictions on the trading of Hyprop’s units by directors, the 

periods. In terms of the Code of Ethics and Conduct directors are 

unitholdings, additional directorships and any potential conflicts of 

sensitive information are barred from dealing in Hyprop’s combined 

that the company is entering a closed period.
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BOARD COMMITTEES

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

Five committees, comprising audit, risk, investment, remuneration 
and nomination (combined into one committee during the year) and 
social and ethics, assist the board in the discharge of its duties. 

responsibilities during the year. Each committee operates under 
an approved charter which will be reviewed on an annual basis.  
The need for additional committees is continually evaluated. 

There is transparency and full disclosure from board committees to 
the board. Committee chairmen provide the board with a verbal 
report on recent committee activities and the minutes of committee 
meetings are available. In addition, the chairman of the board and 
chairman of the audit committee will be attending the company’s 

from stakeholders. 

Board meetings and attendance

The board meets at least four times a year with ad-hoc meetings 
when necessary, to review, amongst other matters, strategy, 

expenditure, reporting and compliance matters, standards of 

resources and environmental management.

Relevant information is supplied timeously in advance of meetings, 
ensuring that directors can make well-researched and reasoned 
decisions. 

HYPROP BOARD

Audit  
Committee

Les Weil (Chairman)
LIndie Engelbrecht 

Gavin Tipper

Risk 
Committee

Lindie Engelbrecht 
(Chairman)

Laurence Cohen 

Stewart Shaw-Taylor

Remuneration 
and nomination 

committee

Gavin Tipper 
(Chairman)
Ethan Dube

Lindie Engelbrecht
Stewart Shaw-Taylor 

Marc Wainer

Investment 
committee

(Chairman)
Michael Aitken

Laurence Cohen

Stewart Shaw-Taylor
Marc Wainer

Les Weil

Social and ethics 
committee

(Chairman)

Mike Lewin

Steven Riley

GOVERNANCE
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Directors
Years of 
service

Board  
meetings

Audit  
committee

Risk  
committee

Remuneration
committee

Nomination 
committee

Social and 
 ethics  

committee
MS Aitken b (Chairman) 12 5 (5) 3 (3) 2 (2)

g 8 5 (5) 4 (4)c 2 (2) 3 (3)c 2 (2)c 2 (2)
LR Cohen (Financial Director) 9 5 (5) 4 (4)c 2 (2) 3 (3)c 2 (2)c

EG Dube b 4 (5) 3 (3) 2 (2)
a 3 4 (5)

L Engelbrecht be 2 5 (5) 4 (4) 2 (2) 3 (3) 2 (2)
a 2 5 (5) 2 (2)

b 2 (2)
a 1 4 (5)

S Shaw-Taylor a 12 5 (5) 1 (1) 2 (2) 2 (2)
GR Tipper (appointed 8 March 2012) b f 4 (4) 2 (3) 2 (2)
LLS van der Watt a 1 5 (5)
M Wainer a 10 4 (5) 2 (3)
LI Weil bd 9 5 (5) 4 (4) 1 (2)
Executives

3 4 (4)c 2 (2)c 2 (2)
1 2 (2)c

12 2 (2)c 2 (2)
9 2 (2)c

M Hattingh (Financial Manager) 1 4 (4)c 1 (2)c

1 2 (2)c 2 (2)
S Riley 2 2 (2)c 2 (2)

1 2 (2)c

a  Non-executive
b  Independent non-executive
c  By invitation
d Chairman audit committee
e  Chairman risk committee
f  Chairman remuneration and nomination committee
g Chairman social and ethics committee

Details of directors’ attendance at board and committee meetings are set out below:
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CONTINUED

Remuneration of directors and senior executives

The remuneration paid to directors during the current year together 
with information relating to the direct and indirect holdings of 
the directors at 31 December 2012, as well as their participation 
in share incentive schemes (where relevant), is disclosed in the  
directors’ report.

AUDIT COMMITTEE
Membership and resources of the audit committee

During the year the audit committee comprised independent 
non-executive directors Les Weil (committee chairman),  
Lindie Engelbrecht and Gavin Tipper, ensuring the committee 
comprised exclusively independent non-executive directors, 

Act.

each meeting, the chairman reports to the board on the activities 
and recommendations made by the committee.

Responsibilities of the audit committee

the committee’s role and responsibilities including the responsibility 
 

The committee assesses adherence to the company’s systems 
of controls and, where necessary, recommends and monitors 
improvements during the year.

website. 

 Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

Assurance providers

The committee is responsible for reviewing the internal audit 
function and recommending the appointment of external auditors 
for approval by unitholders. In addition, it establishes guidelines 
for the use of external auditors for non-audit services to maintain 
independence.

Grant Thornton acts as the external auditor to Hyprop.  
The independence of the external auditor is reviewed every year by 
the audit committee. 

The external auditors annually provide a report to the  
audit committee motivating their independence. The committee 
has considered the independence of the external auditors,  
Grant Thornton, and is of the view that the external auditors are 
independent of the company. Further, the external auditors attend 
all audit committee meetings and have unrestricted access to the 
chairman of the audit committee. 

REMUNERATION AND NOMINATION 
COMMITTEE 
During the year the separate remuneration and nomination 
committees were merged into a single committee. 

Details of remuneration policies and practices are on page 60

INVESTMENT COMMITTEE
The role of the investment committee is to assist the board in 
considering investment opportunities relating to properties, listed 
securities and other corporate actions, as well as to approve 

of authority delegated to it and in line with the strategy determined 
by the board.

GOVERNANCE
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RISK

THE BOARD’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR RISK 
GOVERNANCE
Hyprop’s systems of internal control are designed to provide 
reasonable, but not absolute assurance as to the integrity and 

manage rather than eliminate applicable risks. They are intended 
to safeguard, verify and maintain accountability of Hyprop’s assets. 

potential liability, loss and material misstatement while complying 
with applicable laws and regulations.

INTERNAL AUDIT
The board is responsible for the company’s systems of internal 
control. The effectiveness of these systems is monitored by both 
the audit and risk committees, which are assisted by management 
reporting and periodic reviews as well as by an outsourced internal 
audit function. After completing these reviews, the committees 

to regular review over a number of years, resulting in ongoing 

In selecting a service provider for outsourced internal audit, Hyprop 
considered factors such as: 

in full compliance with international best practice. The services 
 

MANAGEMENT’S RESPONSIBILITY FOR RISK 
MANAGEMENT
Executive management implements controls to ensure the validity, 

are reviewed by internal and external audit when reliance is placed 
on the controls. External audit reports on the fair presentation of 

level, this is done by the executive committee. 

RISK COMMITTEE 
The committee reports directly to the board. It is responsible for 
reviewing and assessing the company’s risk control systems and 
ensuring that risk policies and strategies are effectively managed. 

ensuring that:

for risk management that will enhance its ability to achieve its 

relevant.

It meets twice a year and attendance is outlined on page 39.

The committee is responsible for overseeing the development, 
effective implementation and annual review of a risk management 
plan. It makes recommendations to the board, which retains ultimate 
responsibility, with regard to risk tolerance levels. Risk management is 

employees. 

Formal terms of reference outlining the committee’s purpose, 
composition and responsibilities are set out in a risk committee 
charter.

Risk committee charter

The committee must perform all the functions as is necessary to 

plan for risk management and recommending approval of the 

management by means of risk management systems and 

of risk tolerance and appetite, and monitoring that risks are 
managed within the levels of tolerance and appetite approved 

throughout the company and integrated in the day-to-day 

and

integrated report to ensure that it is timely, comprehensive and 
relevant.
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RISK CONTINUED

Key: 

    Risk increased from 2011                      Risk decreased from 2011                    Risk unchanged

RISK MATRIX
Risk Impact Mitigation Change from 2011 Comments
Property market conditions
Slowdown in consumer spend  
negatively impacting retailers'  
trading densities unitholders encourage consumer spend in 

Hyprop centres 
Oversupply of rentable space Vacancies reduced

Reduction in property values  
redevelop assets

 
long-term growth prospects 
are impaired

Disposal of  
non-core assets 

Strategy and execution
Incorrect investment strategy

distributable income
 

existing funding facilities

 
undertaken prior to approval 

 
assets to ensure sustainable 
distribution growth

growth
 

redevelop assets 
 

long-term growth prospects 
are impaired

Development and acquisition
Inability to deliver 
developments on time and 
within budget

investment returns 
 

undertaken prior to approval  
of extensions

developments
 

contractors and professionals 
to ensure timely delivery

anchor tenant

planning and implementation

Rosebank Mall  
development  
commenced  
during 2012

to existing operations/income 
during construction

period for centre to recover 

resulting in lower distributable 
income

is undertaken prior to 
approval of extensions

contractors and professionals 

to ensure as little as possible 
disruption to the centre

planning and implementation

strategy and failure to achieve 
estimated investment returns

distributable  
income

 
existing funding facilities

 
investment committee/board

 
undertaken prior to approval  

risks to which the company is exposed on a regular basis:

GOVERNANCE
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Risk Impact Mitigation Change from 2011 Comments
Treasury
Lack of available funding  

opportunities to value ratios

 
capital market programme

R5 billion debt 
capital market  
programme in 
place. 
Moody’s rating: 

Reduction in values/net income 

covenants

 
repayable immediately

 
monitored

Interest rate increases
reduced distributable income periods of 1 to 6 years

rate expiries in one year

lower funding rates

funding at lower 
rates 

Currency risk During the year, 
Hyprop invested 
into Africa via a 
Mauritian based 
company, in  
effect increasing 
foreign currency 
risk

Operations
Lease renewals and tenant 
retention 

expiring in any one period

space in shopping centres
 

market rentals

income and under achieving 
budget expectations

 
of lease expiries

 
reports to Exco

 
with tenants throughout  
their tenure

Tenant failure and ability to  
pay rent space  

 
tenants throughout their 
tenure

 
conclusion of lease  
agreements

 
tenants

Vacancies reduced

of assets and tenants signing at lower 
than market rentals

decreasing and inability to 

 
upgrades

 
ensures assets are kept in 

 
approved and reviewed 
regularly

 
improvements

Inability to insure assets  
replacement cost as well as  
loss of income

 
reviewed regularly

Reputational and brand risk 
when asset does not comply 
with customer expectations

 

tenants to foster a good 
relationship

Increases in municipal cost 
charges

 
tenants fail to contribute to 
their portion of the usage

 
ensure retaining certain  
tenants

methods to measure and  
reduce consumption of  
utilities

 
authorities to contest  
excessive rate increases

Various  
programmes put  
in place during  
2012 to reduce  
consumption 
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Risk Impact Mitigation Change from 2011 Comments
Deterioration of municipal  
administration and service 
delivery

 
development and extension  
of assets  

electricity and tenants not 
trading efficiently 

utility recovery 

professional consultants 
to optimise local authority 
approval processes 

Failure to recruit and retain key  
executives and staff

 
implement its strategic  into account performance 

incentives, remuneration 
benchmarking, performance 
evaluation, personal 
development plans  

regularly

Introducing a  
long-term  
incentive scheme 
during 2013

Health, safety and  
environmental compliance

cover or increase in insurance 
premiums  

 
OHS Act  

 
compliance 

compliance at all times 

Improved level of 
compliance

Effectiveness of internal 
controls on a regular basis 

an annual basis and reported 
to the audit committee 

Compliance risk
Failure to comply with legislation

review legislative compliance 
 

risk committee 
Information technology  
Disaster recovery plan

 
information 

 
of rentals 

 
IT governance and controls   

 
sufficiently 

 

 

RISK CONTINUED

  Refer to section on IT governance

GOVERNANCE
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The board recognises IT governance as an integral part of the 
company’s holistic approach to governance. It is the risk committee’s 
responsibility to effectively manage relevant IT risks. During the year 
an internal IT audit was conducted and all systems and operations 
were deemed sound and sufficient for the purposes of the business. 

Following the incorporation of Attfund Retail into the business, 
Hyprop is in the process of reviewing its IT structures to increase 
operational efficiency and establish standardised policies and 
procedures for effective IT governance. The group’s database is 
undergoing restructuring and a single property management system 
is being implemented across the company. 

Hyprop’s aims for the years ahead include the formulation of a 
formal IT governance policy and charter, and implementing an IT 
internal control framework.

COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS, RULES, CODES AND 
STANDARDS

ensure that the company complies with all current regulations and 
legislation. In doing so they liaise closely with the company’s sponsor. 
Areas of non-compliance are formally tabled through the risk 
management process under the supervision of the risk committee. 

is in the process of determining its scorecard in relation to the  
 

assessment Hyprop will ensure an implementation plan is in place to 
bring the group in line with the charter targets. 

following:

 

Anti-competitive behaviour

During the year Hyprop has not been party to any legal actions for 
anti-competitive behaviour or monopoly practices. 
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WOODLANDS, 
PRETORIA

Woodlands is ideally situated near 
the exclusive Woodhill Golf Estate 
and is known as the “fashion capital” 
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SOCIAL AND ETHICS COMMITTEE

The committee was constituted in April 2012 to assist the board with 
the oversight of sustainability, transformation and other compliance 
related matters. It meets twice a year. A formal committee charter 
and terms of reference have been approved, which include the 

corruption. 

The committee has an independent role, with accountability to the 
board, and according to its charter takes responsibility for: 

labour, environment, anti-corruption), and the OECD guidelines 

prevention of unfair discrimination, reduction of corruption, 
community development initiatives, and the company’s 

energy saving initiatives and responsibility for public safety and 

STAKEHOLDERS

DISPUTE RESOLUTION
Disputes with stakeholders are addressed in the appropriate forum 
and steps taken to ensure that any disputes are resolved effectively, 
efficiently and expeditiously. Where applicable, alternative dispute 
resolution clauses are included in all service contracts and Hyprop 

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
At Hyprop, our long-term sustainability is dependent on providing 
the optimal shopping experience through designing, developing 

mix. Engagement with stakeholders at all levels is a fundamental 
contributor to our business success. 

In South Africa, shopping centres are often the central public 
spaces for the surrounding communities, marking a vital community 
development role for Hyprop. 

At a group level, stakeholder engagement is an important channel for 
ensuring inclusivity with regard to all stakeholders and accountability 
with regard to management, in line with our Code of Conduct and 
Ethics. 

Stakeholder engagement has a positive impact on Hyprop in terms of 
reputation management, and at the same time informs our business 
strategy including risk assessment. 

Stakeholder engagement is an ongoing process. While there are 
entrenched engagement channels within the group, there are certain 

STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS
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Stakeholder group Stakeholder concerns/interests How we engage
Unitholders/investors

at all times and meet regularly with industry analysts
 

accurate reporting where appropriate

trading statements and press announcements, and investor 
presentations at conferences

Financiers

Industry associations Hyprop communicates with stakeholders through its membership of 
the following industry associations and organisations:

Employees
 

performance

employees annually at each management office

Tenants Hyprop’s centre management offices communicate with tenants via 
tenant liaison co-ordinators, duty managers, SMS, email, newsletters, 
regular one-on-one meetings, tenant polls and audits, security and 
safety meetings, marketing workshops and the annual Retail Excellence 
Awards.

Shoppers Hyprop’s centre management communicates with the shoppers via
telephonic research, focus groups, feedback forms, websites, radio, 
local and daily newspapers, information emailers and newsletters and 
 social media platforms such as Facebook, Mxit and Twitter and smart 
phone apps.
Centres also undertake third party retail market studies and focus 
groups aimed at identifying target markets, the demographics of the 
average household in the area, shopper desires and new shopper and 
lifestyle trends and shoppers’ opinions.

Suppliers Hyprop and its centres regularly communicate with their respective 
suppliers via email, face-to-face meetings and monthly reports.

Local communities Hyprop provides sponsorship and promotion of community events 
and organisations, and support of local charities. In addition, the 
shopping centres aslo communicate via newspapers, radio and 

National government, 
provincial government and 
municipalities

regulations

Hyprop holds regular meetings with relevant regulatory authorities 

Commerce and ward counsellors.

Press and media Hyprop engages with the media at the time of interim and annual 
results and as and when newsworthy events occur.

Civil society Hyprop and its centres are actively involved in community 
organisations and city improvement district membership.
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THE GLEN, 
JOHANNESBURG

The Glen is the shopping destination 
of choice for the affl  uent suburbs of 
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as illustrated below:

ORGANISATIONAL 
GOVERNANCE 

Human 
Rights

Labour 
Community 
Involvement  

and Development  

Fair Operating 

 

Environment
Consumer 

Issues 
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ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT POLICY AND 
MANAGEMENT

As a primary tenet we recognise that in the development and 
management of our properties, our operations may have a 

as on the tenants and staff who occupy our buildings. All policies 
for management and remedial actions are framed in terms of this 
principle.

We are committed to the continuous improvement of our operations 
with the aim of reducing our environmental impact, minding our 
role as a responsible corporate citizen in preserving environmental 
resources, making a positive impact on the wider community and 
encouraging our tenants, customers and suppliers to do the same, 
and enhancing the daily workplace for our tenants and staff.

The group’s Development Executive, Steven Riley, is responsible 
for the policy and strategy in this regard, supported by the  

committee takes responsibility for overseeing and monitoring his 
progress in this regard. The Development Executive further provides 
feedback to the risk committee in respect of policy principles and 
goals and targets at each asset.  

Group environment policy and strategy are communicated at 
the executive committee level and operationally to the centres’ 
operations managers. Quarterly reviews are conducted to assess 
progress in line with group strategy.

During the year Hyprop’s Green Design and Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy was introduced and implementation 
began. The strategy outlines the opportunities, expected ease of 

Opportunities include:

and

differentiator.

HIGHLIGHTS 

Green Design and Environmental 
Sustainability Strategy introduced

Waste management reviewed at all centres

Full waste recycling of plastic, cans, glass 
and cardboard implemented at all centres 

Energy audits undertaken and remedial 
measures introduced to reduce 
consumption

Eskom rebate programme implemented at 
six centres

SUSTAINABILITY
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Objective

Ease of  
implementation 
1 to 5 (1-easiest) Benefits

Management
Responsive facility management team 1 Timeous intervention to mitigate risk and loss
Set consumption targets and monitor (energy, water and 
waste)

2 Measure performance by setting targets and monitoring with 
meters

Implement a building user training programme for 
operational staff

2 Raise awareness related to technology, legislation, best 
practices

Supply chain management 2 Select vendors based on environmental performance
Review tariff structures 2 Choose a tariff structure that is optimal to a building’s peak 

usage
3 Assist with effective maintenance and operational levels

Monitoring tenant conformance to tenant criteria document 3
4 Quality feedback informs decision-making

Safety, security and code compliance
Fire alarm testing and safety drills 1

2 Ensure occupants and shoppers are safe
2

Control tenant's work related to tenant installation 4 Reduce risk of legislative non-compliance

Objective Achievement 
Determine the baseline of energy use through an energy audit, for the 
purpose of benchmarking and measuring improvements

This was completed for energy, water and waste for the 12 month 
period

Establish targets and goals Energy: targets determined per site (savings range from 0 to 8%)
Targets still to be set for water and waste Raise awareness related to technology, legislation, best practices
Select optimal upgrade initiatives A draft proposal has been prepared for review in May 2013
Focus on delivery of strategy 

As the strategy is in the early stages of implementation, it was not 
deemed necessary to conduct independent evaluations. The group 
is planning to conduct a carbon audit in the near future.

FINES

with environmental laws and regulations during the year. 

GREEN BUILDING 

to their vision and mission. Hyprop will ensure that the buildings we 
manage are operated in an environmentally sustainable way, and 
that all of our new developments are designed and built to minimise 

negative impacts on the environment while offering healthy, efficient 
and productive environments for occupants. 

CONSERVING SCARCE RESOURCES 
We consider resource scarcity a key strategic risk to the company, 
as a lack or short supply of water or electricity will impact current 

as set out in Hyprop’s formal environmental strategy are outlined 
overleaf with their expected ease of implementation and resultant 

During the year Hyprop recycled 60 000m3 (68% of total) of  
waste. A comprehensive lighting saving initiative was implemented 

of 60 000kWh at year-end.

Focussed and proactive asset and operational management includes:
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ENVIRONMENT CONTINUED

ENERGY

Objective

Ease of  
implementation 
1 to 5 (1-easiest) Benefits

Sub-metering electricity consumption 1 Detect faulty installations, monitor and control consumption in  
multi-tenant environment

Modify thermostat set-points and supply temperature for 
chiller water

1 Lower energy costs in winter and summer

Variable speed drives 2 Improved control to assist correct commissioning
LED lighting and occupancy sensors 2 Improved lamp life and reduced power faction correction 

Repair duct work leakage 2 Lower energy losses
Implement preventative maintenance programmes 2
Solar hot water heating 3 Low operating costs, more cost effective than gas and  

electricity
3 Reduced cost of consumption, reduces peak demand
3 Reduced kVA consumption

Light coloured surfaces 3
4 Improved energy use, cost reduction, proactive response and 

assistance in identifying problems
Duct work and pipe work insulation 4 Air conditioners run more efficiently
Architectural shading and external planting 4 Reduce solar gain and energy usage

5 Clean energy source, technology ever improving
5 Lower energy consumption costs

the load on the energy grid was concluded in March 2013.

WATER

Objective

Ease of  
implementation 
1 to 5 (1-easiest) Benefits

Sub metering for tenants 1 Ease of detection of leaks, cost effective and easily installed 

Fire system water consumption 1
Waterless urinals and dual flush toilets 2 Reduced use of potable water, no mechanical parts
Water leak detection 2
Drought resistant landscaping 3 Reduced water usage
Rainwater harvesting 4 Reduced potable water consumption and storm water  

provision
Grey/black water recycling (non-potable water in cooling 
towers)

4 Reduced use of potable water, suitable for irrigation

Irrigation using grey water (and use of indigenous planting) 4 Saving of water and effluent charges where applicable

SUSTAINABILITY
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WASTE

Objective

Ease of  
implementation 
1 to 5 (1-easiest) Benefits

Waste separation and recycling (operational waste  
management plan)

1 Reduced waste costs and enhanced corporate green initiatives

Centralised waste collection 2 Enhances overall neatness of building

paper)
2

Organic waste composting 3 Reduced waste and less fertilizers used

INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Objective

Ease of  
implementation 
1 to 5 (1-easiest) Benefits

Low irritant/non-chemical cleaning products 1
Dedicated smoking areas with butt disposal 2

windows
3 Reduces energy consumption

ENVIRONMENTAL SENSITIVITY

protected areas are neutral as a result of conforming to the 
environmental policies and structures of the municipalities and 
management bodies responsible for these protected areas. 

 
Century City is located in and around a national wetland conservation 
area, Intaka Island, an award winning 16 hectare wetland  
conservation area that is rich in birdlife and indigenous plants.  

which Canal Walk Shopping adheres. Hyprop contributes R365 000 

was demolished to clear the area for the extension to the centre. 
The site clearance was conducted in accordance with a waste 
management and materials recycling programme, which formed part 
of the demolition contract. 31 000 tonnes of waste material resulting 
from the demolition were recycled.

detailed more fully on our website. 

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za
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SOCIAL COMMITMENT

TRANSFORMATION 
Hyprop recognises that integrating transformation into business 
practice is crucial for the sustainability of the company and South 

in this regard. The social and ethics committee is responsible for 

recommendations. To this end the company has engaged a service 

PREFERENTIAL PROCUREMENT 
The company encourages preferential procurement and has put in 

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT 
CSI for the year amounted to R2,6 million (2011: R1,4 million). A highlight 
for the year was the establishment of the Hyprop Foundation as we 
consider our CSI initiatives not as isolated activities, but as part of 
the broader socially responsible performance of the group. 

SHOPPING CENTRES
Our shopping centres have always played a central role in their 
local communities, and individual centres are involved in an array 
of programmes to assist local charities and initiatives. The various 
centres have spent and/or raised an amount of R3,8 million 
(2011: R1,4 million). Further detail is set out on the website. 

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

The Hyprop Foundation 

The company is in the process of registering a foundation 

the foundation will be generated by employees earning ‘care 
shares’. 

Hyprop has partnered with Mould Empower Serve (“MES”), 

the homeless and destitute community in the city of 

offi  ce. Their vision is to change the heart of our cities 
by empowering people holistically to live independent, 
sustainable and meaningful lives. MES started as a feeding 
programme in 1986 handing out food parcels to the homeless 

achieved Section 21 status with a board of directors. 
The organisation addresses the pressing needs of the poor 

emotional, mental and spiritual needs of the homeless and 
unemployed. www.mes.org.za

OUR CORE PEOPLE VALUES

Excellence
We nurture every employee’s highest potential. We reward performance and address non-performance.

Integrity 
We treat each other with trust, fairness and respect. We speak with one voice internally and externally.

Responsibility
We take responsibility for our actions and outcomes.

Diversity
We support teamwork and the mutual exchange of knowledge and people regardless of cultures, genders and background.

SUSTAINABILITY
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HIGHLIGHTS

R4,691 million net income per employee

R4,655 million distribution per employee

of staff outperformed delivery 
targets

Total staff movement for the year only 4%

214 permanent employees

HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT

Male Female Total
Occupational level Black Coloured Indian White Total Black Coloured Indian White Total
Top management 0% 0% 0% 1% 1% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1%
Senior management 1% 0% 0% 2% 3% 0% 0% 0% 3% 3% 7%
Skilled 1% 1% 1% 5% 8% 5% 2% 3% 16% 24%
Semi-skilled 3% 2% 0% 1% 6% 1% 3% 2% 6% 12% 19%

4% 5% 0% 16% 9% 1% 5% 23% 39%
Total permanent 9% 8% 2% 15% 34% 15% 13% 6% 21% 56% 90%
Temporary employees 2% 1% 1% 0% 5% 3% 1% 1% 1% 6% 10%
Grand total 11% 9% 3% 16% 39% 18% 14% 7% 22% 61% 100%

Our people are a critical driver of our business performance and 
sustainability, and a key competitive strength. The high calibre 
of current management at head office and senior operational 
levels is instrumental in creating stakeholder value and long-term 
sustainability.

human resource activities was implemented, ensuring that strategy 
and approach are aligned with the core strategy and values of the 
company.

Workplace profile by occupation level

We are committed to creating and maintaining an environment 

consideration to previously disadvantaged groups. The formal 

unfair discrimination and the implementation of positive measures to 
redress disadvantages previously experienced by designated groups. 
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HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT CONTINUED

The management team of Southcoast Mall was transferred to 

During the year, a complete system of performance benchmarking, 
training and leadership development was introduced. Future 
planning will focus on expanding and improving these systems 
taking into account the skills shortages in the property industry and 

Skills development and training 

Training and skills development are ongoing in light of their 
importance to our sustainability and the progression and growth of 
our people, and the focus on the needs of our business together 
with those of individual employees. These are the responsibility of 

management to middle management to enhance succession 

The 2012 training plan was based on the outcome of performance 

held during the year and 98% of employees participated. Managers 
and staff were consulted on perceived training needs, and the skills 

Training included both outsourced and in house training. 

Graduate programme

In 2010, as part of an employee investment initiative, Hyprop 
introduced a graduate programme aimed at developing staff into 
middle and senior management roles. The vision of the programme 
is to develop and encourage candidates while enhancing the group’s 
succession planning. The graduate programme established in the 
previous year is underway, with the number of candidates having 

from administration to mid-management to senior management, and 
ultimately board positions.

certain criteria to be considered. Length of service, performance 

receive assistance with tuition and tuition related costs. 

Earnings ratio per number of staff

Hyprop’s performance per employee in terms of net operating 
income/distributable income is benchmarked annually against 
competitors/peers in order to determine maximum efficacy.  
For the year under review, Hyprop exceeded the industry benchmark 
in both regards.

Number of  
employees

Net operating  
income per  

employee

Distributable  
income per  

employee
R000 R000

214 4 654

Allocation of employees in the group

2012 2011
Hyprop 214 203

 
Association

3 3

Limited
29* 129

Total 246 335
*  Word4Word total number of employees is 69, 19 directly involved with Hyprop 

shopping centres, 10 appointed as Word4Word head office employees and 
40 outsourced to external management teams.

Staff retention

The high level of retention of staff, especially at senior level, reflects 
our people’s commitment to the group. The performance of the 
group reflects an accurate and appropriate alignment of interests 
with those of unitholders.

Hyprop 

Average 
employment  

period in years
Top management 100% 11
Senior management 100% 5
Middle management 99% 6
Administration 91% 5
Maintenance 98% 5

Movement Number of employees
Internal placements 8

15
Dismissals 2
Resignations 11
Retirements 2

SUSTAINABILITY
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CASE STUDY 
Tumi Sebone

Employment date
1 December 2009

Current job title 
Assistant Marketing Manager

Previous performance rating 
Above expectations

Studying

Tumi won a bursary through the South African Shopping 
Centre Council in 2010 and successfully completed the 

degree and to date has received 8 distinctions in various 

“ I am honored to have been given the opportunity to 

potential and growth in Hyprop for me. I chose marketing 
because it off ers a variety of interesting and challenging 
career opportunities. Further it has enlightened and 
broadened my knowledge and changed how I view my 
surroundings. Studying a degree in marketing has enabled 
me to experience the ins and outs of every department 
including accounts. What motivates me the most is learning 
and improving my existing knowledge base. I am also driven 

new market and most importantly growing the brand ‘Hyde 

hoping to complete my degree by the end of 2013.” 

VALUE OF TRAINING INVESTMENTS
2012 Training spend per designated group

Designation
Average amount per employee

R
3 593

Coloured 2 516
Indian 2 569
White 3 8 1 1
AVERAGE 3 557

Employee performance

 Performance requires improvement

 Performance constantly meets expectations

 Performance exceeds expectations

 Exceptional performance delivery

01 02 03 04 05 06 07

10,73%

61,8%

26,18%

1,29%

Performance management 

Three performance reviews were conducted  during the year. 

Deliverables were calculated on a measure that was agreed by 
senior management and the board, and included considerations of:
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REMUNERATION

During the year the remuneration committee and the nomination 
committee were combined for efficiency as certain activities 
overlapped. The remuneration and nomination committee meets at 

and responsibilities. It is chaired by an independent non-executive,  
Gavin Tipper, and further comprises independent non-executive 
directors Ethan Dube and Lindie Engelbrecht, and non-executive 
directors Stewart Shaw-Taylor and Marc Wainer. The CEO and any 
other directors may attend meetings by invitation, but are excluded 
from deliberations relating to their individual remuneration. 

year. 

The committee is responsible for reviewing and recommending to 
the board the company’s remuneration philosophy and policies, 
for directors and staff. It endeavours to ensure that the company 
remuneration strategy reflects the interests of all stakeholders, is 
comparable to the general pay environment in the sector, and complies  
with relevant principles of good corporate governance. It further 

 
units and other elements) meets the company’s needs and strategic  

Executive employment contracts include a notice period and do not 
include restraints of trade. 

The committee chairman attends the annual general meeting of the 
company to liaise with unitholders on any matters under the ambit 
of the committee.

Attendance at committee meetings is outlined on page 39

REMUNERATION PHILOSOPHY
Remuneration for non-executive directors is a base fee, 
predetermined annually and approved by unitholders at the 
annual general meeting. It is the responsibility of the remuneration 
committee to provide the necessary information to unitholders to 
enable them to appropriately consider the relevant resolution. 

The following are the recommended 2013 fees for non-executive 

approval at the annual general meeting:

2013 2012
 R285 000  R265 000 
 R183 000 

Audit committee chairman  R136 500 
Audit committee member  R114 000  R106 000 
Risk committee (member and chairman)  R40 000  R21 000 
Social and ethics committee member  R40 000  R21 000 
Remuneration and nomination (member 
and chairman) 

 R40 000  R21 000

Investment committee (per meeting) R5 000 R5 000

Hyprop aims to be regarded as an employer of choice. In order 
to ensure the attraction and long-term retention of high calibre 

individuals, the group offers competitive remuneration packages 
which are reviewed annually.

Hyprop’s remuneration structure includes: 

and nature of work. This is reviewed annually.

Short-term incentives (STI)

annual reward with annual performance and supports retention. 

company levels, for the year. The maximum bonus for senior 

months’ salary, and the minimum to one month’s salary, and is at 
the committee’s discretion. 

Long-term incentives (LTI) 

executive directors and other key staff for long term decisions 
which drive distributions and capital growth and align employee 
interests with unitholders. Hyprop’s current LTI structure includes 
a phantom share scheme. A new incentive scheme has recently 
been proposed and will be submitted to unitholders in 2013 for 
approval.

contribution pension fund which includes death, disability and 

Structure of remuneration

R’000 %

Short-term incentive  14 404 
Long-term incentive* 4

 85 580 100

*Phantom share scheme

Short-term incentives (STI’s)

deliverables. Employees who outperformed during the year are 
allocated higher monthly short-term incentives to reward exceptional 
performance delivery. Recommendations from general managers, 
those from regional executives and executive directors are taken into 
account when short-term incentives are allocated. 

Long-term incentives (LTI’s)

managers and senior management, as well as to Hyprop’s distribution 

measured. 

Remuneration of the top three employees (excluding directors) is 
disclosed in note 24.

SUSTAINABILITY
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

The group policy makes provision for creating a safe working 
environment and developing procedures to manage occupational 
incidences and compensation claims. In terms of this we aim 
to provide a safe, healthy and hygienic working environment in 
compliance with the Occupational Health and Safety Act, 1993  

Each of our shopping centres is responsible for ensuring this onsite, 
with direct responsibility falling to the respective Operations 

responsibility for health and safety and monitoring in this regard 
through, amongst others, assessing biannual audit reports followed 
by completion reports from each centre. 

The current group health and safety policy is outlined in the 
overall company policy document, available on our website.    

provisions relating to health, safety, and environmental matters 
as these may affect employees, customers, contractors and the 

responsibilities with regard to health, safety and environmental 

Read more on www.hyprop.co.za

HIV/AIDS
We acknowledge that the HIV/Aids epidemic in South Africa is 
potentially affecting the wellbeing of our employees and may lead 
to greater absenteeism, high staff turnover and reduced productivity. 
In addressing this Hyprop has conducted a formal risk assessment of 
the impact of HIV/Aids on the group. 

We are committed to creating a supportive and non-discriminatory 
working environment. A formal HIV/Aids policy governing our 
approach is in place and is reviewed annually. The policy provides 
guidelines on creating a non-discriminatory workplace for all, dealing 

procedures. The policy assures each affected employee’s right to 

company encourages openness, acceptance and support. 

During the year HIV/Aids awareness days were conducted at each 
management office and an employee wellness day took place in 

provider to provide voluntary counselling and testing programmes 
at these days and offers the opportunity to test for HIV, cholesterol 
and stress levels.

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

A disciplinary and grievance policy governs these procedures and 
is available on the company intranet and in hard copy at each 
management office.

NON-DISCRIMINATION
Discrimination on any level is not tolerated. Should any such 
discrimination occur, it is immediately and appropriately dealt with in 
terms of the Code of Ethics and Conduct and attendant disciplinary 

the year. In the year ahead the existing policies will be updated and 
the channels for reporting reviewed.

LABOUR/MANAGEMENT RELATIONS
Hyprop does not have any unionised employees.
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VALUE ADDED STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

2012  2011
Rm % Rm %

Revenue 2 016 1 351 100
Listed property securities income 152 132

(162)
Other operating expenses (54) (34)
Other non-core income 15
Total value created 1 952 1 288
Value distribution

To employees
99 5 55 4

To providers of finance
403 21 208 16

To government
current tax 2 0
municipal charges 454 23 283 22
To providers of capital
distributions to combined unitholders 994 51 58

Total value added 1 952 100 1 288 100

Value distribution 2012

51%
21%

5%

 Employees
 Finance costs
 Municipal charges  
 Combined unitholders

23%

Value distribution 2011

58%

16%

4%

 Employees
 Finance costs
 Municipal charges  
 Combined unitholders

22%

Value added is a measure of the wealth created by the group and 
its employees through its various business activities. This statement 
shows the value added and how it was shared.

SUSTAINABILITY
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APPROVAL OF THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS  
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

responsibility of the directors. They are responsible for selecting and 

and effective system of accounting records, for safeguarding assets 
and for developing and maintaining a system of internal control 
that, among other things, will ensure the preparation of the annual 

statements set out in this integrated report have been prepared by 
the directors in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards. They are based on appropriate accounting policies 
which have been consistently applied and which are supported by 

 
going concern basis as the directors have every reason to believe 

operations for the foreseeable future.

DECLARATION BY COMPANY SECRETARY

We declare that, to the best of our knowledge, the company has 

such returns are true, correct and up to date. 

Probity Business Services (Proprietary) Limited 
Company Secretary

The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing 

with International Standards on Auditing. Their report is set out on  
page 65 of the integrated report.

were signed on its behalf by:

Pieter Prinsloo Laurence Cohen 
CEO Financial Director

 

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF HYPROP 
INVESTMENTS LIMITED AND SUBSIDIARIES
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012 

Report on the financial statements 

We have audited the consolidated and separate financial statements 
of Hyprop Investments Limited and subsidiaries set out on pages 
67 to 111, which comprise the statements of financial position as at 
31 December 2012, and the statements of comprehensive income, 
statements of changes in equity and statements of cash flows for the 
year then ended, and the notes, comprising a summary of significant 
accounting policies and other explanatory information.

Directors’ responsibility for the financial statements

The company’s directors are responsible for the preparation and fair 
presentation of these consolidated and separate financial statements 
in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and 
the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa and for such 
internal control as the directors determine is necessary to enable the 
preparation of consolidated and separate financial statements that 
are free from material misstatements, whether due to fraud or error.

Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these consolidated and 
separate financial statements based on our audit.  We conducted 
our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing.  
Those standards require that we comply with ethical requirements 
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
whether the consolidated and separate financial statements are free 
from material misstatement.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence 
about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.  The 
procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgement, including 
the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud or error.  In making those risk 
assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the 
entity’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements 
in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion 
on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control.  An audit also 
includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies 
used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by 
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the 
financial statements.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient 
and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion

In our opinion, the consolidated and separate financial statements 
present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated and separate 
financial position of Hyprop Investments Limited and subsidiaries 
as at 31 December 2012, and its consolidated and separate financial 
performance and consolidated and separate cash flows for the year 
then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards, and the requirements of the Companies Act of South 
Africa.

Other reports required by the Companies Act

As part of our audit of the consolidated and separate financial 
statements for the year ended 31 December 2012, we have read 
the Director’s Report, audit committee’s Report and Company 
Secretary’s Certificate for the purpose of identifying whether 
there are material inconsistencies between these reports and the 
audited consolidated and separate financial statements.  These 
reports are the responsibility of the respective preparers.  Based on 
reading these reports we have not identified material inconsistencies 
between these reports and the audited consolidated and separate 
financial statements.  However, we have not audited these reports 
and accordingly do not express an opinion on these reports.

GRANT THORNTON 
Chartered Accountants (SA)  
Registered Auditors

EFG Dreyer 
Partner 
Chartered Accountant (SA)  
Registered Auditor

27 February 2013

Grant Thornton Office Park  
137 Daisy Street 
Sandown 
Johannesburg 
2196
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REPORT OF THE AUDIT COMMITTEE 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

The audit committee has pleasure in submitting this report, as 
required by section 94(7) (f) of the Companies Act, for the year 
under review.

The audit committee is governed by a formal charter which codifies 
the committee’s role and responsibilities including the responsibility 
for reviewing accounting, auditing and financial reporting matters. 
The committee reviews adherence to the company’s systems of 
internal controls and, where necessary, monitors improvements.

The charter has been reviewed and updated in line with  
King III requirements and the Companies Act.

Members of the audit committee and attendance at 
meetings 

During the year the audit committee comprised independent 
non-executive directors Les Weil (committee chairman), Lindie 
Engelbrecht and Gavin Tipper, ensuring the committee comprised 
exclusively independent non-executive directors, in compliance with 
King III requirements and the Companies Act.

Short curriculum vitae for each of these directors, demonstrating 
their relevant skills and experience, have been set out on pages 30 to 
32 of the integrated report.

The committee met four times during the year and meeting 
attendance is set out on page 39. Special meetings are convened 
as required. The external auditors and executive management are 
invited to attend every meeting.

The chairman reports to the board on the activities and 
recommendations made by the committee.

Functions of the audit committee

During the year under review, the audit committee:

auditors for non-audit services to maintain independence.

The audit committee is satisfied:

the report to the audit committee motivating their independence 
and has recommended their re-appointment at the forthcoming 
AGM

auditor for the financial year ended 31 December 2012

utilised in the preparation thereof and has recommended the 
integrated report, including the annual financial statements, for 
approval to the board

which it has reported to the board for its deliberation

necessary expertise and experience to carry out his duties, as 
required by the JSE Listings Requirement 3.84(h).

All concerns and complaints that were received from within or 
outside the group relating to accounting practices and internal 
financial controls, and the content or auditing of the company’s 
annual financial statements were considered by the audit committee 
and dealt with as appropriate. 

Les Weil 
Audit committee chairman 
27 February 2013
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The directors have pleasure in submitting their report, which 
forms part of the annual financial statements for the year ended  
31 December 2012.

Nature of business

Hyprop is a professionally managed listed property company 
specialising in prime quality shopping centres, listed on the JSE.

Hyprop provides investors with the opportunity to invest in 
quality retail real estate and distributes all of its distributable 
earnings on a semi-annual basis. The company grows the portfolio 
through acquisitions and developments as and when appropriate 
opportunities arise.

The property portfolio includes 11 prime shopping centres, 
classified as regional, large regional, super regional and value centres.  
The centres are located in primary economic hubs in Gauteng and 
the Western Cape, and are the preferred shopping destinations in 
their respective nodes, with diverse tenant bases, including a strong 
national retailer profile and a number of flagship national stores.  
The company also has investments in Africa through a 37,5% interest 
in Atterbury Africa.

Review of activities

The results of the group and the company are commented on in 
the Chairman, CEO and FD’s Reports and are set out in the annual 
financial statements on pages 67 to 111.

2012 BENEFICIAL 2011 BENEFICIAL
Direct Indirect Direct Indirect

Independent non-executive
Michael Aitken  15 000  25 000  15 000  25 000 
Les Weil  21 153   21 153  

Non-executive 
Louis Norval  6 985 346  1 115 203  14 619 749  4 856 975 
Stewart Shaw-Taylor 8 479  8 479  
Louis van der Watt 52 354   6 368 454 
Marc Wainer * 474 699   508 313 
David Rice (resigned 25 November 2011) *     4 601 

Executive
Pieter Prinsloo 295 049   295 049 
Laurence Cohen   132 000   132 000 

 7 029 978 2 094 305  14 664 381  12 190 392
* Held via Redefine’s interest in Hyprop.

No non-beneficial combined units were held by any of the directors. Other than Marc Wainer’s effective interest which has reduced to 177 540 units, there have been no changes 
in the directors’ interests between the year-end and the date of this report.

DIRECTORS’ REPORT 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

Capital structure

All combined units comprise one ordinary share and one debenture 
and may only be traded on the JSE. The terms and conditions 
governing the debentures are contained in the Hyprop Debenture 
Trust Deed.

Full particulars regarding the authorised and issued share capital 
at 31 December 2012 are set out in note 14 to the annual financial 
statements, and full particulars regarding the debentures are set out 
in note 17.

Following the introduction of Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”) 
legislation in South Africa, Hyprop will convert to a REIT at the 
appropriate time.

Communication to the market regarding these changes will take 
place concurrently with the REIT conversion process.

Directors’ interests

The interests of the directors in the combined units of the company 
at 31 December 2012 were as follows: 
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Directors’ remuneration

DIRECTORS’ REPORT CONTINUED 

Directorate

Gavin Tipper and Jabulane Mabuza were appointed to the board as 
independent non-executive directors effective 8 March 2012 and  
21 June 2012, respectively. 

Kevin Ellerine, Louis Norval, Louis van der Watt and Laurence Cohen, 
in accordance with the company’s memorandum of incorporation, 
retire at the forthcoming annual general meeting, and being eligible 
they will offer themselves for re-election.

An abridged curriculum vitae for each of the directors is set out on 
pages 30 and 32.

Company secretary

The company secretary is Probity Business Services Proprietary 
Limited. The business and postal addresses of the company secretary 
are set out on the IBC.

2012 2011
R000 R000

Independent non-executive 1 500 1 050
Michael Aitken (Paid to Corovest Property Group Holdings Proprietary Limited) 317 290
Ethan Dube (Paid to Vunani Capital Proprietary Limited) 212 160
Lindie Engelbrecht 339 320
Jabulane Mabuza (Appointed June 2012) 85  
Gavin Tipper (Appointed March 2012) 219  
Les Weil 328 280

Non-executive 1 124 1 170
Kevin Ellerine 170 160
Mike Lewin (Paid to Redefine Properties Limited) 191 160
Louis Norval (Paid to Parkdev SA Proprietary Limited) 175 40
Stewart Shaw-Taylor (Paid to the Standard Bank of South Africa Limited) 222 300
Louis van der Watt (Paid to Atterbury Property Holdings Proprietary Limited) 170 40
Marc Wainer (Paid to Redefine Properties Limited) 196 180
Roy McAlpine (Resigned June 2011)  130
David Rice (Resigned November 2011)  160

Executive 8 528 11 134
Pieter Prinsloo (CEO) 4 800 2 839
Basic salary 2 706 1 623
Pension fund contributions 94 16
Performance bonus 2 000 1 200
Laurence Cohen (FD) 3 728 2 885
Basic salary 1 651 1 415
Pension fund contributions 149 132
Performance bonus 1 450 1 000
Incentive scheme 478 338
Mike Rodel (Resigned March 2011)  5 410
Basic salary  389
Provident fund contributions  21
Other benefits and payments  5 000
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Subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates

Disclosure of the company’s investments in subsidiaries, joint 
ventures and associates is included in notes 5, 6 and 8, respectively 
to the annual financial statements.

Co-owned shopping centres

The results of The Glen, Canal Walk, and Stoneridge, in which the 
group owns undivided shares of 75,15%, 80%, and 90% respectively, 
have been proportionately consolidated in the group and company 
annual financial statements.

Administration and management

Property management and asset management are fully internalised. 
No property management or asset management fees were paid 
during the year.

Audit committee report

The audit committee has fulfilled its responsibilities during the 
year (refer to the audit committee report on page 66 for details 
in this regard). The committee has further satisfied itself as to the 
independence of the external auditors and their suitability for 
reappointment for the ensuing year.

Auditors

Grant Thornton will continue in office in accordance with part C of 
section 90 of the South African Companies Act.

Directors’ interest in contracts

No material contracts in which the directors have an interest were 
entered into during the year, other than the transactions detailed in 
note 34 to the annual financial statements.

Going concern

The directors consider that the group and company have adequate 
resources to continue operating for the foreseeable future and that 
it is appropriate to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the 
group and company annual financial statements. The directors have 
satisfied themselves that the group and company are in a sound 
financial position and that they have access to sufficient borrowing 
facilities to meet their foreseeable cash requirements.

Special resolutions

The following special resolutions were passed by unitholders during 
the year (at the annual general meeting of unitholders held on  
20 June 2012), and where necessary have been registered by the 
Companies and Intellectual Property Commission (CIPC): 

financial assistance to group interrelated entities (in terms of 

 

units.

Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited, a wholly-owned subsidiary 
of Hyprop, passed a special resolution in terms of section 130 of the 
Mauritius Companies Act, 2001 whereby the rights and obligations 
in respect of the Atterbury Africa shareholders agreement were 
transferred from Hyprop to Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited.

Johannesburg  
27 February 2013

Company 31 December 2012   %
Redefine Properties Limited  73 537 121  30,25 
Government Employees Pension Fund  25 227 517  10,38 
STANLIB  16 425 788  6,76 
Old Mutual  8 619 584  3,55 
Investec  7 655 775  3,15

Subsequent to year-end, Redefine reduced its interest in Hyprop to 2 777 710 units or 11,4% (as at 31 March 2013).

Major unitholders
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STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

NOTE R000 R000 R000 R000
ASSETS
Non-current assets  20 996 662  19 746 691  20 885 388  19 746 407 

Investment property 2  17 135 433  16 957 678  17 135 433  16 957 678 
Development property 2  990 000  116 000  990 000  116 000 
Straight-line rental income accrual 2  292 807  283 599  292 807  283 599 
Building appurtenances and tenant installations 3  55 356  35 873  55 206  35 647 
Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss 4  2 282 095  2 176 173  2 282 095  2 176 173 
Investment in subsidiary 5  12 059  12 493 
Investment in associate 8  117 803  117 658 
Goodwill 9  12 059  12 493 
Loan receivable 10  111 109  47 217  117 788  164 817 

Current assets  398 364  327 641  390 008  320 937 
Trade and other receivables 11  183 056  119 247  180 500  118 510 
Loan receivable 10  47 434  47 434 
Cash and cash equivalents 12  167 874  208 394  162 074  202 427 

Non-current assets classfied as held-for-sale 13  131 074  123 822  131 074  123 822
Total assets  21 526 100  20 198 154  21 406 470  20 191 166 
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity capital and reserves  7 073 981  6 070 107  7 075 856  6 139 637 

Share capital 14  1 661  1 661  1 661  1 661 
Retained earnings  523 302  524 530  (30 376)  38 512 
Non distributable reserves 16  6 549 024  5 543 916  7 104 571  6 099 464 
Foreign currency translation reserve 15  (6)

LIABILITIES
Non-current liabilities  12 718 115  12 116 277  12 607 453  12 116 075 

Debentures and debenture premium 17  5 871 616  6 359 541  5 871 616  6 359 541 
Long-term loans 18  4 371 035  4 191 622  4 260 159  4 191 622 
Derivative instruments 19  204 519  44 463  204 519  44 463 
Deferred taxation 20  2 270 945  1 520 651  2 271 159  1 520 449 

Current liabilities  1 734 004  2 011 770  1 723 161  1 935 454 
Trade and other payables 21  369 110  238 479  362 247  232 166 
Taxation  3 980  70 003 
Short-term loans 18  815 000  1 347 292  815 000  1 347 292 
Derivative instruments 19  32 945  22 931  32 945  22 931 
Combined unitholders for distribution  512 969  333 065  512 969  333 065 

Total liabilities  14 452 119  14 128 047  14 330 614  14 051 529 
Total equity and liabilities  21 526 100  20 198 154  21 406 470  20 191 166 
Net asset value per combined unit ( R )  53,25  51,12  53,26  51,41 
Net asset value per combined unit 
 - excluding deferred taxation liability ( R )  62,59  57,37  62,60  57,67 
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GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

NOTE R000 R000 R000 R000
Revenue  2 177 625  1 583 157  2 156 203  1 566 716 

Investment property income  2 016 184  1 350 937  1 994 763  1 334 496 
Straight-line rental income accrual  9 208  100 214  9 208  100 214 
Listed property securities income  152 233  132 006  152 232  132 006 

Property expenses  (714 284)  (511 681)  (695 581)  (496 149)
Net property income  1 463 341  1 071 476  1 460 622  1 070 567 
Other operating expenses  (53 885)  (43 855)  (53 550)  (43 855)
Operating income  1 409 456  1 027 621  1 407 072  1 026 712 
Net interest  (404 827)  (208 325)  (405 135)  (208 325)

Received 22  22 180  31 416  21 530  31 416 
Paid 23  (427 007)  (239 741)  (426 665)  (239 741)

Net operating income 24  1 004 629  819 296  1 001 937  818 387 
Change in fair value  1 273 905  335 646  1 273 905  343 540 

Investment property  1 137 924  236 654  1 137 924  236 654 
Straight-line rental income accrual  (9 208)  (100 214)  (9 208)  (100 214)
Listed property securities  315 259  258 716  315 259  258 716 
Investment in subsidiary  5  (17 507)
Surplus on the transfer of listed property securities from subsidiary  25 401 
Derivative instruments  19  (170 070)  (59 510)  (170 070)  (59 510)

Loss on disposal  (15 221)  (9 835)  (15 221)  (9 835) 
Investment property  (11 886)  (6 129)  (11 886)  (6 129)
Listed property securities  (3 335)  (3 706)  (3 335)  (3 706)

Amortisation of debenture premium  487 925  231 354  487 925  231 354 
Impairment of goodwill  9  (547 654)
Impairment of loan to subsidiary 5  (67 285)
Non-core income   4 555   4 555 
Income before debenture interest and taxation  2 751 238  833 362  2 681 261  1 388 001 
Debenture interest  (994 333)  (741 703)  (994 333)  (741 703)
Net income before share of income from associate  1 756 905  91 659  1 686 928  646 298 
Share of income from associate 8  144  9 949   9 949 
Net income before taxation  1 757 049  101 608  1 686 928  656 247 
Taxation 27  (753 169)  (185 639)  (750 709)  (670 748)

Current taxation  (601)
Capital gains taxation  (1 443)  (70 003)
Security transfer taxation  (17 983)  (17 983)
Deferred taxation  (751 125)  (97 653)  (750 709)  (652 765)

Profit/(loss) for the year  1 003 880  (84 031)  936 219  (14 501) 
Other comprehensive income:
Exchange differences on translation of foreign operations  15  (6) 
Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year  1 003 874  (84 031)  936 219  (14 501) 
Basic and diluted earnings per combined unit (cents) 28  821,9  342,4 
Headline earnings per combined unit (cents) 28  445,2  406,3 
Distributable earnings per combined unit (cents) 28  409,8  383,6 

STATEMENTS OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
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STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012

GROUP

Share
capital

Non-
distributable

reserve
(NDR)

Foreign 
currency 

translation 
reserve
(FCTR)

Retained
income Total

R000 R000 R000 R000 R000
Balance at 31 December 2010  1 661  6 137 809  14 668  6 154 138 
Profit for the year  (84 031)  (84 031)
Net transfer to non-distributable reserve  (593 893)  593 893 
Balance at 31 December 2011  1 661  5 543 916  524 530  6 070 107 
Profit for the year  1 003 880  1 003 880 
Other comprehensive income for the year, net of income tax  (6)  (6)
Net transfer to non-distributable reserve  1 005 108  (1 005 108)
Balance at 31 December 2012  1 661  6 549 024  (6)  523 302  7 073 981 

COMPANY

Share
capital

Non-
distributable

reserve Retained
income Total(NDR)

R000 R000 R000 R000
Balance at 31 December 2010  1 661  6 137 809  14 668  6 154 138 
Profit for the year  (14 501)  (14 501)
Net transfer to non-distributable reserve  (38 345)  38 345 
Balance at 31 December 2011  1 661  6 099 464  38 512  6 139 637 
Profit for the year  936 219  936 219 
Net transfer to non-distributable reserve  1 005 107  (1 005 107)
Balance at 31 December 2012  1 661  7 104 571  (30 376)  7 075 856 
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GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

NOTE R000 R000 R000 R000
Cash flows from operating activities  191 277  (47 668)  259 067  39 243 

Cash generated from operations 29.2  1 478 600  879 947  1 478 631  966 858 
Interest received 22  22 180  31 416  21 530  31 416 
Interest paid 23  (427 007)  (239 741)  (426 665)  (239 741)
Income from associate  11 318  11 318 
Distribution to Hyprop combined unitholders 29.3  (814 429)  (712 625)  (814 429)  (712 625)
Taxation paid 29.4  (68 067)  (17 983)  (17 983)

Cash flows from investing activities  125 580  (4 420 886)  168 833  (8 096 477)
Acquisition of and additions to investment property  (147 429)  (124 606)  (147 380)  (7 875 104)
Business combination 29.5  (4 371 461)
Proceeds on disposal of investment property  178 332  84 728  178 332  84 728 
Proceeds on disposal of listed property securities  206 002  206 002 
Net proceeds - associates  (17 497)  (17 497)

 Loan to Mantrablox Proprietary Limited  (117 600)  (117 600)
 Sale of investment in VPIF  100 103  100 103 

Acquisition of subsidiary  (434)  (30 000)
Acquisition of listed property securities  (266 554)
Loan to Atterbury Africa  (111 109)
Loan advanced  (216)  7 950  (67 687)  7 950 

Cash flows from financing activities  (352 879)  4 609 201  (463 755)  8 191 914 
Increase in share capital and debentures  4 143 000  4 143 000 
(Decrease)/increase in long-term and short-term loans  (352 879)  466 201  (463 755)  4 048 914 

Net (decrease)/increase in cash and cash equivalents  (36 022)  140 647  (35 855)  134 680 
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year  208 394  67 747  202 427  67 747 
Cash and cash equivalents transferred to non-current assets held-for-sale  (4 498)  (4 498)
Cash and cash equivalents at end of year 12  167 874  208 394  162 074  202 427 

STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2012
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND PRESENTATION 
OF ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1.1  Statement of compliance

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), the  
AC 500 standards issued by the Accounting Practices Board, the 
South African Companies Act and related regulations and the  
JSE Listings Requirements. 

1.2  Basis of preparation

The annual financial statements have been prepared on the  
historical cost basis, except for the measurement of investment 
properties, investment property classified as held-for-sale and 
certain financial instruments which have been disclosed at fair value 
and incorporate the principal accounting policies set out below. 

Fair value adjustments do not affect the calculation of distributable 
earnings, but have an effect on the net asset value per combined 
unit to the extent that such adjustments are made to the carrying 
values of assets and liabilities.

The accounting policies are consistent with those applied in the 
previous year.

Various new accounting standards, or revisions to current accounting 
standards, have been issued with effective dates applicable to future 
annual financial statements. Refer to note 1.24 for further information.

1.3  Basis of consolidation 

The group annual financial statements comprise the consolidated 
annual financial statements which incorporate the annual financial 
statements of the company and entities controlled by the company. 
Control is achieved where the company has the power to govern 
the financial and operating policies of an entity so as to obtain 
benefits from its activities.

The consolidated annual financial statements incorporate the assets, 
liabilities, income, expenses and cash flows of the group and all 
entities controlled by the group. The results of subsidiaries acquired 
or disposed of during the year are included in the consolidated 
financial statements from the date of acquisition or up to the date 
of disposal. 

All intercompany transactions, unrealised profits and balances 
between group enterprises are eliminated on consolidation. 

1.4  Business combinations

All business combinations are accounted for by applying the 
acquisition method in terms of IFRS 3. 

The consideration transferred in a business combination is measured 
at fair value, which is calculated as the sum of the acquisition date 
fair values of the assets transferred by the group, liabilities incurred 
by the group to the former owners of the acquiree and the equity 
interests issued by the group in exchange for control of the acquiree. 
Acquisition related costs are recognised in profit or loss as incurred.

At the acquisition date, the identifiable assets acquired and the 
liabilities assumed are recognised at their fair value, except deferred 
tax liabilities which are recognised and measured in accordance with 
IAS 12.

 1.5  Goodwill

Goodwill arises on the acquisition of a business and represents the 
excess of the cost of the acquisition over the groups’ interest in the net 
fair value of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities 
acquired. Where the net recognised amount of the identifiable 
assets acquired and liabilities assumed exceeds the fair value of the 
consideration transferred, this excess is recognised immediately in 
profit or loss. Goodwill is carried at cost as established at the date of 
acquisition less accumulated impairment losses. An impairment loss 
recognised for goodwill is not reversed in subsequent periods.

On disposal of the relevant cash-generating unit, the attributable 
amount of goodwill is included in the determination of the profit 
or loss on disposal.

For the purposes of impairment testing, goodwill is allocated to each 
of the group’s cash-generating units that is expected to benefit from 
the synergies of the combination.

A cash-generating unit to which goodwill has been allocated is 
tested for impairment annually, or more frequently when there 
is an indication that the unit may be impaired. If the recoverable 
amount of the cash-generating unit is less than its carrying amount, 
the impairment loss is allocated first to the carrying amount of any 
goodwill allocated to the unit and then to the other assets of the 
unit pro-rata based on the carrying amount of each asset in the unit. 

1.6  Investments in subsidiaries

Subsidiaries are entities over which the group has the power to 
govern the financial and operating policies of the entities so as to 
obtain benefits from its activities. In assessing control, potential 
voting rights that are presently exercisable or convertible are taken 
into account.

In the separate annual financial statements of the company, 
investments in subsidiaries are accounted for at cost and adjusted 
for impairment if applicable. 

1.7   Interests in joint ventures 

A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby the group and 
other parties undertake an economic activity that is subject to joint 
control.

The investment in a joint venture is accounted for using the 
proportionate consolidation method, except when the investment 
is classified as held-for-sale, in which case it is accounted for in 
accordance with IFRS 5. Under the proportionate consolidation 
method the attributable share of each of the assets, liabilities, 
income, expenses and cash flows of such investments is combined 
line by line with similar items in the annual financial statements.  
The use of proportionate consolidation is discontinued from the date 
on which the company ceases to have joint control over the entity.

When a group entity transacts with its jointly controlled entity, 
profits and losses resulting from the transactions with the jointly 
controlled entity are recognised in the group’s consolidated annual 
financial statements only to the extent of interests in the jointly 
controlled entity that are not related to the group.

In terms of the co-ownership agreements for Canal Walk, The Glen, 
Stoneridge and Southcoast Mall, material capital expenditure requires 
mutual consent of the co-owners. In view of the significant increases 

1.
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period in which it is incurred. Gains and losses on the disposal of 
building appurtenances and tenant installations are recognised in 
profit or loss and are calculated as the difference between the sale 
price and the carrying value of the item sold.

1.10  Investment property and development property

Investment properties are properties held to earn rentals and/or for 
capital appreciation (including property under development for such 
purposes). 

Investment property is initially recognised at cost including 
transaction costs. Cost includes initial costs as well as costs incurred 
subsequently to extend or refurbish investment property. 

Investment property is subsequently measured at fair value as 
determined on a semi annual basis by an independent registered 
valuer. The valuations are done on an open market basis and valuers 
use the discounted cash flow method. Gains or losses arising 
from changes in fair value are included in net profit or loss for the 
period in which they arise. These gains or losses are transferred to  
non-distributable reserves in the statements of changes in equity. 

Realised gains or losses arising on the disposal of investment 
properties are recognised in net profit or loss for the year and 
transferred to non-distributable reserves in the statements of 
changes in equity. 

An investment property is derecognised upon disposal or when 
the investment property is permanently withdrawn from use and 
no future economic benefits are expected from the property.  
Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the property is included 
in profit or loss in the period in which the property is derecognised.  
The gain or loss is calculated as the difference between the net 
disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset.

Investment property under development is recorded at fair value.  
If the fair value cannot be reasonably determined it is stated at cost.

Investment property under development is categorised as being 
under development until development work ceases and the property 
becomes income producing, at which time the categorisation “under 
development” will cease and the property will be included with 
other investment property.

1.11   Non-current assets held-for-sale

Non-current assets, or disposal groups comprising assets and 
liabilities, that are expected to be recovered primarily through 
sale rather than through continuing use, are classified as  
held-for-sale. This condition is regarded as met only when the sale 
is highly probable and the non-current asset or disposal group is 
available for sale in its present condition. For the sale to be highly 
probable, the appropriate level of management must be committed 
to a plan to sell the asset or disposal group.

Investment property classified as held-for-sale is measured in 
accordance with IAS 40 Investment property at fair value with gains 
and losses on subsequent measurement being recognised in profit 
or loss.

Disposal groups and non-current assets held-for-sale are presented 
separately from other assets and liabilities on the statements of 
financial position. Prior periods are not reclassified.

in development costs, most capital expenditure that is undertaken 
is material and accordingly these centres are not considered to be 
solely controlled by Hyprop. The interests in these centres have 
therefore been proportionately consolidated and reflect Hyprop’s 
share of assets, liabilities, income and expenditure. 

The treatment of the interests in joint ventures in the separate annual 
financial statements of the company agrees with the treatment of 
interests in joint ventures in the group annual financial statements. 

1.8  Investments in associates 

An associate is an enterprise over which the company can exercise 
significant influence, through participation in the financial and 
operating policy decisions of the investee, but does not have control 
nor joint control over those policies. 

The results and assets and liabilities of associates are incorporated 
in the annual financial statements using the equity method of 
accounting, except when the investment is classified as held-for-sale, 
in which case it is accounted for in accordance with IFRS 5.

Under the equity method, the investment is initially recorded at 
cost and thereafter it is adjusted to recognise the investor’s share of 
the post-acquisition profits or losses of the investee after the date 
of acquisition, distributions received and any adjustments that are 
required. The profits or losses are recognised in the statements of 
comprehensive income. The cumulative post-acquisition movements 
are adjusted against the carrying amount of the investment.

Any excess of the cost of acquisition over the group’s share of the 
net fair value of identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities 
of the associate recognised at the date of acquisition, is recognised 
as goodwill. Any excess of the group’s share of the net fair value 
of the identifiable assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities over the 
cost of acquisition, after reassessment, is recognised immediately in 
profit or loss.

When the reporting period of the investor is different from that 
of the associate, the associate prepares for the use of the investor, 
annual financial statements as at the same date as the financials of 
the investor.

Where a group entity transacts with an associate of the group, 
profits and losses are eliminated to the extent of the group’s interest 
in the relevant associate.

In the separate annual financial statements of the company, 
investments in associates are accounted for at cost and adjusted for 
impairment if applicable.

1.9  Building appurtenances and tenant installations 

Building appurtenances and tenant installations are carried at cost 
less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment 
losses. 

Depreciation is provided on all building appurtenances and tenant 
installations to write down the cost, less residual value, by equal 
instalments over their useful lives as follows: 

Subsequent expenditure is capitalised when it is probable that future 
economic benefits will flow to the group and its cost can be reliably 
measured. All other expenditure is recognised as an expense in the 
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

1.12  Financial instruments 

Financial instruments are contracts that give rise to a financial asset 
of one entity, and a financial liability or equity instrument of another 
entity. 

Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised in the 
statements of financial position when the group becomes party to 
the contractual provisions of the instrument. The group classifies 
financial instruments, or their component parts, on initial recognition 
as a financial asset, a financial liability or an equity instrument in 
accordance with the substance of the contractual arrangement. 
Financial assets and liabilities are recognised initially at fair value 
through profit or loss. Any gains or losses on these instruments do 
not affect distributable earnings. All transaction costs relating to 
financial instruments measured at fair value through profit or loss are 
immediately expensed. 

Derecognition of financial instruments

The group derecognises a financial asset when the contractual 
rights to the cash flows from the asset expire, or it transfers the 
rights to receive the contractual cash flows on the financial asset 
in a transaction in which substantially all the risks and rewards of 
ownership of the financial asset are transferred. Any interest in 
transferred financial assets that is created or retained by the entity is 
recognised as a separate asset or liability.

The group derecognises a financial liability when its contractual 
obligations are discharged, cancelled or expire.

Offset

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset and the net amount 
reported in the statements of financial position, when the group has 
an enforceable right to set off the recognised amounts, and intends 
to settle on a net basis or to realise the asset, and settle the liability 
simultaneously.

Subsequent measurement

Subsequent to initial recognition, these instruments are measured 
as follows:

Financial assets

1.12.1  Cash and cash equivalents 

Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments that are 
readily convertible to known amounts of cash and are subject to 
insignificant risk of change in value. Cash and cash equivalents are 
measured at fair value. Interest earned on cash invested with financial 
institutions is recognised on an accrual basis using the effective 
interest method.

1.12.2 Trade and other receivables 

Trade and other receivables are carried at amortised cost less 
any accumulated impairments. An estimate is made for credit 
losses based on a review of all outstanding amounts at year-end.  
Doubtful debts are recognised in the year in which they are 
identified, with such movement taken to profit or loss for the period.  
Short-term receivables are measured at original invoice amount 
when the effect of discounting is immaterial.

1.12.3  Loans receivable

Loans receivable are carried at amortised cost using the effective 
interest rate method, less any impairment. Interest earned is 

recognised on an accrual basis using the effective interest rate 
method.

1.12.4 Listed property securities 

Listed property securities are classified at fair value through profit 
or loss and are subsequently measured at fair value less the accrual 
for distributions receivable. This accrual is included in receivables.  
No deduction is made for transaction costs which may be incurred on 
sale or disposal. Gains or losses are transferred to non-distributable 
reserves in the statements of changes in equity. 

Financial liabilities

1.12.5  Derivative instruments 

The entity uses derivative financial instruments to hedge its exposure 
to interest rate risk arising from its financing activities. Derivative 
instruments are adjusted to fair value at each reporting date and 
have been designated by the group as instruments held for trading 
and accounted for at fair value through profit and loss. Gains or 
losses are transferred to non-distributable reserves in the statements 
of changes in equity. 

The group holds interest rate swap instruments. The fair value of 
interest rate swaps is the estimated amount that the entity would 
receive or pay to terminate the swap at the reporting date, taking 
into account current interest rates and the current creditworthiness 
of the swap counterparties. 

1.12.6 Trade payables 

Trade and other payables are recognised at cost and subsequently 
measured at amortised cost. Short-term payables are measured at 
original invoice amount when the effect of discounting is immaterial. 

1.12.7 Other financial liabilities

Non-derivative financial liabilities comprising long-term  
interest-bearing loans, other than debentures, are initially measured 
at fair value, net of transaction costs and are subsequently measured 
at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method.  
Any difference between the proceeds (net of transaction costs) and 
the settlement or redemption of borrowings, is recognised over the 
term of the borrowings in accordance with the group’s accounting 
policy for borrowing costs.

1.12.8 Debentures 

Debentures are designated as financial liabilities measured at 
amortised cost. The debenture premium is amortised over the period 
over which the debentures will be repaid. The portion recorded in 
profit and loss for the amortisation of debentures is added back for 
distribution purposes.

1.12.9 Combined units

Each ordinary share issued is irrevocably linked to a debenture. The 
debentures are redeemable at the option of the holders and accrue 
interest half yearly. The debentures are classified as a liability, and 
the interest that accrues as debenture interest is expensed through 
profit or loss. The debentures issued are initially recognised at fair 
value. Debenture capital is subsequently carried at amortised cost 
using the effective interest method. The fair value of the equity 
portion, which is insignificant, is allocated to share capital.
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1.13  Impairment 

Financial assets

Financial assets are assessed at each reporting date to determine 
whether there is any evidence of impairment. A financial asset is 
considered to be impaired if objective evidence indicates that one 
or more events have had a negative effect on the estimated future 
cash flow of that asset. An impairment loss is recognised immediately 
in profit or loss.

Non-financial assets

The carrying amounts of the group’s non-financial assets, are reviewed 
at each reporting date to determine whether there is any indication 
of impairment. If any such indication exists, the asset’s recoverable 
amount is estimated. An impairment loss is recognised whenever the 
carrying amount of an asset or its cash-generating unit exceeds its 
recoverable amount, and is recognised in profit or loss.

An impairment loss is reversed, with the exception of goodwill,  
if there has been a change in the estimates used to determine the 
recoverable amount and there is an indication that the impairment 
loss no longer exists.

An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the carrying 
amount of the asset does not exceed the carrying amount that 
would have been determined, net of depreciation, if no impairment 
loss had been recognised.

1.14  Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the group has a present legal 
constructive obligation as a result of a past event and it is probable 
that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be 
required to settle the obligation and, in addition, a reliable estimate 
of the amount can be made. 

The amount recognised as a provision is the best estimate of the 
consideration required to settle the present obligation at the end of 
the reporting period, taking into account the risks and uncertainties 
relevant to the obligation.

1.15  Share capital 

Ordinary shares are classified as equity. 

External costs directly attributable to the issue of new shares are 
shown as a deduction from equity.

1.16  Foreign currency

Foreign currency transactions

Transactions in foreign currencies are translated to the respective 
functional currency of the group at the exchange rates at the dates 
of the transactions. 

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies at 
the reporting date are translated to the functional currency at the 
exchange rate at that date.

Non-monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign 
currencies that are measured at fair value are translated to the 
functional currency at the exchange rate at the date that the fair 
value was determined.

Foreign currency differences arising on translation are recognised in 
profit or loss. 

Foreign operations

The assets and liabilities of foreign operations, including goodwill 
and fair value adjustments arising on acquisition, are translated to 
the group’s presentation currency (Rand) at the exchange rates at 
the reporting date. The income and expenses of foreign operations 
are translated to Rand at the dates of the transactions (an average 
rate is used).

Foreign currency translation reserve

Foreign currency differences on translation of the financial position 
and results of a foreign operation into the group’s presentation 
currency are recognised in the foreign currency translation reserve 
(FCTR). When a foreign operation is disposed of, in part or in full, the 
relevant amount in the FCTR is transferred to profit and loss as part 
of the profit or loss on disposal.

1.17  Employee benefits

Short-term benefits

The cost of short-term employee benefits is recognised during the 
period in which the employees render the related service. Short 
term employee benefits are measured on an undiscounted basis.  
The accrual for employee entitlements to salaries, bonuses and 
annual leave represents the amount which the group has a present 
legal or constructive obligation to pay as a result of the employees’ 
services provided up to the reporting date.

Defined contribution plan

A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit plan 
under which the group pays contributions to a separate entity and 
will have no legal or constructive obligation to pay further amounts 
if the fund does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees the 
benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods. 

The contributions are recognised as an employee benefit expense 
when they are due. 

Incentive scheme

The group operates a scheme that was formulated to reward 
employees who make a meaningful and sustainable contribution to 
the financial performance of Hyprop.

A liability is recognised in the statements of financial position.  
The liability is remeasured at each reporting period using the 
Phantom Scheme Calculation method to reflect the revised fair 
value, adjusted for changes in assumptions.

Changes in the fair value of the liability are recognised in profit or 
loss.

1.18  Revenue

Property portfolio revenue

Property portfolio revenue comprises operating lease income and 
operating cost recoveries from the letting of investment properties. 
Operating lease income is recognised on a straight-line basis over the 
term of the lease.

Turnover rentals are included in revenue when the amounts can be 
reliably measured. 
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Deferred tax on the fair value adjustment of investment property 
and listed property securities has been provided for using the capital 
gains tax rates, based on the manner in which each asset is expected 
to be realised to the extent that there are insufficient tax losses to 
cover such charge. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset if there is a legally 
enforceable right to offset current tax liabilities and assets, and they 
relate to income taxes levied by the same tax authority on the same 
taxable entity. 

1.20.3 Tax expenses

Current and deferred taxes are recognised as income or an expense 
and included in profit or loss for the period. 

Income tax is recognised in profit or loss except to the extent 
that it relates to items recognised directly in equity or other 
comprehensive income, in which case it is recognised in equity or 
other comprehensive income respectively. The charge for current 
tax is based on the results for the period as adjusted for items which 
are disallowed and any tax payable in respect of previous years. 
Current tax is the expected tax payable on the taxable income for 
the year, using tax rates enacted or substantively enacted at the 
reporting date, and any adjustments to tax payable in respect of 
previous years.

1.21  Segment reporting 

The group determines and presents operating segments based on 
information that is provided internally to the Executive Management 
Committee (Exco) and to the Board of Directors.

Segment results that are reported to Exco include items directly 
attributable to a segment or a region, as well as those that can be 
allocated on a reasonable basis.

On a primary basis the operations are organised into the following 
business segments – super regional malls, large regional malls,  
value/lifestyle centres, offices and listed property securities. 

1.22  Earnings, headline earnings and distributable earnings  
per combined unit

Earnings per combined unit are calculated on the weighted average 
number of units in issue for the year and are based on profit 
attributable to unitholders. Headline earnings per combined unit are 
calculated in terms of the requirements set out in Circular 3/2012 
issued by SAICA.

1.23 Key estimations and uncertainties 

Estimates and assumptions are an integral part of financial reporting 
and as such have an impact on the amounts reported for the group’s 
income, expenses, assets and liabilities. Judgement in these areas is 
based on historical experience and reasonable expectations relating 
to future events. 

Information on the key estimations and uncertainties that have the 
most significant effect on amounts recognised are set out below:

Investment property

The valuation of investment properties requires judgement in the 
determination of future cash flows and appropriate discount rates 
and capitalisation rates.

For more information, refer to note 2.

Listed securities revenue

Distributions from listed securities are recognised on an accrual basis 
over the effective holding period.

Interest received

Interest earned on cash invested with financial institutions is 
recognised on an accrual basis using the effective interest method.

1.19  Borrowing costs 

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or 
construction of a qualifying asset are capitalised as part of the cost 
of that asset until such time as the asset is substantially ready for its 
intended use. 

Qualifying assets are those that necessarily take a substantial period 
of time to prepare for their intended use. 

The amount of borrowing costs eligible for capitalisation is the 
actual borrowing costs incurred on funds specifically borrowed in 
respect of the qualifying asset. Investment income earned on the 
temporary investment of borrowings pending their expenditure on 
qualifying assets is deducted from the borrowing cost capitalised. 
Capitalisation ceases when substantially all the activities necessary to 
prepare the qualifying asset for its intended use are complete. 

All other borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period 
in which they are incurred. 

1.20 Taxation 

1.20.1 Current liabilities 

Current tax for current and prior periods is, to the extent unpaid, 
recognised as a liability. Current tax liabilities for the current and 
prior periods are measured at the amount expected to be paid to 
the tax authorities, using the tax rates that have been enacted or 
substantively enacted by the reporting date. 

1.20.2 Deferred tax 

Deferred tax is recognised for temporary differences between the 
carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting 
purposes and the amounts used for taxation purposes. Deferred tax 
is not recognised for the following temporary differences:

not a business combination and that affects neither accounting 
nor taxable profit.

combination.

controlled entities to the extent that it is probable that they will 
not reverse in the foreseeable future.

A deferred tax asset is recognised for all deductible temporary 
differences to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will 
be available against which the deductible temporary differences can 
be utilised. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date 
and are reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that the 
related tax benefit will be realised. 

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that 
are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or 
the liability is settled, based on tax rates and tax laws that have been 
enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting date. 

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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Building appurtenances

The determination of the useful life and residual values is subject to 
management estimates. Management reviews the depreciation rates 
and residual values on an annual basis to take account of any changes 
in circumstances.

For more information, refer to note 3.

Fair Value of financial instruments

The fair value of a financial instrument on initial recognition is 
normally the transaction price (the fair value of consideration paid 
or received). 

Subsequent to initial recognition, the fair values of financial 
instruments measured at fair value that are quoted in active markets 
are based on bid prices for assets. When quoted prices are not 
available, fair values are determined using valuation techniques that 
refer as far as possible to observable market inputs, either directly 
or indirectly.

The impact of discounting is not material for short term loans and 
trade debtors and creditors.

For more information, refer to notes 4, 10, 11, 19 and 21.

Impairment of assets

The group tests whether assets have suffered any impairment in 
accordance with the impairment accounting policy. Recoverable 
amounts of cash-generating units have been determined based on 
estimated future cash flows discounted to their present values using 
the appropriate rates. Estimates are based on forecasts.

Trade receivables

Management identifies impairments of trade receivables on an 
ongoing basis. Impairment adjustments are raised against trade 
receivables when collectability is considered doubtful. Management 
believes that there are no significant trade receivables that are 
doubtful and have not been provided for as doubtful debts or 
written off.

For more information, refer to note 11.

Deferred taxation

Deferred tax assets are raised to the extent that it is probable that 
future taxable profit will be available against which the unused 
tax credits can be utilised. Assessment of future taxable income 
is performed in the form of estimated future cash flows using a 
suitable growth rate.

For more information, refer to note 20.

Business combinations

On the acquisition of a company, a determination of the fair value 
of identifiable assets and liabilities is required. To determine whether 
an acquisition should be classified as an acquisition of assets or a 
business combination, management takes account of the factors 
which define a business in terms of IFRS 3. 

Phantom scheme liability

The liability is calculated based on the year-end market value of the 
Hyprop combined unit. The actual payment is based on a 30 day 
volume weighted average price to 31 March. 

Amortisation of debenture premium

The risk adjustment applied to the discount rate used in the 
amortisation of debenture premium requires a measure of judgement. 

1.24 Standards not yet effective 

New standards and interpretations

At the date of approval of these annual financial statements, certain 
new accounting standards, amendments and interpretations to 
existing standards have been published but are not yet effective, and 
have not been early adopted by the company. 

Management anticipates that all of the pronouncements will 
be adopted in the company’s accounting policies for the first 
period beginning after the effective date of the pronouncements. 
Information on new standards, amendments and interpretations 
that are expected to be relevant to the company’s annual financial 
statements or those for which the impact has not yet been assessed, 
is provided below. 

IAS 1 Presentation of annual financial statements

The amendment now requires items of other comprehensive income 
to be presented as:

The related tax disclosures are also required to follow the 
presentation allocation.

In addition, the amendment changed the name of the statements of 
comprehensive income to the statement of profit or loss and other 
comprehensive income.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or 
after 1 July 2012.

The company expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in 
the 2013 annual financial statements.

The amendment will be applied retrospectively.

The amendment will not have a material impact on the company’s 
annual financial statements.

IAS 19 Employee benefits revised

The amendment:

liability (asset) including immediate recognition of defined benefit 
cost, disaggregation of defined benefit cost into components, 
recognition of remeasurements in other comprehensive income, 
plan amendments, curtailments and settlements. 

distinguishing benefits provided in exchange for services 
and benefits provided in exchange for the termination of 
employment and could impact the recognition and measurement 
of termination benefits.

of employee benefits, current estimates of mortality rates, 
tax and administration costs and risk sharing and conditional 
indexation features.
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The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or 
after 1 January 2013.

The company expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in 
the 2013 annual financial statements.

The amendment will be applied retrospectively.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the 
company’s annual financial statements.

IAS 27 Separate annual financial statements

Consequential amendment as a result of IFRS 10. The amended 
standard now only deals with separate annual financial statements.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or 
after 1 January 2013.

The company expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in 
the 2013 annual financial statements.

It is unlikely that the amendment will have a material impact on the 
company’s annual financial statements.

IAS 32 Financial instruments – presentation (amendments)

The amendments clarify that an entity currently has a legally 
enforceable right to set off if that right is not contingent on a future 
event, and enforceable both in the normal course of business and in 
the event of default, insolvency or bankruptcy of the entity and all 
counterparties. The amendments further clarify that gross settlement 
is equivalent to net settlement if, and only if, the gross settlement 
mechanism has features that eliminate or result in insignificant credit 
and liquidity risk, and process receivables and payables in a single 
settlement process or cycle.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or 
after 1 January 2014.

The company expects to adopt the amendment for the first time in 
the 2014 annual financial statements.

The amendment will be applied retrospectively.

The impact of the standard is currently being assessed.

IFRS 7 Financial instruments – disclosures (amendments)

The amendments include minimum disclosure requirements related 
to financial assets and financial liabilities that are offset in the 
statements of financial position, or subject to enforceable master 
netting arrangements or similar agreements. They include a tabular 
reconciliation of gross and net amounts of financial assets and 
financial liabilities, separately showing amounts offset and not offset 
in the statements of financial position.

The effective date of the amendment is for years beginning on or 
after 1 July 2013.

The amendment will be applied retrospectively.

The company is still assessing the impact of this standard, but it is 
unlikely that it will have a material impact on the company’s annual 
financial statements.

IFRS 9 Financial instruments

This new standard is the first phase of a three phase project to replace 
IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement. To date, 

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

the standard includes chapters for classification, measurement and 
derecognition of financial assets and liabilities.

Under IFRS 9 there are two options in respect of the classification of 
financial assets, namely, financial assets measured at amortised cost 
or at fair value. Financial assets are measured at amortised cost when 
the business model is to hold assets in order to collect contractual 
cash flows and when they give rise to cash flows that are solely 
payments of principal and interest on the principal outstanding.  
All other financial assets are measured at fair value.

Embedded derivatives are no longer separated from hybrid contracts 
that have a financial asset host.

IFRS 9 has retained in general the requirements of IAS 39 for financial 
liabilities, except for the following two aspects:

guarantees and loan commitments) designated at fair value 
through profit or loss, that are attributable to the changes 
in the credit risk of the liability, will be presented in other 
comprehensive income. The remaining amount of the fair value 
change is recognised in profit or loss. However, if this requirement 
creates or enlarges an accounting mismatch in profit or loss, 
then the whole fair value change is presented in profit or loss.  
The determination as to whether such presentation would create 
or enlarge an accounting mismatch is made on initial recognition 
and is not subsequently reassessed.

delivery of an unquoted equity instrument whose fair value 
cannot be reliable measured, are measured at fair value.

IFRS 9 incorporates the guidance in IAS 39 dealing with fair value 
measurement and accounting for derivatives embedded in a host 
contract that is not a financial asset, as well as the requirements of 
IFRIC 9 Reassessment of Embedded Derivatives.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 
1 January 2015.

The company expects to adopt the standard for the first time in 
the 2015 annual financial statements and the standard will be applied 
retrospectively, subject to transitional provisions.

The impact of this standard has not yet been estimated as the 
standard is not yet finalised.

IFRS 10 Consolidated annual financial statements

The standard replaces the consolidation sections of  
IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Annual financial statements and 
SIC 12 Consolidation – Special Purpose Entities. 

The standard sets out a new definition of control. IFRS states that 
an investor controls an investee when the investor is exposed, or 
has rights to variable returns from its involvement with the investee 
and has the ability to affect those returns through its power over 
the investee.

IFRS has introduced a model that will require increased judgement 
for the group in determining if it controls an investee.

Other key changes include:
De facto control is taken into account to determine if the 
investor has control over the investee.

controls the investee.
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The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 
1 January 2013.

The company expects to adopt the standard for the first time in the 
2013 annual financial statements.

The standard will be applied retrospectively, subject to transitional 
provisions.

The company is still assessing the impact of this standard, but it is 
unlikely that it will have a material impact on the company’s annual 
financial statements.

IFRS 11 Joint arrangements

The standard replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and  
SIC 13 Jointly Controlled Entities – Non Monetary Contributions by 
Venturers. 

The standard defines a joint arrangement as existing only when 
decisions about relevant activities require the unanimous consent of 
the parties sharing joint control in terms of a contractual arrangement. 
The standard identifies two types of joint arrangements as follows:

a separate vehicle, or are established in a separate vehicle  
(i.e. jointly controlled entity) but are overcome by form or 
contract, will be accounted for using line-by-line accounting for 
the underlying assets and liabilities.

entities) are required to apply equity accounting.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 
1 January 2013.

The company expects to adopt the standard for the first time in the 
2013 annual financial statements.

The standard will be applied retrospectively, subject to transitional 
provisions.

The company is still assessing the impact of this standard, but it is 
unlikely that it will have a material impact on the company’s annual 
financial statements.

IFRS 12 Disclosure of interests in other entities

The standard introduces a single standard for disclosure requirements 
for investments in subsidiaries, associates, joint ventures and 
unconsolidated structured entities. 

Structured entities are entities that are designed so that voting or 
similar rights are not the dominant factor in deciding who controls 
the entity. The disclosure requirements encompass risk exposures for 
the sponsor of such an entity even if it no longer has any contractual 
involvement.

IFRS 12 expands the disclosure requirements for these entities with 
the aim to enable the users to evaluate:

other companies

financial performance and cash flows.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 
1 January 2013. The company expects to adopt the standard for the 
first time in the 2013 annual financial statements.

The standard will be applied retrospectively, subject to transitional 
provisions.

The company is still assessing the impact of this standard, but it is 
unlikely that it will have a material impact on the company’s annual 
financial statements.

IFRS 13 Fair value measurement

IFRS 13 introduces a single source of guidance for fair value 
measurements and:

IFRS 13 defines fair value as the price that would be received to sell an 
asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between 
market participants at the measurement date, i.e. an exit price.

The fair value hierarchy disclosures (introduced in IFRS 7 for 
financial instruments) are extended to non-financial assets and 
liabilities measured at fair value. This disclosure is also required for  
non-recurring fair value measurements.

The effective date of the standard is for years beginning on or after 
1 January 2013.

The company expects to adopt the standard for the first time in the 
2013 annual financial statements.

The standard will be applied prospectively, with no requirement to 
apply the requirements of IFRS 13 in the comparative period.

The company is still assessing the impact of this standard, but 
it is unlikely that the standard will have a material impact on the 
company’s annual financial statements.
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2.

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
R000 R000 R000 R000

2.1 Net carrying value
Historical cost  11 201 384  11 270 158  11 201 384  11 270 158 
Revaluation surplus  7 054 049  5 925 520  7 054 049  5 925 520 
Development property  (990 000)  (116 000)  (990 000)  (116 000)
Assets classified as held-for-sale  (130 000)  (122 000)  (130 000)  (122 000)

 17 135 433  16 957 678  17 135 433  16 957 678 
2.2 Movement for the year
Investment property at valuation 1 January  16 957 678  9 224 395  16 957 678  9 224 395 
Capital expenditure  109 721  90 721  109 721  90 721 
Acquired through business combination  7 750 765  7 750 765 
Change in fair value  1 137 924  236 654  1 137 924  236 654 
Disposals  (70 125)  (90 530)  (70 125)  (90 530)
Interest capitalised  13 443  10 213  13 443  10 213 
Straight-line rental income accrual  (9 208)  (100 214)  (9 208)  (100 214)
Development property  (874 000)  (42 326)  (874 000)  (42 326)
Transfer to non-current assets held-for-sale  (130 000)  (122 000)  (130 000)  (122 000)
Investment property at valuation 31 December  17 135 433  16 957 678  17 135 433  16 957 678 
2.3 Reconciliation to independent valuation
Investment property at valuation at year-end  17 135 433  16 957 678  17 135 433  16 957 678 
Straight-line rental income accrual  292 807  283 599  292 807  283 599 
Building appurtenances and tenant installations  55 354  38 646  55 354  38 646 
Centre management assets  (3 564)  (8 059)  (3 564)  (8 059)
Independent valuation  17 480 030  17 271 864  17 480 030  17 271 864 
Capitalisation rate used to determine interest capitalised 7,6% 9,2% 7,6% 9,2%

Included in Investment property is property under leasehold in respect of Willowbridge North. The lessor is Transnet Ltd and the lease term runs untill 30 June 2033.

Full details of leasehold investment properties are contained in a register of investment properties which is open for inspection by unitholders at the registered office of the 
company.     

2.4  Investment property pledged as security

The following properties have been pledged as security by means of mortgage bonds (note 18):     

To The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited to secure borrowing facilities totaling R450 million and to Standard Finance (Isle of Man) Limited to secure borrowing 
facilities of USD 40 million.     

1. A 75,15% undivided share in Erf 50 Gleneagles Extension 2 (The Glen)
2.  A 40% undivided share in Erf 5958 Montague Gardens, City of Cape Town (Canal Walk)

The market value of the bonded properties (75,15% and 40% respectively) at year-end was R4,35 billion.

To Rand Merchant Bank (A division of FirstRand Bank Limited) to secure borrowing facilities totaling R810 million.

1.  A 40% undivided share in Erf 5958 Montague Gardens, City of Cape Town (Canal Walk)

The market value of the bonded property (40% thereof) at year-end was R2,6 billion.

To Nedbank Limited to secure borrowing facilities totaling R2,7 billion.

1. Erven 17792, 17793, 17052, 17053, 17054, 17055, 17056, Brackenfell Cape Town; Remainder of Ptn 130 (Ptn of Ptn 129) of the Farm Langeberg No. 311 (CapeGate)
2. Erf 3772, Faerie Glen, Ext 15 (Atterbury Value Mart)
3.   Erf 1590 Pretoriuspark Ext 5 & Erf 1591 Pretoriuspark Ext 22; Erf 1709 Pretoriuspark Ext 23 & Erf 1712 Pretoriuspark Ext 35; Portions 498 of the Farm Garsfontein 374 JR  

(Woodlands Boulevard)
4. Erf 929 Strubensvallei Ext 12 (Clearwater Mall)
5. Erf 38722, Bellville (Willowbridge South)

The market value of these properties at year-end was R7,7 billion.
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3.

2.5  Investment property valuation

Investment property is reflected at valuation at year-end. It is the policy of the group to obtain an independent valuation of the investment property portfolio on a six monthly 
basis.

The portfolio was valued at R 18,6 billion at 31 December 2012, excluding minority interests, by the Valuation Division of Old Mutual Investment Group South Africa led by the 
Valuation Manager Trevor King (BSc DipSurv MRICS, Valuer), Professional Registered Valuer (SA), Member of the South African Council for the Valuers Profession, Chartered 
Valuation Surveyor and Associate of the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (UK), using the Discounted Cash Flow method. The directors confirm that there have been no 
material changes to the information used and assumptions applied by the registered valuer. The average annualised resultant portfolio yield produced by the Valuer was 7,2%. 
The average annualised yield range across all properties was 6,8% to 10,6%.

BUILDING APPURTENANCES AND TENANT INSTALLATIONS
GROUP GROUP COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
R000 R000 R000 R000

3.1 Cost

Building appurtenances  62 340  47 077  62 026  46 812 
Tenant installations  67 478  51 111  67 478  51 111 

 129 818  98 188  129 504  97 923 
3.2 Accumulated depreciation
Building appurtenances  36 989  32 422  36 825  32 383 
Tenant installations  37 473  29 893  37 473  29 893 

 74 462  62 315  74 298  62 276 
3.3 Net carrying value
Building appurtenances  25 351  14 655  25 201  14 429 
Tenant installations  30 005  21 218  30 005  21 218 

 55 356  35 873  55 206  35 647 
3.4 Movement for the year
Net carrying value 1 January  35 873  21 237  35 647  21 237 
Capital expenditure  34 650  17 337  34 602  17 072 
Acquired through business combination 6 187 6 187
Disposals  (470)  (470)
Classified as held-for-sale  (3 012)  (705)  (3 012)  (705)
Depreciation  (12 155)  (7 713)  (12 031)  (7 674)
Net carrying value 31 December  55 356  35 873  55 206  35 647 
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 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

NOTE  R000  R000  R000  R000 
Non-current financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Fair value at 31 December

Sycom Property Fund  2 282 095  1 979 757  2 282 095  1 979 757 
Acucap Properties Limited  97 257  97 257 
Vunani Limited  99 159  99 159 

Balance at end of year  2 282 095  2 176 173  2 282 095  2 176 173 
Movement for the year

Balance at beginning of year  2 176 173  1 529 268  2 176 173  1 529 268 
Acquisitions  291 955  291 955 
Disposals - Acucap and Vunani units  (209 337)  (209 337)
Change in fair value  315 259  258 715  315 259  258 715 
Transfer from investment in associates  96 235  96 235 

Balance at end of year  2 282 095  2 176 173  2 282 095  2 176 173 

Hyprop's % interest: number of units held Stock exchange  % held % held % held % held
Sycom Property Fund - Units held: 84 225 688 (2011: 84 225 688) JSE 33,9 39,0 33,9 39,0
Acucap Properties Limited - Units held: Nil (2011: 2 610 430) JSE 1,5 1,5
Vunani Limited - Units held: Nil (2011: 14 198 976) JSE 11,8 11,8

The investment in Sycom has been accounted for as an investment rather than equity accounted since Hyprop does not exercise significant influence over Sycom. In particular, 
Hyprop does not have representation on the board of Sycom and does not participate in any policy-making decisions relating to Sycom. 

The fair value of Sycom is based on the closing price on the JSE at 31 December 2012, less an accrual for distribution, which is included in receivables.   

75 328 391 of the Sycom units have been pledged as security for a loan facility with Rand Merchant Bank (note 18). 

4. FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE THROUGH PROFIT AND LOSS 
(LISTED PROPERTY SECURITIES)

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited
The company acquired 100% of the issued capital in Hyprop Investments 
(Mauritius) Limited for USD 1. Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited holds a 
37,5% interest in Atterbury Africa. Refer to note 7.
Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited - marketing services company
Cost allocated to Word4Word  30 000  30 000 
Impairment in subsidiary  (17 507)  (17 507)
Adjustment to purchase price  (434)
Balance after impairment  12 059  12 493 
Attfund Retail Limited - dormant subsidiary
On 1 September 2011, the company began a group restructure in terms of  
section 47 of the Income Tax act whereby all the assets and liabilities of  
Attfund Retail Limited were distributed to Hyprop.
Refer to note 33 on business combinations
Total investment in subsidiaries  12 059  12 493 

The group tests goodwill annually for impairments. No impairment was recognised in the current financial year.

Refer to note 9.

5. SUBSIDIARIES
5.1  Investment in subsidiaries

Details of the group’s subsidiaries at the end of the reporting period are as follows:
 PROPORTION OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST AND  

VOTING POWER HELD BY THE GROUP 

Name of subsidiary Principal activity
Place of incorporation 
and operation 31 December 2012 31 December 2011 

Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited Acquiring or developing 
retail, commercial and 
mixed-use properties in 
Africa

Mauritius 100%  

Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited Marketing services South Africa 100% 100%
Attfund Retail Limited Dormant company South Africa 100% 100%

5.2  Loan to subsidiaries

Capital gains taxation was payable on the sale of Attfund Retail’s 25% interest in Centurion Mall to Fountainhead Property Trust. The capital gains 
taxation was funded by Hyprop, which resulted in a debit loan in Hyprop and a credit loan in Attfund Retail. Attfund Retail is a dormant company 
and will be deregistered in due course. Therefore the loan was impaired through the statements of comprehensive income.
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INVESTMENT IN JOINT VENTURES
The following represents a summary of Hyprop’s undivided share in co-owned shopping centres at year-end:

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Canal Walk - 80%

Carrying value of investment property  5 200 000  4 880 000  5 200 000  4 880 000 
Current assets  5 535  46 517  5 535  46 517 
Current liabilities  51 796  44 353  51 796  44 353 
Investment property income  460 729  423 566  460 729  423 566 
Expenses  (130 867)  (122 251)  (130 867)  (122 251)
Net property income  329 862  301 315  329 862  301 315 

The Glen - 75,15%
Carrying value of investment property  1 751 130  1 623 365  1 751 130  1 623 365 
Current assets  9 096  25 045  9 096  25 045 
Current liabilities  24 445  25 285  24 445  25 285 
Investment property income  190 940  178 087  190 940  178 087 
Expenses  (67 375)  (65 160)  (67 375)  (65 160)
Net property income  123 565  112 927  123 565  112 927 

Stoneridge - 90%
Carrying value of investment property  432 900  370 800  432 900  370 800 
Current assets  2 218  26 188  2 218  26 188 
Current liabilities  33 144  23 014  33 144  23 014 
Investment property income  62 567  58 339  62 567  58 339 
Expenses  (35 086)  (32 545)  (35 086)  (32 545)
Net property income  27 481  25 794  27 481  25 794 

Southcoast - 50% *
Carrying value of investment property  122 000  122 000 
Current assets  944  944 
Current liabilities  829  829 
Investment property income  12 346  20 968  12 346  20 968 
Expenses  (6 059)  (9 402)  (6 059)  (9 402)
Net property income  6 287  11 566  6 287  11 566 

* Hyprop’s 50% undivided share in Southcoast Mall was sold in July 2012.

6.

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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EQUITY - ACCOUNTED INVESTMENT - ATTERBURY AFRICA
Hyprop’s wholly owned subsidiary, Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited, has a 37,5% interest in Atterbury Africa, a Mauritian based property investment company.
The investment was made on 20 November 2012.

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Initial investment in equity  # 
Share of equity accounted results  ^ 

# Less than R 1000
^ Nil

As at 31 December 2012, Hyprop Mauritius’ 37,5% share of Atterbury Africa’s liabilities exceeded its assets, by R8,6 million (2011: R nil).

Summarised financial information of the group’s 37,5% share in Atterbury Africa is as follows (all figures are disclosed at the group’s effective 37,5% share):
Summarised statements of comprehensive income
Other income  58 
Administrative expenses  (3 060)
Finance cost  (3 918)
Share of profits of associates  664 
Fair value gain on investment property  1 640 
Impairment  (3 400)
Loss before taxation  (8 016)
Taxation  (191)

Loss for the period  (8 207)
Attributable to:
Equity holders of the company  (8 697)
Non-controlling interests  489 
Summarised statements of financial position
Assets
Non-current assets  89 234 

Investment in associates  54 306 
Loan receivable  11 239 
Property, plant and equipment  3 
Investment property  23 686 

Current assets  19 002 
Total assets  108 236 
Equity and liabilities
Capital and reserves  93 427 

Shareholders' deficit  (8 697)
Non-controlling interest  10 662 
Foreign currency translation reserve  226 
Borrowings  91 236 

Current liabilities  14 809
Total equity and liabilities  108 236

7.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

8. INVESTMENTS IN ASSOCIATES
Details of the group’s associates at the end of the reporting period are as follows:

 PROPORTION OF OWNERSHIP INTEREST AND  
VOTING POWER HELD BY THE GROUP 

Name of associate Principal activity
Place of incorporation 
and operation  31 December 2012  31 December 2011 

Mantrablox Proprietary Limited 1 Property Investment 
company 

 South Africa 20% 20%

It's Called Advertising Proprietary Limited 2 Graphic design and  
advertising company 

 South Africa 40% 40%

1 Mantrablox owns 100% of Garden Route Mall. The remaining 80% of Mantrablox is owned by Atterbury Investments Holdings Limited.
2  40% of It’s called Advertising Proprietary Limited is owned by Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited. Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Hyprop - refer to note 5.

Summarised financial information of the group’s associates is set out below:
Reconciliation to the statements of financial position:

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Mantrablox Proprietary Limited 3

Total assets  1 005 019  938 980 
Total liabilities  1 023 917  922 851 
Net (liabilities)/assets  (18 898)  16 129 
Group’s share of net assets of Mantrablox Proprietary Limited  ^  ^ 
It’s called Advertising Proprietary Limited
Total assets  1 200  943 
Total liabilities  698  542 
Net assets  503  401 
Group’s share of net assets of It’s called Advertising Proprietary Limited  203  58 
Group’s share of net assets of associates  203  58 
Loan advanced (Mantrablox Proprietary Limited)  117 600  117 600 
Investment in associates  117 803  117 658 

^ Nil

Reconciliation to the statements of comprehensive income:

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Mantrablox Proprietary Limited 3

Total revenue of associate  120 819  33 615 
Total (loss)/profit for the period of associate  (35 027)  16 128 
Group's share of profits of Mantrablox Proprietary Limited  NIL  NIL 
It’s called Advertising Proprietary Limited
Total revenue of associate  3 326  984 
Total profit for the period of associate  360  65 
Group's share of profits of It's called Advertising Proprietary Limited  144 NIL
Vunani Property Fund Proprietary Limited (“VPIF) 4

Total revenue of associate  86 051 
Total profit for the period of associate  20 346 
Group's share of profits of VPIF NIL  9 949 
Group’s share of profits of associate  144  9 949 

3  In terms of the Mantrablox Shareholders agreement, Hyprop effectively only earns interest on a loan to Mantrablox. Hyprop will share in any upward revaluations 
of Garden Route Mall in the event that Atterbury Investments Holdings Limited purchases Hyprop’s interest in Mantrablox.

4  During August 2011 VPIF listed on the JSE. On that date Hyprop sold 14 198 976 of its Vunani units. At 31 December 2011 Hyprop owned 14 198 976 Vunani units  
(11,8% of VPIF) and therefore in 2011, the investment in VPIF was reclassified as a financial asset at fair value through profit and loss.
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9. GOODWILL
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Goodwill arising on acquisition
Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited  30 436 
Impairment  (17 943)

Balance  12 059  12 493 

The group tests goodwill annually for impairments. In the current year, it was determined that the recoverable amount was greater than the carrying amount and therefore no 
impairment was recognised. 

The valuation of Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited was determined using the discounted cashflow method over 5 years and was based on the following key assumptions:

 - Budgets and forecasts performed by management of Word4Word;
 - Income and expenses were increased by an average rate of 8% per annum;
 - Future cash flows were discounted at 18% (2011:16%) which is a comparable rate for companies of this nature.   

The determination of the fair value of goodwill was based on its value in use.   

Refer to note 5.

Goodwill arising on acquisition
Attfund Retail  529 711 
Impairment  (529 711)

Balance  
Total effect in statements of comprehensive income  (547 654)

Goodwill is tested for impairment annually and the impairment is recognised in profit and loss.

Subsequent to the purchase of Attfund Retail on 1 September 2011, Attfund Retail ceded, assigned and transferred all of its assets, liabilities, income and expenses to Hyprop as 
a distribution in anticipation of the liquidation, winding up and deregistration of Attfund Retail in terms of the section 47 of the Income Tax Act, No 58 of 1962.  

All of the properties acquired in terms of the Attfund Retail acquisition were re-valued at year-end and the goodwill arising on acquisition was eliminated in favour of the fair 
value model for investment property in terms of IAS 40 Investment Property.

Refer to note 33 - Business Combinations.
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10.

11.

LOAN RECEIVABLE

TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
Portion 113 Weltevreden Proprietary Limited, a company associated with Abland 
Proprietary Limited (“Abland”)  47 434  47 217  47 434  47 217 
The above loan is repayable on 23 September 2013, bears interest at a rate linked to the three 
month JIBAR rate which is payable monthly in arrears.
The loan was advanced to Abland in 2008 to facilitate the acquisition by Abland of
its 10% interest in Stoneridge.
Mantrablox Proprietary Limited  117 600  117 600 
The loan was advanced to Mantrablox Proprietary Limited, which is 80% owned by Atterbury
Investment Holdings Proprietary Limited, on 1 September 2011, to facilitate the sale of 
Garden Route Mall by Attfund Retail to Mantrablox Proprietary Limited. At year-end Hyprop
owned 20% of the issued shares in Mantrablox Proprietary Limited.
Atterbury Investments Holdings Ltd has a call option to purchase Hyprop’s 20% share in 
Mantrablox Proprietary Limited from Hyprop within 6 months from 1 September 2013. 
The loan is repayable when the option is excercised and bears interest at 8,5%, 
payable monthly in arrears.
Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited - wholly owned subsidiary of Hyprop  188
The loan is unsecured, bears no interest and is repayable on demand.
Atterbury Africa Limited  111 109
The loan repayment date is 30 June 2020 and represents Hyprop’s shareholder loan funding to 
Atterbury Africa. 
The loan is secured and bears interest at an initial rate of 8%, escalating at 4% per annum.
Hyprop investments (Mauritius) Limited has a 37,5% equity interest in Atterbury Africa.

 158 543  47 217  165 222  164 817 
Reconciliation to the statements of financial position
Long term loan receivable  111 109  47 217  117 788  164 817 
Short term loan receivable  47 434  47 434 
Total  158 543  47 217  165 222  164 817 

Rent receivable  24 618  54 959  24 618  54 959 
Allowance for doubtful debts  (10 239)  (27 843)  (10 239)  (27 843)
Listed property securities - accrued distribution  38 323  40 777  38 323  40 777 
Other receivables  130 354  51 354  127 798  50 617 

 183 056  119 247  180 500  118 510 
Ageing of receivables past due but not impaired
30 days  1 990  5 168  1 990  5 168 
60 days  794  2 288  794  2 288 
90 + days  144  10 665  144  10 665 
Total  2 928  18 121  2 928  18 121 
Ageing of impaired receivables
30 days  1 704  2 355  1 704  2 355 
60 days  1 317  1 889  1 317  1 889 
90 + days  4 980  20 404  4 980  20 404 

 8 001  24 648  8 001  24 648 

No interest is charged on trade receivables for the first 7 days from the date of the invoice. Thereafter interest is charged at prime plus 2%.

The allowance for doubtful debts has been determined on a tenant by tenant basis, taking into account the circumstances of each tenant.

The maximum exposure to credit risk at the reporting date is the fair value of each class of receivable above.  
A deposit or a bank guarantee together with a surety from the legal entity/person who signs the lease agreement, is taken as security for tenant arrears.
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12. CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Cash and cash equivalents comprise bank balances and cash  167 874  208 394  162 074  202 427 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS CLASSIFIED AS HELD-FOR-SALE
Southern Sun Hyde Park
Effective 31 August 2012, Hyprop entered into a sale agreement with Southern Sun Hotel  
Interests Proprietary Limited (“Southern Sun”) to dispose of Southern Sun Hyde Park.
Southern Sun Hyde Park was valued by the directors at R130 million at 31 December 2012,  
being the same as the sale price to Southern Sun. The fair value adjustment is included in  
the statements of comprehensive income.
The sale is subject to the opening of a sectional title deed register which is expected to take 
place in the first half of 2013.
The assets and liabilities of Southern Sun Hyde Park are reflected at the lower of fair value less 
cost to sell or the carrying amount and are summarised as follows:
Assets  140 692  140 692 

Investment property and building appurtenances  133 011  133 011 
Trade and other receivables  3 183  3 183 
Cash and cash equivalents  4 498  4 498 

Liabilities  9 618  9 618 
Trade and other payables  9 618  9 618 

Classified as held-for-sale on the statements of financial position  131 074  131 074 
Southcoast Mall
Southcoast Mall was disclosed as held-for-sale at 31 December 2011:
Assets  124 687  124 687 

Investment property and building appurtenance  122 706  122 706 
Trade and other receivables  759  759 
Cash and cash equivalents  1 222  1 222 

Liabilities  865  865 
Trade and other payables  865  865 

Classified as held-for-sale on the statements of financial position  123 822  123 822 

The sale and transfer of Hyprop’s 50% undivided share in Southcoast Mall was completed during July 2012.

13.
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14.

16.

SHARE CAPITAL
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Authorised
500 000 000 no par value ordinary shares (2011: 500 000 000)

Issued
243 113 169 no par value ordinary shares (2011: 243 113 169)  1 661  1 661  1 661  1 661 

Each share is irrevocably linked to one debenture, together comprising one combined unit (refer note 17).

On initial recognition the ‘fair value’ portion of the equity instrument is allocated to share capital. However, since 100% of the distribution attributable to the combined unit 
is paid to unitholders as interest on debentures (no dividends are paid on the share component of the combined unit), the income stream attributable to the share is zero and 
therefore no value is attributed to the share on initial recognition. 

FOREIGN CURRENCY TRANSLATION RESERVE
The foreign currency translation reserve arose from the conversion of Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) from its functional currency, US Dollars, to South African Rand on 
consolidation. Refer to note 5.

The closing exchange rate at 31 December 2012 was R 8,49:USD 1  (6)

NON-DISTRIBUTABLE RESERVES

Realised surplus on disposal of investment properties  134 863  146 749  134 863  146 749 
Realised surplus on disposal of listed property securities  107 761  111 096  107 761  111 096 
Revaluation of investment property  5 290 907  4 847 672  5 290 907  4 847 672 
Revaluation of listed property securities  575 013  315 775  575 013  315 775 
Revaluation of derivative instruments  (237 464)  (67 394)  (237 464)  (67 394)
Amortised debenture premium  1 104 224  616 299  1 104 224  616 299 
Non-distributable reserves of associate (VPIF)  121 374  121 373  121 374  121 373 
Impairment of investment in subsidiary (Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited)  (17 507)  (17 507)
Impairment of goodwill  (547 654)  (547 654)  25 400  25 401 

 6 549 024  5 543 916  7 104 571  6 099 464 

15.
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17. DEBENTURES AND DEBENTURE PREMIUM
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Issued:
243 113 169 (2011: 243 113 169) unsecured unsubordinated variable rate debentures of 493 cents each  1 198 548  1 198 548  1 198 548  1 198 548 
Premium on debentures  4 673 068  5 160 993  4 673 068  5 160 993 
 - Upon issue of combined units  5 777 292  5 777 291  5 777 292  5 777 291 
 - Debenture premium amortised  (1 104 224)  (616 298)  (1 104 224)  (616 298)

 5 871 616  6 359 541  5 871 616  6 359 541 
Movement for the year:

Balance at beginning of year  6 359 541  2 447 895  6 359 541  2 447 895 
Current year premium amortisation  (487 925)  (231 353)  (487 925)  (231 353)
Issued during the year  4 142 999  4 142 999 
Balance at end of year  5 871 616  6 359 541  5 871 616  6 359 541 

The debentures are irrevocably linked to the ordinary shares of the company and can only be traded together with the shares.

In terms of the Hyprop Debenture Trust Deed, interest on the debentures is calculated in accordance with a distributable earnings formula.

Interest payable on the debentures is determined in arrears once the distributable earnings have been determined in accordance with the Debenture Trust Deed. In aggregate, 
not less than 100% of distributable earnings must be distributed to debenture holders through the payment of debenture interest. The board, in terms of the Debenture Trust 
Deed, is permitted to exercise its discretion to round any fraction of a cent in distributable earnings per combined unit down to the nearest whole cent.

Debenture interest is paid to unit holders within 3 months of the expiry of a financial period.

The right of redemption of the debentures may be exercised only by special resolution of the debenture holders passed within 90 days after 25 January 2013 or every 10th  
anniversary thereafter.

The debentures are redeemable at their par value on the last Friday in December of the fith year after which the debenture special resolution is passed.

The debenture premium is measured at amortised cost based on the remaining period to redemption. A risk free bond rate (based on the R 186 Government bond of 7,29%) is 
used and adjusted for risk factors applicable to the company. 

The Hyprop Debenture Trust Deed is available for inspection by combined unitholders or their duly authorised agents at the registered office of the company.
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18. INTEREST-BEARING BORROWINGS
Secured by
investment

property
and other

assets at
fair value

Capital
repayment

date
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

Facility Interest rate 2012 2011 2012 2011

Institution R000
Refer to 

note 2  R000  R000  R000  R000 
Nedbank R7,2 billion
R2,25 billion of the Nedbank loans are fixed at an average 
rate of 8,73% and an average maturity of  
4,9 years.

 903 642 (investment 
property)

 April 2015 Prime - 1,8%  722 914  702 107  722 914  702 107 

 1 203 935  Aug 2016 Prime - 1,8%  655 086  962 106  655 086  962 106 
 1 540 304  June 2018 Prime - 1,8%  1 334 159  1 229 409  1 334 159  1 229 409 

Rand Merchant Bank (a division of FirstRand Bank Limited)
Fixed for the full term at an average rate of 10,11%.  200 000 R2,1 billion Sep 2014 Jibar + 1,75%  200 000  200 000  200 000  200 000 

Fixed for the full term at 8,14%.

 *part of 
R810m 
facility 
below 

(75 328 391  
Sycom units)

Sep 2016 Jibar + 1,60%  200 000  200 000 
Floating  810 000 * R2,6 billion Sep 2016 Jibar + 1,60%  448 000  648 000  448 000  648 000 
Floating  1 240 000 (investment 

property)
Sep 2012 Jibar + 0,75%  447 292#  447 292# 

Standard Bank of South Africa Limited R4,4 billion

Fixed for the full term at 9,4%.  500 000 

(investment 
property)

Oct 2013

Jibar + 
liquidity 

cost + 
reserving 

cost + 0,5%  450 000#  450 000  450 000#  450 000 
Floating May 2012 Jibar + 0,75%  200 000#  200 000# 

Floating 900 000 

replaced 
with DCM 
funding in 

July 2012
Jibar + 0,95%  700 000#  700 000#

Standard Finance (Isle of Man) Limited

Fixed for the full term at an average rate of 3,9%.
US$ 40 
million Oct 2017

Libor + 
liquidity 

cost + 1,2%  110 876 
Corporate bonds
5 year bond - fixed for the full term at 7,33%.  300 000 Sep 2017 Jibar + 1,50%  300 000  300 000 
3 year bond  400 000(1) July 2015 Jibar + 1,34%  400 000  400 000 
Commercial paper
3 month commercial paper  300 000(1) Jan 2013  Jibar + 0,22%  300 000#  300 000#

(1) The 3 year bond and the commercial paper are fixed at an average rate of 9,01% and an average maturity of 3,86 years.
Total interest-bearing borrowings  5 121 035  5 538 914  5 010 159  5 538 914 
Reconciliation to the statements of financial position:
Long term loans  4 371 035  4 191 622  4 260 159 4 191 622 
Short term loans  815 000  1 347 292  815 000  1 347 292 

# Short-term portion of interest-bearing borrowings  750 000  1 347 292  750 000  1 347 292 
Southern Sun Hotel Interest Proprietary Limited (2)  65 000  65 000 

Total interest-bearing borrowings  5 186 035  5 538 914  5 075 159  5 538 914 
(2)  This loan represents an advance payment in respect of the sale price for Southern Sun Hyde Park. The loan is interest free and will be set-off the sale price of R130 million 

on the transfer date. Refer to note 13.
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19. DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS
Derivative instruments comprise fixed interest rate agreements and interest rate swaps.

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Opening balance as at 1 January  67 394  7 884  67 394  7 884 
Fair value adjustment  170 070  59 510  170 070  59 510 
Closing balance  237 464  67 394  237 464  67 394 

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited:
Liabilities:
Long term Cancellable interest rate swap  61 476  35 623  61 476  35 623 
Short term Fixed interest rate agreement  32 945  8 238  32 945  8 238 

Rand Merchant Bank
Liabilities:
Long term Interest rate swap  9 120  9 120 

Nedbank Limited:
Liabilities:
Long term Interest rate swap  133 923  8 840  133 923  8 840 
Short term Interest rate swap  14 693  14 693 

 237 464  67 394  237 464  67 394 

Reconciliation to the statements of financial position
Non-current liabilities  204 519  44 463  204 519  44 463 
Current liabilities  32 945  22 931  32 945  22 931 

 237 464  67 394  237 464  67 394 

Valuation of the derivative instruments was determined by discounting the future cash flows using the JIBAR swap curve.

The designation of such instruments has been further disclosed in note 37.  
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20.

21.

DEFERRED TAXATION
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Arising on:
Change in fair value of investment property  2 021 082  1 358 820  2 021 082  1 358 820 
Change in fair value of listed property securities  126 854  58 662  126 854  58 662 
Tenant installations and building appurtenances  116 724  90 636  116 724  90 636 
Taxation loss  (70 711)  (61 828)  (70 711)  (61 828)
Straight-line rental income accrual  81 986  79 408  81 986  79 408 
Income received in advance  (16 482)  (12 051)  (16 482)  (12 051)
Other temporary differences  11 492  7 004  11 706  6 802 

 2 270 945  1 520 651  2 271 159  1 520 449 
Reconciliation of the movement in deferred taxation liability:
Opening balance 1 January  1 520 651  867 684  1 520 449  867 684 
Change in fair value of investment property  211 133  558 933  211 133  558 933 
Change in fair value of listed property securities  48 716  43 433  48 716  43 433 
Tenant installations and building appurtenances  26 088  21 384  26 088  21 384 
Change in taxation rate  470 604  470 604  
Taxation loss  (8 883)  (4 841)  (8 883)  (4 841)
Straight-line rental income accrual  2 579  28 060  2 579  28 060 
Income received in advance  (4 431)  (5 320)  (4 431)  (5 320)
Other temporary differences  4 488  11 318  4 904  11 116 
Closing balance  2 270 945  1 520 651  2 271 159  1 520 449 

Deferred tax has been provided at 18,6% (2011: 14%) on revaluation of investment properties, straight lining of leases and investment properties held-for-sale.

RESTATEMENT OF DEFERRED TAXATION
The IASB released amendments to IAS12 on 20 December 2010, effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2012. The effect is that deferred taxation on investment 
properties is calculated at the capital gains taxation rate as opposed to a blended rate since the assumption is that the carrying value of the investment property will be recovered 
through sale. Hyprop early adopted these amendments and applied them retrospectively as required by IAS 8. This treatment was incorporated in the 2011 annual financial 
statements. 

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade creditors and accrued expenses  154 044  50 909  147 181  50 909 
Tenant deposits  51 964  28 759  51 964  28 759 
Gift vouchers  2 629  1 388  2 629  1 388 
Interest payable  44 503  44 106  44 503  44 106 
Phantom scheme liability (refer to note 26)  8 259  2 301  8 259  2 301 
Debtors with credit balances  58 848  39 565  58 848  39 565 
Other payables  48 863  71 451  48 863  65 138 

 369 110  238 479  362 247  232 166 

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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INTEREST RECEIVED
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

From positive bank balances  6 904  4 970  6 254  4 970 
From loans receivable  15 276  26 446  15 276  26 446 

 22 180  31 416  21 530  31 416 

INTEREST PAID

On interest-bearing borrowings  440 450  249 955  440 108  249 955 
Interest capitalised  (13 443)  (10 214)  (13 443)  (10 214)

 427 007  239 741  426 665  239 741 

NET OPERATING INCOME

Net operating income is arrived at after accounting for the following:
Contingent rental income (turnover rental)  17 787  12 219  17 787  12 219 
Depreciation  12 155  7 713  12 032  7 673 
Consulting fee  450  450  450  450 

Key management remuneration
The following key management remuneration was paid during the year:
Salaries  22 187  17 337  22 187  17 337 
Bonuses  10 603  5 415  10 603  5 415 

Top 3 salaries plus bonus earned by employees other than directors were as follows:
A  3 241  2 796  3 241  2 796 
B  2 133  1 938  2 133  1 938 
C  1 771  1 599  1 771  1 599 

AUDITOR’S REMUNERATION

Auditor’s remuneration - fees paid to external auditors for attest function
Audit fee - current year  1 635  1 424  1 635  1 424 
Adjustment in respect of the prior year  (275)  (275)

1 635 1 149 1 635 1 149

Other auditor’s remuneration 
Internal audit fees  417  595  417  595 
Other services  200  200 

617 595 617 595

22.

23.

24.

25.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

26. INCENTIVE SCHEME
The Hyprop board recognises that a key factor to the success of Hyprop is the retention and incentivisation of management and staff. Accordingly, a scheme was formulated 
to reward employees who make a meaningful and sustainable contribution to the financial performance of Hyprop by providing them with the opportunity to participate in its 
future growth. Senior Hyprop management and staff were offered this incentive. The majority of this scheme (66%) will expire in April 2013.

The incentive is directly linked to the performance of Hyprop’s combined units. Employees were granted ‘phantom’ Hyprop combined units at a notional strike price (“the initial 
price” (IP)). 

Employees receive an award equivalent to the increase in the market value of the Hyprop combined unit over the initial price. This award is paid in four payments within 30 days 
after the date on which the relevant payment is calculated.

The payment is calculated as follows:
Cash bonus = 1/4 AS x (P - IP) – relevant taxes
AS = allocated ‘phantom’ units
P = volume weighted average traded price of Hyprop combined units for the 30 JSE trading days prior to the calculation date

If the market price of the Hyprop combined unit on the relevant calculation date is not greater than the initial price, no payment is made. The award is only applicable if the 
employee is in the employ of Hyprop on the payment date. 1 276 923 ‘phantom’ Hyprop combined units were in issue at year-end (2011: 1 339 345).

25% of the total scheme liability is provided for in December of each year to ensure adequate provision for the coming year’s ‘phantom’ scheme payment.

Refer to note 21
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27. TAXATION
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Major components of the tax expense:
Current taxation  (601)
Capital gains taxation  (1 443)  (70 003)
Security transfer taxation  (17 983)  (17 983)
Deferred taxation  (751 125)  (97 653)  (750 709)  (652 765)
Tax for the year  (753 169)  (185 639)  (750 709)  (670 748)

No provision has been made for current taxation since the company has an assessed loss for taxation purposes.

The capital gains taxation arose on the sale of a 25% interest in Centurion Mall to Fountainhead Property Trust, on 1 September 2011.
The sale of Centurion Mall was ring-fenced in Attfund Retail. Accordingly, Hyprop’s assessed loss for taxation purposes could not be set off against the capital gain.

Reconciliation of taxation charge
Net profit before taxation  491 933  28 450  472 340  183 749 
Permanent differences:

Amortisation of debenture premium  (136 619)  (64 779)  (136 619)  (64 779)
Share of income from associate  (3 040)  (3 040)
Fair value adjustment to investment property  (105 557)  (17 749)  (105 557)  (17 749)
Fair value adjustment to listed property securities  (29 483)  (29 007)  (29 483)  (29 007)
Fair value adjustment to derivative instruments  47 620  16 663  47 620  16 663 
Capital profit on disposal of investment property  3 328  1 167  3 328  1 167 
Capital profit on disposal of listed property securities  934  10 072  934  10 072 
Impairment of subsidiary loan  18 839 
Impairment of goodwill  153 343  7 112 
Other permanent differences  1 073  2 533  1 073  1 947 

Prior year income tax adjustment  256 
Distribution accrual - Listed property securities  (2 142)  (2 142)
Adjustment to assessed loss  (2 574)  (2 574)
Deferred taxation assumed upon the acquisition of Attfund Retail  546 630 
Change in taxation rate  470 604  470 604 
Security transfer taxation paid on Attfund Retail shares  17 983  17 983 
Capital gains taxation  13 789  70 003  12 346 
Adjustment in respect of Hyprop Investments (Mauritius)  7 
Taxation expense recognised in statements of comprehensive income  753 169  185 639  750 709  670 748 

The taxation rate applied in the reconciliations above was 28%.
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EARNINGS, HEADLINE EARNINGS AND DISTRIBUTABLE EARNINGS PER COMBINED UNIT
At year-end, the company had 243 113 169 combined units in issue.

 GROUP  GROUP 
2012 2011

 R000  R000 
Reconciliation - earnings, headline earnings and distributable earnings
Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year  1 003 880  (84 031)
Debenture interest  994 333  741 703 
Earnings  1 998 213  657 672 
Headline earnings adjustments  (915 940)  122 613 

Change in fair value of investment property  (443 236)  (203 522)
Change in fair value before adjusting for deferred taxation  (1 137 924)  (236 654)
Deferred taxation  694 688  33 132 

Loss of disposal of investment property  11 886  6 129 
Loss on disposal of listed property securities  3 335  3 706 
Amortisation of debenture premium  (487 925)  (231 354)
Impairment of goodwill  547 654 

Headline earnings  1 082 273  780 285 
Distributable earnings adjustments  (86 014)  (37 054)

Change in fair value of listed property securities  (259 238)  (222 496)
Change in fair value before adjusting for deferred taxation  (315 259)  (258 716)
Deferred taxation  56 021  36 220 

Change in fair value of derivative instruments  170 070  59 510 
Taxation  1 443  87 986 
Deferred taxation  28 302 
Attfund Retail transaction costs  1 711  9 644 

Distributable earnings  996 259  743 231 
Total combined units in issue  243 113 169  243 113 169 
Weighted average combined units in issue - for earnings, headline earnings and distributable earnings  243 113 169  192 061 114 
Earnings, headline earnings and distributable earnings per combined unit  Cents  Cents 
Basic and diluted earnings per combined unit  821,9  342,4 
Headline earnings per combined unit  445,2  406,3 
Distributable earnings per combined unit  409,8  383,6 

28.
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NOTES TO THE CASH FLOW STATEMENTS
29.1 The following convention applies to figures other than adjustments:

Outflows of cash are represented by figures in brackets.
Inflows of cash are represented by figures without brackets.

 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY
2012 2011 2012 2011

 R000  R000  R000  R000 
29.2 Cash generated from operations

Net income before taxation  1 757 049  101 608  1 686 928  656 247 
Adjustments:  (344 735)  838 236  (276 282)  282 941 

Change in fair value: Investment property  (315 259)  (236 654)  (315 259)  (236 654)
 Listed property securities  (1 137 924)  (258 716)  (1 137 924)  (258 716)
 Investment in subsidiary  17 507 
 Derivative instruments  170 070  59 510  170 070  59 510 
Impairment of goodwill  547 654  (25 401)
Impairment of Intercompany loan  67 285 
Loss on disposal of investment property  11 886  6 129  11 886  6 129 
Loss on disposal of listed property securities  3 335  3 706  3 335  3 706 
Share of income from associate  (144)  (9 949)  (9 949)
Depreciation  12 547  7 714  12 424  7 674 
Interest received  (22 180)  (31 416)  (21 530)  (31 416)
Interest paid  427 007  239 741  426 665  239 741 
Debenture interest paid  994 333  741 703  994 333  741 703 
Amortisation of debenture premium  (487 925)  (231 354)  (487 925)  (231 354)
Other non-cash items  (481)  168  358  461 

Operating profit before working capital changes  1 412 314  939 844  1 410 646  939 188 
Decrease in working capital  66 286  (59 897)  67 985  27 670 

Increase in receivables  (63 809)  (285 228)  (61 990)  (31 925)
Increase in payables  130 095  225 331  129 975  59 595 

Cash generated from operations  1 478 600  879 947  1 478 631  966 858 
29.3 Debenture interest paid to combined unitholders

Interest payable at the beginning of the year  (333 065)  (303 987)  (333 065)  (303 987)
Per statements of comprehensive income  (994 333)  (741 703)  (994 333)  (741 703)
Interest payable at end of year  512 969  333 065  512 969  333 065 

 (814 429)  (712 625)  (814 429)  (712 625)
29.4 Taxation paid

Taxation payable at the beginning of the year  70 003 
Per statements of comprehensive income  2 044 87 986 17 983
Taxation payable at end of year  (3 980) (70 003)

 68 067 17 983 17 983
29.5 Acquisition of business combination (Attfund Retail)

Investment property  (7 750 764)
Net working capital  93 143 
Long-term loans assumed  3 582 713 
Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited  (30 000)
Listed property securities  (266 553)

 4 371 461 

29.
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COMMITMENTS
 GROUP AND 

COMPANY 
 GROUP AND 

COMPANY 

2012 2011
 R000  R000 

30.1 Capital commitments
Approved and committed  921 520  34 619 
Approved but not yet committed  115 566  51 898 

 1 037 086  86 517 
Capital commitments approved and committed comprise the following:
Development costs

- Rosebank Mall  917 348 
- Canal Walk  18 264 
- Clearwater  1 391  6 303 
- CapeGate  1 134 
- Woodlands  538 
- Stoneridge  359 
- Hyde Park  68 
- Rosebank Mall Offices  2 781  5 000 
- Cradock Heights  2 953 

 921 520  34 619 
Capital commitments approved but not yet committed  115 566  51 898 

The above expenditure will be financed out of available cash resources, banking facilities and debt capital market funding.

30.2 Operating expense commitments
Hyprop has entered into various service contracts for the cleaning, upkeep and general maintenance of its investment property 
portfolio.
Operating expense commitments payable to service providers in future years have been classified as follows:

- short-term contracts (up to one year )  7 848  49 670 
- medium-term contracts (greater than one year and up to five years )  1 742 

All contracts currently in place have a notice period of 30 days. There are no commitments for contracts beyond 5 years ahead.

MINIMUM LEASE PAYMENTS RECEIVABLE
Minimum lease payments comprise contractual rental income and operating expense recoveries from investment property.

 GROUP  GROUP 
2012 2011

 R000  R000 
The minimum lease payments receivable from tenants have been classified into the following categories:

- short-term (up to one year)  1 150 180  1 373 853 
- medium-term (greater than one year and up to five years)  2 394 475  3 917 734 
- long-term (greater than five years)  830 600  1 101 322 

RETIREMENT BENEFITS
All eligible employees are members of the Hyprop Investments Limited pension fund. 
The retirement funding and risk related benefits are market related. All benefits from the pension fund accrue to the members. 

The pension fund complies with all current legislation. The company has no commitment for post-retirement medical aid benefits. R7 415 656 was contributed to the pension 
fund during the year for group risk benefits and recognised as an expense.

30.

31.

32.
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BUSINESS COMBINATION
33.1 Subsidiary acquired 

During the 2011 financial year Hyprop acquired 100% of the shares in Attfund Retail Limited for the purpose of acquiring Attfund Retail’s portfolio of property assets and listed 
securities. The effective date of the transaction was 1 September 2011.

2011 Principle activity Effective date of acquisition

Proportion of voting  
equity interest acquired  

(%) Consideration transferred
Attfund Retail Limied Property investment company 1 September 2011 100%  7 409 001 
Attfund Retail Limited was acquired as part of a strategy to expand the group’s investment in premium, quality shopping centres.

33.2 Consideration transferred
Cash  2 441 001 
Issue of new Hyprop combined units  4 968 000 

 7 409 001 

Acquisition costs amounting to R9,6 million have been excluded from the consideration transferred and were recognised as an expense in the statements of comprehensive  
income in 2011. Furthermore, R810 million of the new issue of combined units was subsequently repurchased by the company, resulting in a net issue of combined units amounting 
to R4,158 billion.

33.3 Assets acquired and liabilities recognised at the date of acquisition
 GROUP 

2011
 R000 

Non-current assets  
Investment property  7 750 764 
Loan receivable - Mantrablox Proprietary Limited  117 600#

Listed property securities  275 717 
Word4Word Marketing Proprietary Limited  30 000 
Receivable - Fountainhead Property Trust  761 293 
Loan receivable - Atterbury Investment Holdings  460 400 
Non-current liabilities  
Long-term loans  (3 582 713)
Deferred taxation  (555 112)
Net working capital (net current assets)  109 029 

 Includes trade receivables of R 10,8 million
 5 366 978

Assets off-set against the cash consideration
Attfund International loan  967 125 
Parkdev Investments loan  204 751 
Garden Route Mall  310 000 

 6 848 854 
# Refer to note 8 and 10.

Refer to the segmental analysis on page 110 for revenue and net property income in respect of assets acquired in terms of the Attfund Retail acquisition.

33.
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34.

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

33. BUSINESS COMBINATIONS CONTINUED

33.4 Goodwill arising on acquisition
GROUP

2011
R000

Consideration transferred  7 409 001 
Less: fair value of identifiable assets acquired  6 848 854 
Goodwill arising on acquisition  560 147 

Goodwill arose upon the acquisition of Attfund Retail due to the benefit of anticipated synergies and operational efficiencies achieved as a consequence of greater critical 
mass in the combined portfolio. None of the goodwill is deductible for taxation purposes.

Goodwill is tested for impairment annually and the impairment is recognised in profit and loss. Refer to note 9.

33.5 Impact of acquisition on the results of the group

Included in the profit for 2011 is R194 million attributable to the additional income generated by Attfund Retail. Revenue for the year includes R294 million in respect of 
Attfund Retail.

Had this business combination been effected at 1 January 2011, the revenue of the group from continuing operations for 2011 would have been R564 million more, and the profit  
from continuing operations for 2011 would have increased by R377 million.

RELATED PARTIES AND RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
Related parties with whom the group transacted during the year were:

GROUP & 
COMPANY 

GROUP & 
COMPANY

2012 2011
 R000  R000 

The Standard Bank of South Africa Limited
Rental income received  22 647  19 569 
Expenditure comprising: Interest on borrowings  110 870  116 026 
Long-term loans payable  1 167 539  1 350 000 
Guarantee Fees Paid - Atterbury Africa Funding  675 
Fees paid - DCM Programme  524 

Relationship: Directorial
Mantrablox Propriertary Limited

Loan receivable 117 600 117 600
Interest received 10 023 6 613

Relationship: Directorial
Atterbury Africa Limited
Co-investor with Hyprop

Loan receivable  111 109 
Interest received  649 

Relationship: Shareholding and Directorial
Southern Sun Hotel Interest (Proprietary) Limited

Sale of Southern Sun Hyde Park  130 000 
Short-term loan payable - advanced payment on the sale price made by Southern Sun  65 000 

Relationship: Directorial
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GROUP & 
COMPANY 

GROUP & 
COMPANY

2012 2011
 R000  R000 

Redefine Properties Limited  110 500
Sales of 50% interest In Southcoast Mall

Relationship: Directorial
Arctospark Proprietary Limited

Purchase of bulk rights at CapeGate  25 000
Relationship: Directorial
Ellerine Bros Proprietary Limited

Rental income received - Stuttafords Branches  22 730  13 185 
Relationship: Directorial
Fledge Capital Proprietary Limited

Rental income received - Dischem Pharmacies  20 919  6 956 
Rental income received - Maneki  843  275 

Relationship: Directorial
Tholo Investments Proprietary Limited

Rental income received - Cappuccino’s  1 927  286 
Rental income received - Mugg & Bean  1 504  478 

Relationship: Directorial
Parkdev Investments Proprietary Limited

Consulting fees paid  450  450 
Relationship: Directorial
Vunani Capital (Pty) Limited
Expenditure comprising:

Asset management fee paid by associate  325
Relationship: Directorial

All related party transactions were made on terms equivalent to those that prevail in similar arms length transactions.
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NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)

FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
The group’s financial instruments consist mainly of deposits with banks, loans from banks, receivables, fixed interest rate agreements, interest rate swaps, listed property securities, 
debentures, payables and a foreign currency investment. In respect of the abovementioned financial instruments, book values approximate fair value. Exposure to interest rate, 
credit, liquidity, market, price and currency risks occurs in the normal course of business. 

Interest rate risk 

The group is exposed to interest rate risk because it borrows funds at both fixed and floating interest rates. The risk is managed by maintaining an appropriate mix between fixed 
and floating rate borrowings and by the use of fixed interest rate agreements and interest rate swaps.

Interest rate sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis includes the exposure to interest rates for both derivatives and non-derivative instruments at the end of the financial year.

For floating rate liabilities it is assumed that the liability outstanding at end of year was outstanding for the whole year. A 150 basis point increase or decrease in interest rates 
was used in the analysis.

If interest rates had been 150 basis points higher/lower and all other variables were held constant, the group’s profit for the year ended 31 December 2012 would increase/decrease 
by R13,7 million (based on year end floating debt).

The group’s sensitivity to interest rates has reduced during the current year due to an increase in the proportion of fixed debt.

Fixed interest rate agreements and interest rate swaps

Refer to note 18 for further detail in respect of fixed interest rates.

The group’s exposure to interest rate risk and interest rates on financial instruments at the reporting date was as follows:

Liquidity and interest rate risk table

Weighted average 
effective interest rate One year or less One to five years More than five years Total

Year ended 31 December 2012 % R000 R000  R000 R000

Financial assets
Listed property securities - non current  2 282 095  2 282 095 
Receivables  183 056  183 056 
Cash and cash equivalents  167 874  167 874 
Total financial assets  350 930  2 282 095  2 633 025 

Financial liabilities
Debenture capital  Variable  5 871 616  5 871 616 
Interest-bearing borrowings  8,4  815 000  4 371 035  5 186 035 
Payables  369 110  369 110 
Combined unitholders for distribution  Variable  512 969  512 969 
Derivative instruments  32 945  204 519  237 464 
Total financial liabilities  1 730 024  4 575 554  5 871 616  12 177 194 

35.
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Weighted average 
effective interest rate One year or less One to five years More than five years Total

Year ended 31 December 2011 % R000 R000  R000 R000

Financial assets
Listed property securities - non-current  2 176 173  2 176 173 
Receivables  119 247  119 247 
Cash and cash equivalents  208 394  208 394 
Total financial assets  327 641  2 176 173  2 503 814 

Financial liabilities
Debenture capital  Variable  6 359 541  6 359 541 
Interest-bearing borrowings  8,2  1 347 292  4 191 622  5 538 914 
Payables  238 479  238 479 
Combined unitholders for distribution  Variable  333 065  333 065 
Derivative instruments  22 931  44 463  67 394 
Total financial liabilities  1 941 767  4 236 085  6 359 541  12 537 393 

Interest rates are monitored and appropriate steps taken to ensure that Hyprop’s exposure to interest rate fluctuations is limited.
Interest rates have been fixed for periods ranging from 2012 to 2019. The expiry dates of the fixed interest rate agreements and interest rate swaps are disclosed in note 18.  
The average rate of interest at year-end (applicable to the fixed interest rate agreements and interest rate swaps) was 8,79% (2011: 8,92%).

Credit risk

Credit risk arises from the risk that a counterparty may default or not meet its obligations timeously. Credit risk is limited to the carrying amount of financial assets at the  
reporting date.      

 Receivables

   Trade receivables consists of a large, wide-spread tenant base. The financial position of these tenants is monitored on an ongoing basis.
  An allowance is made for all specific doubtful debts at year-end. Management does not consider there to be any material credit risk exposure that is not already covered by 

a doubtful debt allowance. The carrying value of receivables is considered to be a reasonable approximation of fair value.

 Listed property securities

  Listed property securities included in non-current assets represent Hyprop’s investment in Sycom (2011: Sycom, Acucap and Vunani). The value of this investment is monitored 
closely by management and the credit risk exposure is regarded as minimal.

 Cash and cash equivalents

 It is company policy to deposit short-term cash investments with reputable financial institutions.

Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk is the risk that the group will be unable to meet financial commitments. This risk is minimised by holding cash balances and by a floating loan facility. In addition, the 
company monitors liquidity risk by regularly monitoring forecast cash flows and by matching the maturity profiles of financial assets and liabilities.
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FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT CONTINUED35.

36.

Price risk

The group is exposed to price risk due to its investment in listed property securities. Equity investments are held for strategic purposes and the group does not actively trade 
these instruments.

The exposure to price risk as at end of year is as follows:
2012 2011

 R000  R000 
Sycom Property Fund  2 282  1 980 
Acucap*  97 
Vunani*  99 

* Sold during 2012 

The sensitivity analysis has been prepared assuming a 5% fluctuation in unit price. If the unit price had been 5% higher/lower, the fair value adjustment to the statements of 
comprehensive income and to financial assets at fair value through profit and loss would be R116 million higher/lower.

Foreign exchange risk

The company operates elsewhere in Africa and is exposed to foreign exchange risk arising from currency exposures with respect to the US dollar. 
Foreign exchange risk arises from recognised assets and liabilities and net investments in foreign operations. Currently this exposure arises only through Hyprop’s 37,5% interest in 
Atterbury Africa, via its wholly-owned subsidiary, Hyprop Investments (Mauritius) Limited.

Currently, the company does not hedge foreign exchange fluctuations.

Foreign currency exposure at the end of the reporting period:
Non-current assets  
Loan to Atterbury Africa Investments (USD 13 091 793)  111 109
Current assets 
Cash and cash equivalents (USD 3 822)  32
Liabilities 
Interest bearing debt (USD 13 064 395)  110 876 
Payables (USD 12 911)  110 
Exchange rates used for conversion of foreign items were:
USD  8,49

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT
The company’s borrowings excluding debentures are limited by its MOI to 55 % of the directors’ bona fide valuation of the consolidated property portfolio, including listed 
property securities.

The company is funded by debentures and external borrowings. The company’s capital management objective is to maintain a strong capital base to provide sustainable returns 
to combined unitholders over the long term. 

The company’s unutilised borrowing capacity at 31 December can be summarised as follows:
 GROUP  GROUP  COMPANY COMPANY

2012 2011 2012 2011
 R000  R000  R000  R000 

Value of property portfolio * 20 886 766 19 686 038 20 886 615 19 686 038
55% thereof 11 487 721 10 827 321 11 487 638 10 827 321
Total gross borrowings (long-term and short-term) 5 186 035 5 538 914 5 075 159 5 538 914
Unutilised borrowing capacity 6 301 686 5 288 407 6 412 479 5 288 407
* Includes listed property securities

NOTES TO THE ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONTINUED)
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37.

38.

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS BY CATEGORY
The accounting policies have been applied to the various financial instruments as indicated below:

Fair value estimation of financial instruments
Financial instruments measured at fair value are grouped by the level into which the fair value is categorised:

Level 1:  
Fair value is derived from quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical instruments.  

Level 2:  
Fair value is derived through the use of valuation techniques based on observable inputs, either directly or indirectly.  

Level 3:  
Fair value is derived through the use of valuation techniques using significant unobservable inputs.

The table below analyses financial instruments measured at fair value by the level into which the fair value measurement is categorised:
Assets designated at

 fair value through
Loans and receivables profit and loss Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Assets R000 R000 R000  R000 R000
31 December 2012
Listed property securities  2 282 095  2 282 095 
Loans receivable  47 434  
Receivables  183 056 
Cash and cash equivalents  167 874 
31 December 2011
Listed property securities  2 176 173  2 176 173 
Loan receivable  47 217 
Receivables  119 247 
Cash and cash equivalents  208 394 

Liabilities measured Liabilities designated
at amortised cost at fair value Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Liabilities R000 R000 R000  R000 R000
31 December 2012
Debentures and debenture premium  5 871 616 
Loans - long term  4 371 035 

- short term  815 000 
Derivative instruments  237 464 237 464
Payables  369 110 
31 December 2011
Debentures and debenture premium  6 359 541 
Loans - long term  4 191 622 

- short term  1 347 292 
Derivative instruments  67 394 67 394
Payables  238 479 

CHANGES IN LEGISLATION SUBSEQUENT TO YEAR-END
Real Estate Investment Trust (“REIT”) legislation will become effective in South Africa from 1 April 2013.

Hyprop views the introduction of REIT legislation as very positive for the sector. REIT conversion by listed property companies will bring uniformity to capital structures and 
taxation certainty, as well as being more attractive for international investors.

Hyprop will convert to a REIT once the legislation is effective. Conversion to a REIT may result in a change in the capital structure of the company. Further detail in this regard 
will be communicated to unitholders in due course.
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SEGMENTAL ANALYSIS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2012

PROPERTY  
PORTFOLIO

STATEMENTS OF 
 COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

STATEMENTS OF  
FINANCIAL POSITION

Business segment

GLA (m2)
Total
value

Value
attributable

to Hyprop Revenue

Net
property

income

Historic 
yield #

% Receivables Payables Loans
2012 (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000)
Canal Walk 157 447  6 500 000 5 200 000  460 729  329 862  6,8  5 535  51 796 
Super regional 157 447  6 500 000 5 200 000  460 729  329 862   5 535  51 796 
Clearwater Mall 85 174  2 945 000 2 945 000  294 002  199 195  8,0  27 738  37 079 
The Glen 74 624  2 330 000 1 751 130  190 940  123 565  7,6  9 096  24 445 
Woodlands Boulevard 70 319  1 770 000 1 770 000  182 097  124 583  7,8  25 074  27 083 
CapeGate 99 619  1 509 000 1 509 000  182 725  116 776  8,1  19 501  21 623 
Large regional 329 736 8 554 000 7 975 130 849 764 564 119  81 409  110 229 
Hyde Park 36 894  1 420 000 1 420 000  166 129  104 094  7,8  7 290  25 160 
Southcoast Mall 1  12 346  6 287 
Regional 36 894 1 420 000 1 420 000 178 475 110 381  7 290  25 160 
Atterbury Value Mart 47 707  952 000 952 000  97 751  75 915  8,6  5 406  11 312 
Willowbridge 44 027  620 000 620 000  76 667  45 308  7,5  9 191  10 495 
Stoneridge 51 293  481 000 432 900  62 567  27 482  6,7  2 218  33 144 
Somerset Value Mart 12 546  170 000 170 000  20 583  14 106  9,2  942  2 447 
Value centres 155 573 2 223 000 2 174 900 257 568 162 811  17 757  57 398 
Shopping centres 679 650 18 697 000 16 770 030 1 746 536 1 167 173  111 991  244 583 
Stand-alone offices 51 243  710 000 710 000  110 820  72 438  9,4  9 672  20 824 
Hotels 2  130 000 130 000  33 861  1 207 
Development property 3 35 950  990 000 990 000  103 545  58 364  2 367  6 305 
Investment property 766 843 20 527 000 18 600 030 1 994 762 1 299 182  124 030  271 712 
Listed property securities 2 282 095 2 282 095  152 233  152 233 
Straight-line rental income accrual  9 208 
Atterbury Africa 111 109 111 109
Hyprop Mauritius  110 
Word4Word Marketing  21 422  1 845  2 556  6 753 
Fund management  (53 550)  56 470  90 535  5 186 035 
Net interest  (403 451)  

766 843 22 920 204 20 993 234 2 177 624 996 259  183 056  369 110  5 186 035 
1 Sold July 2012.
2 Southern Sun Hyde Park - sold September 2012
3 Rosebank Mall - transferred to development property from September 2012.
# Based on 2012 net property income and December 2011 valuations
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PROPERTY  
PORTFOLIO

STATEMENTS OF 
 COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

STATEMENTS OF  
FINANCIAL POSITION

Business segment

GLA (m2)
Total
value

Value
attributable

to Hyprop Revenue

Net
property

income

Historic 
yield #

% Receivables Payables Loans
2011 (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000) (R000)
Canal Walk  157 450  6 100 000  4 880 000  423 566  301 315  6,6  20 336  44 358 
Super regional  157 450  6 100 000  4 880 000  423 566  301 315  20 336  44 358 
Clearwater  85 370  2 500 000  2 500 000  96 654  61 562  14 184  49 906 
The Glen  74 624  2 160 000  1 623 365  178 087  112 927  7,4  7 241  13 497 
Woodlands Boulevard  69 867  1 604 000  1 604 000  59 054  40 619  22 576  24 593 
CapeGate  106 016  1 435 000  1 435 000  57 266  36 911  35 326  26 535 
Large regional  335 877  7 699 000  7 162 365  391 061  252 019  79 327  114 531 
Hyde Park  36 910  1 337 000  1 337 000  152 945  93 963  7,4  9 495  26 646 
The Mall  35 950  923 000  923 000  105 823  70 222  7,6  6 442  10 040 
Southcoast Mall  29 361  244 000  122 000  20 968  11 565  8,9  96  829 
Regional  102 221  2 504 000  2 382 000  279 736  175 750  16 033  37 515 
Atterbury Value Mart  47 707  885 000  885 000  31 062  24 163  5 346  11 899 
Willowbridge  45 011  607 000  607 000  25 932  15 253  8 046  14 100 
Stoneridge  51 293  455 000  409 500  58 339  25 795  6,3  3 387  4 895 
Somerset Value Mart  12 546  154 000  154 000  6 903  4 597  2 111  2 163 
Value centres  156 557  2 101 000  2 055 500  122 236  69 808  18 890  33 057 
Shopping centres  752 105  18 404 000  16 479 865  1 216 599  798 892  134 586  229 461 
Stand-alone offices  51 240  769 000  769 000  70 569  45 320  13 556  12 175 
Hotels  145 000  145 000  47 327  (5 866)  1 370  7 339 
Development property  116 000  116 000  1 952 
Investment property  803 345  19 434 000  17 509 865  1 334 495  838 346  149 512  248 975 
Listed property securities  2 176 173  2 176 173  132 006  132 006  3 074 
Straight-line rental income accrual  100 214 
Word4Word Marketing  16 441  909   6 312 
Fund management  (19 705)  (35 291)  (16 808)  5 538 914 
Net interest   (208 325)

 803 345  21 610 173  19 686 038  1 583 157  743 231  119 247  238 479  5 538 914 
# Based on 2011 net property income and December 2010 valuations.
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UNITHOLDER ANALYSIS

UNITHOLDER SPREAD
No of 

unitholders % No of units %
1 - 1000 units 2 838 44,2 1 550 367 0,6
1001 - 10 000 units 2 856 44,5 9 170 240 3,8
10 001 - 100 000 units 547 8,5 15 456 746 6,4
100 001 - 1 000 000 units 136 2,1 43 289 347 17,8
1000 001 units and over 37 0,6 173 646 469 71,4
Totals 6 414 100,0 243 113 169 100,0

DISTRIBUTION OF UNITHOLDERS
No of 

unitholders % No of units %
Banks 41 0,6 8 931 151 3,7
Close corporations 61 1,0 352 138 0,1
Endowment funds 118 1,8 1 782 995 0,7
Individuals 4 376 68,2 18 454 968 7,6
Insurance companies 45 0,7 8 960 630 3,7
Investment companies 23 0,4 2 053 665 0,8
Medical schemes 12 0,2 191 267 0,1
Mutual funds 176 2,7 60 012 840 24,7
Nominees & trusts 1 184 18,5 9 646 602 4,0
Other corporations 35 0,5 148 054 0,1
Private companies 167 2,6 4 841 370 2,0
Public companies 10 0,2 78 396 656 32,2
Retirement funds 166 2,6 49 340 833 20,3
Totals 6 414 100,0 243 113 169 100,0

PUBLIC / NON - PUBLIC UNITHOLDERS
No of 

unitholders % No of units %
Non - public unitholders 11 0,2 81 031 502 33,3
Directors of the company 7 0,1 7 969 080 3,3
Strategic holdings (more than 10%) 4 0,1 73 062 422 30,1
Public unitholders 6 403 99,8 162 081 667 66,7
Totals 6 414 100,0 243 113 169 100,0

Beneficial unitholders holding 5% or more No of units %
Redefine Properties Limited 73 062 422 30,1
Government Employees Pension Fund 25 227 517 10,4
STANLIB 16 448 615 6,8
Totals 114 738 554 47,2
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DEFINITIONS 

“ALSI” All share index
“Atterbury Africa” Atterbury Africa Limited
“Attfund Retail” Attfund Retail Limited (formerly Femtoworx Limited), acquired by Hyprop effective 1 September 2011 
“the board” The board of directors of Hyprop Investments Limited 
“Canal Walk” Canal Walk Shopping Centre 
“CapeGate” CapeGate Retail Precinct 
“Clearwater” Clearwater Mall 
“Companies Act” The Companies Act, 71 of 2008, as amended
“the current year” The year ending 31 December 2013
“DCM” Debt Capital Market
“GBCSA” Green Building Council of South Africa
“GLA” Gross lettable area 
“The Glen” The Glen Shopping Centre 
“The Grace” The Grace Hotel and Offices 
“GRI” Global Reporting Initiative
“The group” Hyprop and its subsidiaries and associates
“Hyde Park” Hyde Park Corner 
“Hyprop” or “the company” Hyprop Investments Limited 
“JSE” JSE Limited
“King III Report” King Report on Corporate Governance for South Africa 2009 
“Large regional” A large regional shopping centre of GLA 50 000 - 100 000 m²
“MOI” Memorandum of Incorporation, formerly known as Memorandum and Articles of Association 
“OHS” Occupational Health and Safety Act
“prior year” The year ended 31 December 2011
“Redefine” Redefine Properties Limited 
“Regional” A regional shopping centre of GLA 30 000 - 50 000 m²
“Rosebank Mall” Rosebank Mall, including the development site previously called Rosebank Gardens, Gauteng
“SAPY” South African Property Index
“SENS” Securities Exchange News Service 
“Somerset Value Mart” Somerset Value Mart, Western Cape
“Stoneridge” Stoneridge Shopping Centre 
“Super regional” A super regional shopping centre of GLA larger than 100 000 m²
“Sycom” Sycom Property Fund Limited 
“Vunani” Vunani Property Investment Fund Limited 
“Vunani Properties” Vunani Properties (Proprietary) Limited 
“VPIF” Vunani Property Investment Fund (Proprietary) Limited 
“Willowbridge” Willowbridge Lifestyle Centre 
“Woodlands” Woodlands Boulevard

 “the year” or “the year under review” The year ended 31 December 2012
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GOVERNANCE: APPLICATION OF KING III

Principle 
number Description Application

Chapter 2: Boards and directors

2.1 The board should act as the focal point for and custodian 
of corporate governance

In accordance with the board charter, the board acts as the focal point for, and custodian of, 
corporate governance by managing its relationship with management, the unitholders and other 
stakeholders of the group along sound corporate governance principles.

2.2 The board should appreciate that strategy, risk,  
performance and sustainability are inseparable.

The board, in accordance with the board charter, is responsible for aligning the strategic 
objectives, vision and mission with risk and performance. The group’s formalised risk 
management process takes into account the full range of risks including strategic and 
operational risk encompassing performance and sustainability. A social and ethics committee  
is in place which is responsible for sustainability issues.

2.3 The board should provide effective leadership based on an 
ethical foundation.

In accordance with the board charter the board is the guardian of the values and ethics of 
the group and provides effective leadership on an ethical foundation. The group’s Code of 
Ethics sets out the company’s commitment to the highest level of ethical conduct, fair dealing 
and integrity in business practice as an operational imperative. The board charter governs the 
board’s activities.

2.4 The board should ensure that the company is and is seen 
to be a responsible corporate citizen.

Hyprop’s board is the focal point for good corporate citizenship and sets the values to which 
the company adheres. The board aims to integrate responsible corporate citizenship into the 
company’s growth strategy and daily operations in order to ensure sustainability. The social 
and ethics committee, a new subcommittee of the board, reflects Hyprop’s commitment to 
responsible corporate citizenship. The group has adopted the principles of the Global Reporting 
Initiative (GRI) which guide it in its corporate responsibility. 

2.5 The board should ensure that the company's ethics are 
managed effectively. 

In accordance with the board charter the board ensures that the company’s ethics are managed 
effectively. The social and ethics committee assists the board with the oversight of social and 
ethical matters in respect of the group. Hyprop’s Code of Ethics, to which all members of the 
board, management and employees of the group are required to adhere, promotes ethical  
business practices. A fraud hotline was introduced during the year where employees and the 
public can report any acts of fraud and unethical behaviour.

2.6 The board should ensure that the company has an  
effective and independent audit committee.

During the year Gavin Tipper was appointed as an independent non-executive director and 
a member of the audit committee. The audit committee now comprises three independent 
non-executive directors in line with King III guidelines. They will be elected by unitholders at the 
annual general meeting.

2.7 The board should be responsible for the governance of risk. The risk committee is responsible for overseeing the group’s risk management programme.  
The committee reports directly to the board which retains ultimate responsibility for the 
control and management of risk. 
It is responsible for reviewing and assessing the company’s risk control systems and ensures that 
risk policies and strategies are effectively managed. Specifically the role of the committee is to 
assist the board in ensuring that:

enhance its ability to achieve its strategic objectives; 

2.8 The board should be responsible for information  
technology (IT) governance. 

The board through the risk committee is responsible for effectively managing relevant IT risks. 

2.9 The board should ensure that the company complies with 
applicable laws and considers adherence to non-binding 
rules, codes and standards.

In accordance with the board charter the board ensures that Hyprop complies with applicable 
laws and considers, with the assistance of the risk committee, adherence to non-binding rules 
and standards.

2.10 The board should ensure that there is an effective  
risk-based internal audit.

KPMG was appointed in 2011 to provide an outsourced internal audit function, which is  
risk-based. The internal auditor reports directly to the audit committee and attends all the 
committee meetings.
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2.11 The board should appreciate that stakeholders`  
perceptions affect the company's reputation.

Hyprop recognises that engaging with individuals or groups enhances the operations of 
the company and better enables it to manage risk and reputation. Investor relations and 
stakeholder engagement are key focus areas for the board.

2.12 The board should ensure the integrity of the company's 
integrated report.

The board’s audit committee oversees integrated reporting and is responsible for  
recommending the integrity of the integrated report to the board.

2.13 The board should report on the effectiveness of the 
company's system of internal controls.

The audit committee is responsible for overseeing internal audit, including the appointment of 
the internal audit function, monitoring its performance and approving the internal audit plan. 
Further the committee ensures that the internal audit function is subject to an independent  
quality review, as and when the committee determines it appropriate. Internal audit is 
outsourced and independent. It assists management in assessing whether or not systems of 
internal control are adequate and effective. Internal audit prepares a plan aligned to the key 
risks of the company. 

2.14 The board and its directors should act in the best interests 
of the company. 

The board acknowledges its role as a trustee on behalf of the unitholders. In accordance with 
the board charter it acts in the best interests of the group by ensuring that individual directors 
adhere to legal standards of conduct; are permitted to take independent advice in connection 
with their duties following an agreed procedure; disclose real or perceived conflicts to the 
board and deal with them accordingly; and deal in securities only in accordance with the policy 
adopted by the board.

2.15 The board should consider business rescue proceeding or 
other turnaround mechanisms as soon as the company is 
financially distressed as defined in the Act.

The board, in accordance with the board charter, is responsible for commencing business rescue 
proceedings should circumstances warrant it. The audit committee reviews the going concern 
principle, as well as the solvency and liquidity principle as set out in the Companies Act,  
Chapter 1, Part A, Section 4.

2.16 The board should elect a chairman of the board who is 
an independent non-executive director. The CEO of the 
company should not also fulfil the role of chairman of the 
board.

The Chairman of Hyprop is an independent non-executive director.

2.17 The board should appoint the chief executive officer and 
establish a framework for the delegation of authority. 

The board has appointed Pieter Prinsloo as CEO and has approved a framework for the 
delegation of authority. 

2.18 The board should comprise a balance of power, with a 
majority of non-executive directors. The majority of  
non-executive directors should be independent. 

Following the appointment to Hyprop’s board of Gavin Tipper in March 2012 and Jabu Mabuza 
in June 2012, 50% of the non-executive directors are categorised as independent. This brings the 
balance of independent non-executives on the board closer to King III requirements.

2.19 Directors should be appointed through a formal process. In accordance with the board charter a formal and transparent process is in place for appointing 
directors. The remuneration and nomination committee assists with the process of identifying 
suitable candidates to be proposed to the unitholders. 

2.20 The induction of and ongoing training and  
development of directors should be conducted  
through formal processes.

In accordance with the board charter a formal induction programme is established for new 
directors. Inexperienced directors are developed through mentorship programmes. Continuing 
professional development programmes are implemented which ensure that directors receive 
regular briefings on changes in risks, laws and the environment.

2.21 The board should be assisted by a competent, suitably 
qualified and experienced company secretary.

The company secretary, Probity Business Services (Pty) Limited, an independent company 
secretarial practice, is appointed in compliance with the Companies Act 2008, the JSE Listings 
Requirements and the recommendations of King III. The board deems its representative, Neville 
Toerien, to be suitably qualified. 

2.22 The evaluation of the board, its committees and the 
individual directors should be performed every year.

The board was evaluated by individual directors during May 2012. A sub committee assessment 
process has been developed and will be implemented during the 2013 financial year.
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GOVERNANCE: APPLICATION OF KING III (CONTINUED)

2.23 The board should delegate certain functions to well-
structured committees but without abdicating its own 
responsibilities.

The board delegates certain functions without abdicating its own responsibilities to the  
following committees: 

Each of these committees has a formal charter approved by the board and reviewed on a 
regular basis.

2.24 A governance framework should be agreed between the 
group and its subsidiary boards.

All policies and procedures are communicated to subsidiary boards. 

2.25 Companies should remunerate directors and executives 
fairly and responsibly.

In accordance with the board charter the board is responsible for ensuring that the 
company has an appropriate remuneration strategy in place. The group’s remuneration and 
nomination committee has an independent role, making recommendations to the board for 
its consideration and final approval ensuring the group remunerates directors (including fees 
payable to non-executive directors) and executives fairly and responsibly; and the disclosure of 
directors’ remuneration is accurate, complete and transparent. Remuneration is set out in the 
Director’s Report. In addition, fees for board and committee members are approved annually at 
the annual general meeting.

2.26 Companies should disclose the remuneration of each 
individual director and certain senior executives.

The remuneration of directors and key management is disclosed in the Director’s Report on 
page 68 and in note 24. 

2.27 Unitholders should approve the company’s remuneration 
policy.

Full details of the remuneration policy are set out on page 60. Consideration will be given in 
future to submitting the remuneration policy to unitholders to consider and endorse, by way of 
a non-binding advisory vote, at the annual general meeting. 

A complete King III checklist is available for review on the company’s website. 
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